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Extending the Challenge:

1,

Working Toward a Common.Body of Practice for' Teachers

Concerned educatdrs have always wrestledwith issues

of excellence. and professional development. It is argued,

in the paper !A Common Body of Ptactice for Teachers: The

Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education,"'

that the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

provides'the necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination

of teacher education. Further, it is argued that this

reexamination should enhance the process of establishing a

body of knowledge common to the members of the teaching

professon. The paper continues,. then, by outlih'ing clusters

of capabilities that may be included, in" the common body

of knowledge. These clusters of capabilities provide the

basis for the following materials.

The matezials are'oriented toward assessment and

ddvelopment. First, the various components, rating scales,

self-assessments, sets ok objectives, and respective rationale

and knowledge bases are designed to enable teacher educators

,o assess current practice relative to the knowledge, skills,

and commitments outlined in the aforementioned paper. The

assessment is conducted not necessarily to determine, the

worthiness of a program or practice, but rather to reexamine

current practice in order to articulate essential common'

elements of teacher education. In effect then, the "challenge"

paper and the ensuing materials. incite furthex,liscussion,

regarding & common body of practice. fOr teachers.

Second and closely aligned to assessment is the

developmental perspective offered by these materials. The

assessment process allows the user to view, current; practice

on a developmental continuum. Therefare, desired or more

appropriate practice is readily identifiable. On another,

*.Published by the A.aerican Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, Washington, D.C., 1980 ($5.50).
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perhaps more important dimension, the "challenge" piper

and these materials focus discussion on, preservice

teacher education. In making decisions regarding

a common body of,practice it is.eisential-that specific

knowledge, skill and commitment be acquired at the preservice

level. It is also essential that other additional specific

knowledge, skill, and commitment be acquired as a, teacher

is inducted into the profession and matures with years of

experience. Differentiating among these levrels of professional

development is paramount. These materials can bd used in

forums in which focused discussion will explicate better

the necessary elements of preservice teacher education.

This explication will than allow more productive discourse

on the necessary capabilitiesof beginning teachers and the

necessary capabilities of experienced teachers.

In brief, this work is an effort to capitalize on the

creative ferment of the teaching profession in striving

toward excellence an&professional development.' The work is

to be viewed as evolutionary and formative. Contributions

from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.
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This paper plvsen.ts one module in a.;eries.of.resource

materials are designed for use pi teacher educators. The

genesis of these materials is in the ten "clusters of

capabilitidi7 outlined in' the paper, "A Common Body of

-PractiA for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law Y4 -l42

to Teacher Education," which form the proposed core of

professional knowledge needed by professional teachers who

- will practice in the world of tomorrow. The resource

materials are to be used by4peacher educators to reexamine

and enhance their,current practice in,pneparing classroom

teachersto work competently and comfottdbly -with-children

who have a wide range of individual needs. Each module

provides further elaboration of a specified "cluster of

capabilities" or, in this case, a description and rationale

for foundational studies in teacher education.
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Within thid module are the following components: Page

Objectives. The objectives fqcus' on thi teacher

educator rater than as a student (pre-service

teacher). They identify what can be expected

gs a result of working through the materials in

terms of better understanding,the 'nature and role
.

of the foundational componentin teacher education.

Objectives which apply to prospective teachers

are also identified. They are statements ,

which should frame a "common, body of practicer

'in teacher eduChtion; -

7
Rating Scale. Ascale rs included by whidh a teacher .8

educator could, in a cursory way, assess the

degree_to which the foundational component de-

. scribed in this module prevails in an existing.

teacher-training piogram The rating Ocale, .

also provides a catalyst fbr further thinking

regarding this. topic.

Self-Assessment. Specific test items were developed 9

_ --to-determine -a-user-1s -work_ing_knowlesige___of _ the

major concepts and relevant data concerning'.

foundational studies in teacher education. The

self-assessment may be used as a pre-asdessment

to determine whether one wduld find it worthwhile

to go through the module or ay self check, after

the*materials have been worked through.

Rationale and Knowledge Base. An,exttnded biblio-

graphical essay summarizes the knowledge base

and empirical considerations relative to Wining

the place of fodAdational studies in teacher

education. The rationale supplied concludes

with a few brief discussion questions.

-iv-
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Bibliography. A partial bibliography of relevant

periodical literature and ERIC documents is

included after the list b( references.

9.9

Articles. Four brief articles (reproduced with per- 197

mission) accompany the aforementioned components.

The articles suppoit and expand on the knowledge

base.
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Objectives

Upon completion'of this module you wiil,be better able:

1. To identify and characterize the naiure and_scope-of---
r----

foundational :studies 'ineducatibiii

2. To enumerate the,silrkajor foci of concern and interest .

with which,---f6iindational. studieg are most typically identifiedi

3. To,reiroduce the *rationale underlying the "humanistic

-----and behavioral" standtVd\for basic teacher preparato

programs advance4 by the 'National Council foryie'Atcredi-

tation of Teacher Education (NCATE);

4. To..reproduce the rationale for a foundational component

in teacher preparation offered by the American Educational

Studies Association (AESA);

To trace the major outlines:of the historical:develop-

ment of the foundations of education as a field of

research .and instruction

6. To summarize the major issues dividing liberal-arts

faculties and proponents of ac demically-based professional -

education programs;
ei

7: To identify the major issues dividing proponents ofa

"liberal," vs; a "technical-vocatiOnal" conception of teach-

__er_education;

8. To understand basic differences in the'approach of those

who defe-d a discipline -based organilation of founda-

tional studies vs. proponents of the "social foundations

of education" orientation;

. To identify dominant trends in the organization and con

tent of foundational courses in education;

10. .To explicate a rationale for the inclusion of..foundational

studies as an .integral component of orofesional teacher-

preparation.

11. To review how foundational purposes and content may cpme

to fit within an emergent professional consenguson a common

body .of knowledge for teachers. (

I
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Re sonable Ob'ectives For Teacher Education

Al; students should have access to relevant factual

knowledge, practicakskillvf and commitment to professional

perfo/imance: in the following areas relative to foundational

inquiry' -.

1.. Opportunity for systematic exposure to foundational studies
A J-

aimed at promotsing interpretive, normative, and critical

perspectives upon education as a socio-cultural/phenomenon.

2. Understandingsof, and appreciation for, issues ,involved in

the study of education as a scholarly field of inquiry an

as a practical'endeavor.

3. "Contextual" knowledge regarding distinctibns among heory,

policy, and practice in education including:

a) alternative frames of reference for undeigianding, analyz-

ing, interpreting, and criticizing educational theory

and practice;

b) exposure to appropriate concepts and methodologies necessary

for tne critical examination of assumptions, beliefs, and
,--

"lues underlying theory, policy, and practice in education;

q). information concerning the social, ,political, economic,

historical or hilosophical meaning and, implications of

,

educational phenomena.
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.Ratin Scale FOr The Teacher Pre aration Pro rim

Check the statement that best describes the level of your

'present teacher-education program's commitment to foundational

studies: c

o 1. Students beinv prepared for teaching are afforded

'little or no opportunity for a systematic introdlc-
.

.tion toseducatioA as a field of study. No course

of a."foundational" nature is required of. beginning

'students.

2. Students being prepared for teaching are required to

complete in'introductory course i,n the foUndations

of education, but ths program neither, offers nor

requires completion of further 66rsework in founda-

tional studies of a social and humanistic nature.

3. Students being prepared or teaching are required to

complete an' introductory Course in the social founda-

tions'of education (or its equiValent) and one or

more additional specialized courses whose staffing,

content, and aims are in subetantialcomplicance with

relevant national accreditation standards.and norms.

4. Students being prepared for teaching are required

to complete foundational coursework which represents

approximately one-sixth of all required credit-hours

in professional,education; and ,sucil coursework is

in full compliance with relevant national accredi-
:

tation standards and norms.

5. Students being prepared fdr teaching are required to

complete approximately one-sixth of their professional

education in foundational courseWOrk; such coursework

exceeds the relevant national accreditation standards

and norms and has been systematically structured to

fit a program-wide conceptualization'of the purpose of

foundational coursework.

rot
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S 1 Assessment

The following teems are intended to assess your under-
,

stanling of significant issues.inyolved in defining the'nature,

and function orrole of foundational studies in pre-service

teacher education.'

1. The most widely-accepted connotation of the arm "founda-
.tr

of education" implie5:

a. preliminary, or prerequisite to, logically prior:11
b. basic, fundamental

c. structurally gupportive, undergirding or underpinning

d. essential,, important

2. Which of the following statements most accurately des-

r
cribes the extent of foundational studies in teacher-

. . .
, .

, education programs around the turn of the century? .

a. Courses in the history or philosophy of education

were non-existent.

b. Courses in the foundations of eddcation were in-

quentlytoffored as electives.

c. Foundational studies were integrated within courses

in pedagogy and cnrriculum.

d. FoUndational courses constituted the bulk of all

professional education offer

3. The attitude of most liberal -attt-iaculty toward the develop-

ment of courses and pro ams in professional education,

historically, ma est be described as one of:,

a. enthusiastic acceptance

qualified and cautious support

c. collaboration and'active cooperation

d. derigion, scorn, and skepticism

4. . The rise of a'so-clilled "scientific" movement in education

in the early 1900's had the practical effect of

a. integrating liberal and professional elements in

teacher education

b. de-emphasizing non-empirical "theory" in teacher

preparation
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for'foundational studies in'' d.

. .,

. teacher. education
, ,. ... .

.
,

d. enhancing the!academiculegitimacy:and popular

accountability of teacher edUcation

:

The emergence 'of itsociall- foundations" as a teaching area

t

and fie dof inquiry was owed chiefly to

a.' a reaction against social activLsfn in educational

theory4and:practice 8 .

b. \administrative re-organization at Leading.teacher-'

educatiowinstitu.bions q

c. the influenQe,of%John Dewey and his disciples
1101,

I

d. the arise of Psychometrics and the testing move-
,

ment in education
. c

6. The' "socialf6u4ilationll approach to the study of educa-

w

tion empasizeS:'

a, disciplinary specialization

b. interdisciplinaryintegration and synthesis

c. objectivity and neutrality

d. the 'psychology of teaching-learning processes

7. "Discipline-based" apprOaches to the study'of education

are most frequently criticized f-16 eir alleged;

'a. lack of structure

b. resistance to.educational reform

c. advocacy of radical social and cultural change

d. impracticality and irrelevance .,3*.
7 ,

8. A "normative" perspective upon education entails considera-
.

tiod of
1

a. the historical development of schooling

b. .the economic determinants of school curricula

c.' social-class structuie.in relation to schooling

d. norms and values as determinants of educational

policy and practice

9. Most foundational Scholars _consider empirical and quantita-

tive work in education al psychology:

-x-
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a. ',as an essential element within the foundations

. of education

b. as a viable alternative to so-called "humanistic":

studies in education

c. as "foundational" in nature but not an integral'

element of humanistic foundational studies` .in

education

d. as relatively useless
.

. 10. Critics such as Arthur Bestor and James Conant attacked

the propriety or legitimacy of foundational,courses in

schools,/ colleges, and departments of education because

they believed,such courses:

a. represented a'needless dapliCation of existing

mnolmommo

courses

b. infringed upon the perogatives of local school

districts

c. served to reduce teacheveducation.io a Species

of craft training

d. exaggerated the academic values of neutrality

and objectivity in the study of education

11. Many (though not necessarily all) scholars in the founda-

tions of education have evinced skepticism toward a compe-

tency-based approach to teacher preparation because they

are persuaded that:
O

a. teaching competencies cannot be defined with suf-

ficient precision and specificity

.1.1= b. the "average" teacher-candidate is unlikely to

achieve proficiency, in, or mastery of, the neces-

sary competencies

c. teaching is not reducible to a diicrete set of

tasks and performances

d. competency - based instruction ignores or minimizes

the affective domain of learning

12. The "humanistic" component of teacher education mandated

by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Edu-

cation (NCATE):

-xi-
14



a. endorses open-space classrooms and values clarification

b.
%

requires individualized instruc ion and Assessment

c. encourages*.the inclUsion of in- ruction informed

by the insights of the social science disciplines

and humanities

opposes.behaviorism as a psychological and educa-

tional theory

23. A recurrent theme most frequently cited as a way of inte-
, )

grating foundational studies in education entails:

a. the relationship between school and society

b. the psychological /dynamics of instruction and

curricula
,

c. delf-concept, human interaction, and child development

d. the comparative analysis of national school systems

14. "Metarknowledge" has as its object of inquiry,:

a. knowledge about metaphysics

b.: the, philosophy of schOoling

c. ,knowledge about knowledge

d. theimechanics of soico-cultural reproduction

15. The Philosophy o1 Education%Society (PES) defines philsophy

of education primarily as:

a. the study of what is real, good, and beautiful

and its eduCational implications

b. an activity or process of investigation

c. an analysis and'defense of educational aims, gcials,

or objectives

d. a search for eternal truths in education

16." The most common approach to the teaching of philosophy

of educatio- involves:

a. description and comparison of alternative systems

(

or schoolsof thought

b. a survey of "great ideas" among philosophers who

lave addressed educational concerns

lo
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c. the analysis of educational concepts and issues

d. social criticism

17. The "typical" pre-service teacher-education program re-

quires how many semester-credit hours of coursework (or/

its equivalent) in the foundations of education?

a. S-4 hour.s

b. 4-6 hours

.c. 6-12 hours

d. 12-18 hours

18. Foundational coursework typically accounts for what percen-

tage of all requoired coursework (exclusive of clinical

field' experiences). in' the "average"^teacher-preparation

program for' elementaiy education majors?

a. around 15 percent

b. around 20 percent

c. around 25 perdent

de -around St percent

-k

s.

. 19. Foundationil coursework typically accounts for what per-

centage of all required courseworN (exclusive of clinical

field experiences). in the "average" teacher-preparation

program for decondaiy education majors?.,,

a. around'10 pekcent

b. around 15 percent

c. around 20 percent

d. around 25 percent

20. Foundational courses In education tend most frequently to

be, organized in terms of:

a. issues and concepts in education

bk. the historical development.of schooling

C. schooling's philosophical orientation

d. the economies and politics of schooling

21. Those who teach foundational courses in education allegedly

view their task most often as:

r

16
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a. imparting pedagogical expertise

b. advocating. social and educational reform

c. describinqeducationalphenomena
d. providing a broad theoretical perspective on

edubition

22.t, A common complaint among many teacher-educators that those
, teaching foundational courses are "subversive" or "dis-

loyal'to the profession arises from the tendency of the
latter W 4

I

a. criticize or'question the status quo

ba advocate non-democratic means for achieving educa-
,tional reforms

c. encourage "utopian" solutions to real-life educa-

MINI.1

tional. problems

d.
.

deny that4teadhing Can or should be considered a

genuine.profession

23. A "foundational" analysis cif Public -Law 94-182 'Would most

likely involve:
s.

a. identification of t4E1 policies.and practices

necessary fbr its, successful implementation

b.. a description olthe law and prescriptions'for

carrying out the mandate created, by such legislation

criticism of, or an.attack uponedthe legitimacy

and workability of'such legislation

d. an interpretation of the social meaning,and nonna-

tive implications of'the law

24. The topic of "mainstreaming" in public schooling:
a. would be an inappropriate issue to be considered in

-a coursein the foundations of education
b. would be unlikely to be.dealt with except. in a very.611111.

cursory fashion.in a course in foundations

c. might warrant considerable attention as an issue
in a foundations course

d. could furnish the integrative focus for an entire

course in foundations
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25. The search for a common body.of. practice in teacher educa-
'.

tion assumes:

a. diversity and' experimentation are undesirable

b. the possibility of consensus among teacher-

educators regarding skills or'competencies neces-

sary for successful teaching

c.- theory-oriented instruction in teacher eduCation

is unnedessary

teacher preparation should consist mainly of clini-

cal experiences and actugl practicebteaching

attitudinal Inventory:

Check the space, corresponding. to the,statementthat most

closely represents your qwn attitude or belief.

26. Coursea in the foundationts of education teacher -er

education programs:

a. are essential and hould be expanded as component.

elements of prepr tory programs

b. serve a useful tho gh,limitedlunction in teacher .

preparation

c. 'should be retaine only as electives for.students

interested in su studies

d. are dysfunctiona and should be abolished

27. Most of the teacher candidates with what.' I am familia* as

students or advisees tend to view required courses in' the

foundations of educatidn as:

a. useless and irrelevant

b. difficult and obscure

c. challenging but impractical

d. interesting and essential

28. Courses in the foundations' il education:,

a. should address specixic issues and problems class-

room practitioners may expect to confront in their

daily work

XV
18
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b. should offer a broad perspective on the field of

education e

0 c. should impart specific .norms, values, and stan-

dards to guide, educational policy and practice:

d. should directly help to improve teaching methodology

and curriculum development

29. As perceived by most ofmi colleagues in teacher-education,

research and teaching in foundational studies:

a. appears "esoteric" and difficult to comprehend

b. is'generally ignored as irrelevant to major pro-

ifeesional concerns in teacher preparation

c. is usually accepted but poorly understood

d. is perceived as useful and releyant

30. Programs of undergraduate teaCher,education

a. should "tell it like it is" and offer practical

training for the"real" world of teaching as it

presently exists

b. shoul..1 teach "against the profession" and attempt

to prepare change-agents who will reform the

educational system

c. should expose prospective teachers to a specific

set of ideals and standards by which they may

judge prevailing practice

d. should enable students to evaluate critically

existing theory and practice,in education

Assessment Key

1. d 8.. d

'2. d 9. c 16.

'3. d
,

10. a

4. b . 11. c

5. b 12. c

6. b 13. a

7. d 14. a

-xvi-
19
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15. b 22. a

a /3. d

17. a 24. c

18. a 25. b

19. c
20. a

21. d
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Definin Foundational Studies In Education

Auch confusion and misunderstanding have resulted from the

use of the, term "foundations" to describe a field or fields of._
.

study in education generally and also as a dgsorlpitLiiii for a

component lament within teacher preparation prograRs.'"Inevitably,

as Harry Broudy once observed., bithe wordipakes one think of

the building trades, or those great philanthropic geese that

lay the golden eggs for educational reform, or tie art of

All these connotations have th4ir roots in the

notion of beginning..,.. Aldng with the connotation of int-.

tiation.or beginning gdes the idea of importance. What. is

foundational is supposed to be fundamental, basic, iupportive."1

i corsetry

Echoing a common complaint, he judged these images and

their penumbral meanings to be quite unsatisfactory:

To begin with, the found4tional studies are rarely

first in order of instruction. 'In the second

place, the metaphor of a foundatictnl holding

something up, as something on which one builds,

fails badly when used in connection with educational

history, and philosophy, and limps even with regard

to the psychology and sociology of education.2

Donald Warren likewise' considered the labelltroublesome:

First, it misleads, suggesting that 'Fouhdations'

is basic to, if not at the center of, teacher *lu-

cation. It is neither, nor should it be. Second,

20-1-
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the name is; imprecise in that it fails to charac-

tertze a unique component of preparation programs.
To extent t )iat teacher education prepares people

to teach, all of its components are foundational.

In 4ious ways and with diffexent.resdurces, all

attempt to solve the same basic dilemina, to con-
.

ceptualize and maintain the distinction between
prepe..rat and teaching. Third., the name lends

itself to\ grave misinterpretation. It encourages

the self-4ntradictory notion Oiat & component

of teacher 'education can be anti-practice when the

-Foundationsi\unique potential' lies in the opposite \

direction, in the capacity to nurture impracticality

within the context of preparing teachers ior pro-

fessional practice
)

Several years ago R. Freeman Butts similarly took note

of the distortion created by the term "foundations" of bdu-

cation in the sense of suggesting underpinnings or a suppor-

tive structure. Its proper meaning, he argued, is more

closely allied with the notion of "essential" or "fundamental"

than to the idea of a structural undergirding for something

else. Butts further commented, "The emphasis is upon funda-

mental.ideas,

understanding

conceptalscholarsiip, and theory essential for

and improving practices and techniques." 4

Thus, the rubric "foundations" has multiple connotations,

none of"which is entirely adequate to describe the .nature,

content, and function of the activities designated:

(1) Preliminary, or prerequisite to, logically prior;
(2) Basic, fundalftntal;

(3) Structurally supportive, undergirding or underpinning;
(4) Essential, important

21



Of the four imajor alternatives, the last may be the most

defensible construction, though it falls shOrt of char4Cteri-

zing how or why the studies and activities subsumed under

the term presumably have special significanceor importance.

Mindful of the limitations inherent in the descriptor "founda-

tional studies" or "foundations of education," several writers

haVe attempted to offer alternatives such as"education(al)

studies," or "policli.studies"in education--which may or may

not necessarily have the same referents. In any event, al-

though such.terms have found limited acceptance, the phrase

"foundation% of education," sometimes preceded by, the/modi-

fier "social" and/or "cultural," remains more common. For

want 'of a more.adequate label, the foundational designation

continues in use. 6

Whatever the specific lodition employed, a recurrent

theme.in most formulations is the idea of a linkage between

one or more of the established academic disciplines in the

humanities and social sciences, on the one hand, and the

theory and/or practice of education on the other. The-con-

junction isuggested by the hybrid "disciplines" or "sub-

disciplines" or "areas" of specialized inquiry, research and

teaching associated with the foundations of educatiopt philo-

sophy of educations history of education, sociology of educa-

tion, anthropology of education, and so on. Altetnatively,

the adjective "educational" as a modifier o ecedes references

to various disciplines, as in educational a thropology,



education sociology, educational history, educational

philosophy, and ,so forth.

Also closely tied to the foundational libel are courses

in comparative and'international education, educational,policy

studies, the social or cultural foundationsof education,

principles of education, aeAtitEcs and education, religion

and education, introduction to education, and (occasionally,

depending on how they are construed), curriculum'theory,'

multi!--cultural'education, issues in educcLion, and psychology

of education, or educaational psychology.

An olde =r, well-established connotation for foundational

studies in education emphasizes the integrative and cross-

disciplinary or multi-disciplinary character of research

and teaching in the field rather than disciplinary affili-

ations as such. Thus, for example, many institutions offer

courses bearing such t4tles as "Social Foundations of Educa-

tion" or "Cultural Foundations" which do not mark out any

particular disciplinary base or approach to the study of

education. leis appears to be, especially true of onmibts,

survey-type courses of .an introductory nature in profesesional

education.

Designators for the "foundational" componentin under-

graduate pre-service teacher - education programs exhibit con-

siderable variety and ambiguity. In a recent study of under-

graduate foundations of education courses most frequently

offered by schools, colleges, and departments of education,

it was found that aoursework could be categorized rank

2
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order, as follows:.

(1) Introduction to Education;

(2) Philosophy of Education;

(3) History of American EdUcation;
0

(4) Curriculum Theory;

(5) (Human4tiq) Psychology of Education;

(6) Issues.and Trends In Education;

(7) School Law;

(8) Social Foundations of Education.

(9). Multi-cultural Education;

(10) School Organization, Management;

(11) Compaiative and International Education;

(12) Human Relations in Education;

(13) Socio;ogy of Education; and

.(144 History of Educational 112pught.

Less frequently offered wire courses in contemporary educational

theory, politics and education, religion and education, educa-

tional economics, aesthetics and education policy analysis in

education, educational anthropology, world history of education,

and contemporary criticism in education. 5

Terminology appearing in state regulations governing initial

teacher certification or in guidelines for 'state approval of

preparatory programs for teachers likewise makes use of many

different phrases or cescriptions. Within those rules that

do refer explicitly to a foundatioz\al component, the following

terms were identified in one recent national survey, in order

of frequency:

10
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"Foundations of education"

"Philosophy of educatiOn"

"History of`. education"

"Psychological foundations of education"'

"Social foundations of edupation"

"Philbsophical foundations of education"

"Compaiative education"

"Historical foundations of education"

"Introduction to education"

"Principles of education"

"Cultural foUndations of education"
V

"Current issues in education"

"EduCational.contextpor system"

"Multicultural education"

"Orientation in education"

"School as social institution"

"School in relation to society"

"SoCiology of education"

"Study of the school"6

Overall, the permissiveness of official or institutional

nomenclature Makes. it exceedingly difficult to fix precisely

the identity of foundational studies in education. Acerbating

that difficulty.is perennial disagreement on the same issue

among foundational scholars themselves. With considerable

46
justification, one writer has noted, "...The field seems to

be undergoing a crisis of identity, as evidenced by the lack

of.agteement.on a name; a common frame of reference; or for

-6-
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that m4ker, its very reason for being."7 Minimally, however,

it seedfe_tp_claim that the foundations- of education haire

as bidad of concern and interest:

(1) description, analysis, interpretation4 and

criticism of theory, policy, and practice in

' education;

(2) elucidation of the assumptionst, presupposi-

tions, beliefs, and values underlying educa-

tional theory, policy, or practice;

(3) study of the theory of the theory (i.e.,

"meta-theory") of teaching and learning;

(4) study of the complex interrelations between

culture or society and the school (and other

educative agencies and influences); -

(5) study of the. social, political, economic,

and moral meanings or implications of educd-

tional processes and events;

(6), exploration of contemporary issues, contro-

versies, trends, and movements in education.

AESA 'And NCATE Standards For Foundational Studies

The closest-approximation to an "official" or authori-

tative characterization of the "foundations of education" is

supplied in a set of Standards adopted in 1977 by the'

American-Educational. Studies Association (AESA). As therein

defined, the term was 'taken to refer to "a broadly-conceived

field of study that derives its character and fundamental

theories from a number of academic disciplines, combinations



of disciplineAand area studies: history, philosophy,

sociolo4y anthropology, religion, political science, eco-

nomics,psychology, comparative and international educatiob,

educational studies, and educational policy studies."8

The AESA Task Force.responsible for drafting the Associ-

ation's guidelines noted that foindational studies in educa-
.

tion have been represented by a number of variant approaches

and interpretation

There are those who have promos- Id the idea that
tok

)

FoUndations of Education shoulk.. be assembled around

educational issues, using the issues as curriculum-

selecting and curriculum-organizing principles.

Some have insisted that interdisciplinary and gen-

eralist concerns,should.supercede the commitments

of Foundations of EduCation.scholars to specific

clisciplines. Others have held to the priority of

close disciplinary ties for Foundations of Educa-

tion scholars.. Some have promoted the desirability

of curriculum liaisons between Foundations of

Education scholars and teacher-educators in other

fields, for example, administration, counseling

and guidance, urban education, and curriculum and

instruction. Still others have argued for the

establishment of working ties between Foundations

of Education scholars and community groups, and

for involvement'in areas of concern that go beyond
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the schooling enterprise. At the,present time

there are distinguished advocates for all\these

approaches. 9

Nonetheless, an "overarching and,profoundly important"

academic and professional purpose allegedly unifies persons

whc, identify with any of these differing approaches to the

foundational study of education, namely, "the development

of interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on

educationCiA6luding non-schooling enterprises. "10 The AESA
fp

document's characterizations are worthy of quotation in full:

(1) The interpretive perspectives,, .0 theories and

resources developed within the humanities and the

social and behavioral sciences, assist students in

examining and explAining education within differing

contexts. Foundational studies promote analyse of

the meaning, intent, and effects of educational

institutions, including schools. Educational

and practice inevitably reflect particular contexts

and beliefs. They can,be perceived differently from

various historical, philosophical, cultural, and

social class perspectives. Education, whether in

the form of schooling o some other arrangement,

thus cannot be understood merely in terms of its

pre'sent and immediately visible characteristics.

__Understanding-follows from attempts to interpret
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educational th9ught and practice within their

special contexts and to translate them from one per-

spective to another. This deeper level of under-

standing is required of scholars who expect to in-

crease knowledge about education and of practi-

tionerscommitted to the delivery or improvement

of educational servides.. The affectiveness of

both kinds of professionals depends fundamentally

on their intelligent comprehension of educational

thought and practice. A major task of foundational

studies is to provide the resources, Incentives, and

skills students require in performing the interpre-

tive functions.

(2) The normative perspectives assist students in

examining and explaining educaO.on in light of value

orientations. Foundational'studies promote under-

standing of normative and ethical behavior in educa-

tional development and. rebognition of the inevitable

presence of normative influences in educational thought

and practice. Foundational studies probe the nature

of assumptions about education and schooling. They

examine the relation of policy analysis to valuei

and the extent to which educational policymaking

reflects values. Finally, they encourage students

to develop their.own value positions regarding edu-

cation on the basis of critical study and their own

reflections.

(3) The critical perspectives assist students in examin-

ing and explaining education in light of its origins,

major influences, and consequences. Foundational

studies promote critical understanding of educational .

thought.and practice, and of the decisions and

events which have shaped them, in their various con-.

texts. These multi-dimensional modes of analysis

-10- 29



encourage students to'develop inquiry skills, ques-

.tion educational assumptions and arrangements, and

subject them to critical review. 'IQ particular,

the Friticalverspectives provided through founda-

tional studies enable students to examine equality

and inequality in the distribution of educational.

opportunity and outcome. They prothote understand-

, ing of past and present patterns of exclusion in

education, the causes of exclusion and inequality,

and the.educational needs and aspiration of excluded

minorities,. Finally, foundational studies encourage

the development of policymgking perspectives and

skills in searching,for resolutions to educational

problems and issues.
11

Foundational study of interpretive, normative, end criii-
.

cal perspectives within education, as the AESA's Task Force

commented, tends to rely heavily on "the resources and

methodologies" of the humanities, partiCularly history and ..

philosophy, and .the social and behavioral sciences. Its

primary objective, as the Task Force. phradeckit, "is to.

sharpen students' abilitiii-to-examine and explain educational

proposals, arrangements, and practices and to 'develop a dis-

ciplined sense of policy-oriented educational responsibility."

Foundational studies encourage :'knowledge and understanding

of education historically and philosophically and in view

of its social, economic, and political relations."
la'

Predictably,'thevAESA definition of foundations of

education as a field of study has been criticized for its

vagueness or ambiguity. Critics have pointed out, for

-
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example, that in attempting t. delimit thelield the state-
(

ment appears to include, the behavioral sciences along with

the humanities and the social sciences as cognate disciplines

to educational fouudatione. ElseWhere, however, the claim

is made that educational.psychology inis not an acceptable

substitute ..." for coursework in the'foUndatiolis of education.13

Confusion on this point, it shoUld be notedu stems from ,

the conjunction of "humanistic" and "behavioral" studies

-within another standard governing iheaddredition of

teacher-education programs, as advanced by.the National-
!

Council foxiAccreditation of Teacher EducatiOn (NCATE).

Spec cally, Standard #2.3.2 applicable to basic programs

stipulates that "the professional studies component ol each

curriculum for prospective teachers" shall include "IA-

struction in the humanidtic studies and the behavioral

studies,." The accompanying narrative offering a rationale

for the standard reads as follows:

Many disciplines are important in the preparation

of teachers. HoWever, not all disciplines are

equally relevant, and their relevance is not al-

way obvious. In the following standard it is as-

sumed that problems concerning the nature and aims

of education', the curriculum; the organization and

administration of a school system, and the process

of teaching and learning can be studied pith respect

to their historical development and the related

philosophical issues. These studies are referred

to herWter as°the humaniitic studies.' The prob-

lems of education can also be studied with respect
6
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to the findings and methods of psychology, sociology,

.anthropology, economics, and political science.

Such studies are referred to as.behavioral studies.

These humanistic and behaviors studies differ from

the usual study of history, phi osophY, psychology,

sociology, anthropology, economics, and political

science in that they address themselves tothe

problems of education. %lie major purpose of such

studies is to provide the.student with a set of

contexts in which educational problems cal be

understood and interpreted. ,

The humanistic and behavioral studies require a

familiarity withithe parent disciplines on which

they are based. This familiarity may be acquired

as part of the general studies and/or as part of

the content for the teaching specialty.

at

The standard does not imply that instruction in the

humanistic and behavioral studies should btprgan-

ized or structured in a particular way.. Instruc-

tion in these studies may be offered in such courses

as history and/or %philosophy of education, educa-

tional sociology, psychology of education or as an

integral part of such courses as histdry, philoso-

phy, psychology, sociologv.ores topics in founda-

tion courses, problems in education courses, or in

profgssional block §rograms; or as independent

readings,14

Clearly, the NCATE standard is highly formal in character.

It specifically disavow% any intent to mandate a particular

course or set of courses; and it does not indicate except in

the most general terms possible what the content of instruc-

-13- 32
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tion 'should be. .Nor does -the AESA document. The problem is

that whereas the former document Speaks of humanistic and

behavioral studies, its wording does not ruleout an inter-

pretation under which "or" could substitute for "and." In

other words, a course in psychology of education alone (a
lb

"behavioral" study) might technically satisfy the NCATE stan-

dard.' The AESA definition, however, was intended to exclude

this possibility,,i.e., educational_psychology_is.notl.prop%

erly speaking, a component element-within the foundations

of educations at least not in the same waydas history or philo-

sophy of education. Confusion arises then in fixing the place

of "non-behavioral" psychology of education, curriculum

theory, and so forth vis-a-vis the foundations.

The intent of those who drafted the AESA standards

apparently was to devise a formulation or definition of the

foundations which would emphasize a "humanistic" over a "be-

havioral" interpretation of NCATE Standard,2.3.2. In short,

while _it was acknowledged that psychological studies in edu-

cation could be "foupdational".in some negotiable sense,

the practical concern was to proscribe the substitution of

coursework in psychology.of education for coursework in hisTr,

tdry, philosophy, sociology, or anthropology of education or

coursework of an integrative, multi-disciplinary character.

Again, critics have taken exception to the fact that

the American Educ'ational Studies AssoCiation's official

position is to support a "diversity" of arrangements and



approaches to foundational curricula and,instruction. As

Nash and Agne complain,

Unfortunately, the statement tries too hard to in-

corporate all the traditionally dissident foundational

groups within the AESA umbrella. Thus, AESA otfici-

ally supports the preaehce of foundational faculty

who are predominantly contemporary issues oriented,

or interdisciplinarians, or generalists, or disci-

plinarians, or liaison-minded, 'or. community advo-

cates, as long as each ...promotes 'interpretive,

-----normative,---iiiirolitrollpinspectives4m--educat ion.

The difficulty with this well-intended effort...is

that the current chaos of perspective, policy, and

content in the foundational field is maintained.

Indeed, faculty who deal with anything remotely ".

conceptual in content can justify their offerings

as 'foundational.'15

Further, it has been saidlthat the interpretive, norma-

tive, and critical perspectives encouraged by AESA's state-

ment are insufficiently differentiated. Nash and Agne,

again, argue that the first two appear to reduce to the

"critical," wherebystudents are enjoined-to develop in-

quiry skills, question educational assumptions and arrange-

ments, and spbject them to critical review." To outside

observers, it has appeared that the exclusive concern of

foundational studies is to produce gratuitous criticism of

existing policies and practices in education, without regard

for what may be defensible-and entirely legitimate about

existing arrangements. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether

.

4
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the specification of interpretive, normative, allid critical

perspectives suggests anything unique or distinctive about

foundational instruction. Many people working in counseling,
ti

language arts, curriculum, and other specialties, for in-

stance, would likely argue that they also are concerned with

"contextual" knowledge, that they intend to promote under-

standing of the meaning, intent, and effects of educational

institutions, that they wish to encourage .the development

of "inquiry skills," and that they too offer a "value ori-

entation" on educational thought and practice.

In response, the AESA definition of educational fbunda-

tions has been defended by one bf its original authors as a

necessary first step in providing greater coherence and a

shared sense of identity for the field:

The definitions applied to the foundations vary.

Some hold to. the traditional offerings of philosophy,

history and psychology of education; some utilize a

broader notion of the social foundations of education

including anthropology, sociology, economics, and

political science; some prefer the more integrative

'interpretive, normative, and critical' label de-

veloped by the American Educational Studies Associa-

tion.this past decade. Whatever defintion one

prefers, the mission of the foundations must be

understood, institutionalized, and effectively im-

plemented if the education profession and our pub-

/ lic educational institutions are to survive the

challenges of the 1980s. 16

3o
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Reflecting back on the work that went into devising a

formula capable of reflecting a variety of foundational ap- %

proaches, Alan Jones recalled, "I participated in an extended

and often agonizing effort to Ldetine the foundations of

education in a contemporary context and to set forth academic

standards by which the acceptable performance of the founda-

tional role in professional education could be judged."17

He quoted approvingly from MAxine Greene on the need for-

such standards when she commented, "...without memory, with-

out,a feeling of connectedness and continuity, there can be

no sense of personal identity. Much the same is true about

cultural identity and the identity of a profession or a field."18

NonetAeless, as several critics have noted, the question

of an identity for foundational studies in education has al-

ways proven troublesome. Today more than ever the onus

is upon scholars in the field to demonstrate to colleagues

and students the professional validity and relevance of what

they teach, and that there is something distinctive about

foundational studies that warrants their inclusion as a re-

quired element in preparatory programs for teachers. In

no sense is this need for explanation and justification a

recent phenomenon. Proponents of foundations of education ..

have always faced the challenge of defending the legitimacy

of the field since its inception roughly a century ago.



The Origins Of Foundational Studies

The beginnings of foundaiondl studies in education in

an academic setting trace back to the early 1880's when fpr-

mal courses in the history and philosophy of education first

made their appearance. Coursework in the "foundations" loomed

large in,early teacher-preparatory curricula. The reason

was obvious. As Jennings Wagoner has noted, "In trying to

develop a science or discipline of education, in attempting

to 'professionalize' education, the creators of the f4.eld

were forced to borrow liberally from existing bodies of

knowledge" 19

Little formal knowledge about organizing curricula,

managing teaching and learning processes, or educational

administration existed in the late nineteenth century.

Research was rudimentary at best. Henchose who pioneered

in the development of courses in professional education.

borrowed freely what they could from all available sources,

seeking to proyide substance for an emerging field of study.

Attempting to "flesh out" meagre course offerings, the ear-

liest university professors of education culled the pedavgi-"

cal treatises of the Greeks and Romans for relevant in-

structional materials. They adapted from the writings of

the Church fathers, from the essays of prominent Renaissance

and Reformation figures, and from works on educaUon authored

by various theorists and practitioners of the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and nineteenth IcentUries. Prior to 1900, in
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farct, history of educAtion was one of the, most. commonly-

offered courses inwpormal institutions, teachers' colleges,

and in fledgling university-based schools or departmentS4**

of education. 20

After 1900, however, professional education courses

gan to proliferate quickly. Educational pAychology, courses

in assessment and evaluation, teaching methods and instruc-

tional management, curriculum, and administrative supervision
yl

all began to crowd the once-substantial position claimed,'

by the --orig,inal -foundational studie. By -the 1920's;

histoxly of education no longer represented the most impor-

tant field of study required of prospective educators:22

If we examine the frequency of requiied courses in

the past, we find a gradually changing pattern.

In 1905...history of education was the most.fre-

quently required of all courses for prospective
4teachers in norm4 schools and colleges. Psychology

was next most frequently required, and practice

teaching after that. Courses libelled pedagogy

and school management were less frequently re-

quired. In 1914, practice teaching was required

more often than anything else, but history of edu-

cation was just behind in frequency. Next in

order was psychology, followed by courses in school

management, child study, and principles of teaching.

By 1933, practice teaching had retained its pre-

eminence, and educational psychology and general

psychology were the next most frequently-required

courses. School administration and supervision

followed, and courses called 'Principles of Teaching!

and 'Introduction to Teaching', came last in frequency.



Thus the humanistic foundations, first represented

at the turn of the century by ubiquitous courses

in the history of education, all but disappeared

in the Depression, represented only--if at all- -

by occasionally required catch-all kinds of courses.23

Factors responsible for the erosion of humanistic-

foundational studies in teacher education were not difficult

to discern. Chief among them was a burgeoning "scientific"

movement in education which promised greater efficiency and

economy in the management of instruction. As explained by

Charles Judd of the University of Chicago, the field of edu-

catton was to be separated from "theory" altogether and

wedded to a new "science" of testing And measurement.
24

Accordingly, the xiterion-by which to judge any course in

teacher-traininc was its scientific (i.e., experimental-

empirical) validity and, more broadly, its immediate applica--

25
bility. Not surprisingly then, as scientism in education

gained in popularity, liberal or humanistic courses were

banished from the center of teacher education and relegated

more and more to the periphery. A romance with the trap-

pings of scientific precision and technology in American

teacher preparation, it was increasingly evident,_ marked

the beginnings of a major new trend. Ultimately, it threatened

to make foundational studies a marginal species.

Meanwhile, other forces were working tor'throw the founda-

tions of education on the defensive. First and foremost was

opposition from liberal-arts faculties to the deVelopment

of all professional courses it education and the establishment

-20-



of education as an academic field. With ample justification

in many cases, critics assailed the curricula of schools,

departments and colleges of education for lack of subitance

- 'scholarly vigor. At Harvard in the early 1890's,

according to one account, many members of the academic faculty

viewed the department of education with barely-disguised

contempt. 26 .Nor did these attitudes of suspicion and skep-

ticism change much in-the decades following. Needless to

add perhaps, courses in't4e history Or philosophy of educa-

tion were singled out as special targets for criticism.

Because they were organized and staffed by "educationists "

not by specialists in the cognate disciplines, they were

suspect. Worse yet, it was alleged, such offerings failed

to reflect the objectivity of their parent disciplines.

Their function, or so it was claimed, vas more laudatory and

inspirational than it was bring historical or philosophical

perspectiNie and insight to the work of preparing classroom

teachees.

In point of fact, allegations by liberal-arts professors

that foundations courses were unscholarly and poorly-taught

were generally well-founded. In the early 1900's and fore

some time thereafter, foundational counles did suffer from

a lack of adequate instructional resources aliJ poorly-prepared

instructors. Few departments of education had trained his-

torians or philosophers on their faculty; and many who offered

instruction in such 'subjects did so on a part-time basis only.

Most were not thoroughly versed in the subject-matter they taught.



As if.oppoition from liberal arts faculties was not

enough, foundational scholars in education also had to con-

tend with the d'ubts of their own colleagues in schools

or departments of education as to the value or relevance of

their courses in a professional program. Just as the struggle

between protagonists of liberal and professional education

was waged between liberal-arts professors and education

faculty, the same issue surfaced in contests among rival

factions within teacher' education itself.

Some teacher-educators strongly supported aliberal

component within teacher education, and hence were inclined

to defend the legitimacy of offering foundational courses in

the history or philosophy or sociology of education. Others

however, questioned whether coursework lacking any obvious

and immediate utility deserved a place in professional teacher

education. In a very real sense, tension between professionally-

oriented "utilitarians" or "functionalists" and liberal "aca-

demicians" proved enduring. Controversy between the two

factions continues to the present day, wIth one group argu-

ing that teacher-training should be strictly "vocational,"

and another that teacher preparation cannot and should not

be construed as a narrow technical enterprise. The place

of foundational studies in education has often depended on

which viewpoint predominates at any given moment.

Foundational scholars themselves, historically, have re-

produced in microcosm this same controversy over the pro-

priety of coursework not directly geared to the exigencies
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of classroom practice. One viewpoint holds that research and

teaching in tha field is analogous to their equivalents in

other fields; that is, study about education is a more or

less autonomous, academically self-justifying endeavor.

The fact that such studies typically are lodged in pro-

fessional schools is taken to be purely fortuitous. An-
.

other point of view--with many graduations in between--is

ce concerned to emphasize'the practical or utilitarian charac-

ter of educational foundations. In one form or another

the issue furnishes a topic of perennial debate. It was to

assume a new guise in the 1930's, coincident with the emer-

gence of the so-called "social foundations" of education as

an institutional entity.

The Emergence Of Social Foundations

A major reconceptualization of foundational studies in

education was the product of an organizational restructur-

ing that occured at Teachers College, Columbia University,

in the early Thirties. FroM an administrative standpoint,

foundations took shape as one of five divisions, comprising

"all that was left" after the four divisions of Administration,

Curriculum and Instruction, Tests and Measurements, and Guid-

ance had been created. It included "history of education,

philosophy of education, educational sociology, educational

economics, comparative education, and some aspects of educa-

tional psychology. "27



The creation of Diyision I, Sodial and Philosophical

FOundations of Education, atTeachers College gave obvious

impetus to a move to consolidate and integrate, instruction

in what heretofore had been separate specialized courses re-

flecting their respective disciplinary affiliations. The

chief inspiration for developing one or more interdisciplinary

courses of a foundational nature was provided by a small

group of social activists and reformers whose members in-

cluded such well -known educators as George-Counts, Harold

Rugg, John Childs, and William Heard Kilpatrick. The result

of their efforts in 1934-35 was a two-semester course entitled

"Social Foundations of Education. "28

By the 1940's, this interdisciplinary model had been

adopted at a number of other teacher-training institutions.

Its stress was upon the integration of disciplinary knowledge

in the service of social reconstruction. Convinced that tea-

cher education should more directly address pressing contem-

porary issues and problemsin society at large, proponents

of the social foundations approach saw integrative courses as

important vehicles for enlisting teachers in a campaign to

build "a new social order." This activist strain was echoed

in principles enunciated by another group of foundational

scholars affiliated with the College of Education at. the

University of Illinois, where a reorganization between 1947

and 1950 had led to the creation of a similar Division of

Historical, Comparative, Philosophical, and Social Founda-

tions of Education. "Social foundations as a field," it was
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affirmed," is concerned with those aspects and problems of

society which need to be taken into account in determining

educational policy, especially as this policy concerns the

social role of the school, and in determining broader social

policies which affect educational policy. "29

As the Illinois group viewed them, courses in the social

foundations, first, should be "functional" in the sense of

developing "professional competence 4o deal with important

contemporary eddcational problems," and, secondly, they

should be interdisciplinary iri.character, drawing inspiration

from many different academic fields. How to achiove that

two-fold aim, however, remained open to question. Efforts

at synthesis simply fueled the debate between those who

viewed foundational studies as derivative from, and depen-

dent upon, the traditional academic disciplines and those

who sought to create an independent foundational discipline

in its own right.

The former point of view was supported by those who

feared that history or philosophy of education would disappear

into the anonymity of integrated courses. in :social founda-

tions." While a discipline -based approach might\conceiv-_____

bly shed light on current policy issues or problems; supporters

argued, courses in foundations should be taught with-liberal

rather than functional values uppermost in mind. And above

all they should be taught sepai7ately and not be allowed to

be swallowed up in an inchaote potpourri called social' or

cultural foundations.



ti

The latter perspective, emphasizing problem-solving

and direct attention to contemporary policy quesions, was

just as vigorously defended. According to the position

enunciated at Illinois in the Fifties, the need to deal'with
;

social issues would have to supercede disciplinary loyalties..

The foundations were not viewed as independentifrom the tra-
P

'ditional disciplines, but in a foundational context the

disciplines would assume a rather different relationship to

one another than they would have in their own settings. The

product of an interdisciplinary integation, it was hoped,

would ke an "area" of study whose focus was.upon educational

policies and practices. The notion ..of an integrative "field,"

something which has its own reality apart from the ag-

gregation of its elements but which 'still preserves their

individual identities, was held up as an ideal.
30

Two Opposing Conceptions Of Foundational Studies

This enduring internecine battle between those who per-

ceived foundational studies as liberal disciplines and those

who view the field asnfunctional," of direct utility to

practitioners, reverberates even at the present time. Ever

since the emergence of social foundations courses, opponents

have fought for the rigor and purity of a discipline-based

orientation. Others advoCate an approach transcending any

single disciplinary frame of reference, one more directly

addressed to 'practical issues of policy and practice in
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education. As Walter Feinberg noted, it is a "central dispute,"

expressed many times and in different ways, but one which

can be captured by's single question:

Is the understanding of a practical activity such

as education best approached by modelling inquiry

after the established disciplines, or is there

something about the object of educational under-
,

standing itself which cannot be captured by any

single discipline or even by adding together the

insights of many disciplines?

"Each side of this dispute," he commented, "has its adv6cates,

and it is an issue which had been raised in more than one of

the allied disciplines. On one side of the issue stand the

traditional foundationists who believe in an integrated course

of study in which the insights of various disciplines have

been sifted and sorted for that which speaks to the practic4

work of schooling. On the other side are those who believe

that to subordinate a discipline to some unquestioned end,

such as the improvement of schooling, is ultimately to distort

its insights and to turn it into a tool of propaganda and

ideology.

Feinberg appeared to support criticisms directed against

"traditional foundationsts" that their work has been too

closely tied to the concern of immediate practice, and in

partiqular, charges that most social-foundations advocates

have been insufficiently critical of existing school usage:
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It is said that they have been unable and per-

haps unwilling to look critically at the relation-

ships between schooling and other more powerful

institutions, and thereby to see the crucial ways

in which schools are bent, shaped, and molded by

dominant interest groups. It also has bean said

that they have watered.down the insights of the

disciplines by looking at the past from their per-

spective in the present. It is said that they have

served as apologists for the public schools and

have giVen educational scholarship a bad name.32

On the opposing side are those like Nordan Bernier and

Averile McClelland who flatly assert: "When the foundations

of education remain tied to thi traditional disciplines, they

continue to be both derivative and dependent. When they ex-

pand their horizons and focus on education writ large, they

become generative and autonomous. "33 David Conrad, Robert

Nash and David Shiman are equally adamant on the point, having

argued on numerous orasions that when teachers of founda-

tions courses cling intractably to their own disciplines,

whether it be philosophy, anthropology, or history of educa-

tion, they run the risk of turning themselves into merely

decorative atavisms in teacher education:

Today, foundations people can no longer remain dis-

passionatley analytical, continuing to provide

educators With what they consider the indispensable

theoretic'al basis for action. This classical apologia

for including the foundations of education in teacher

preparations is now obsolete.
34

4/
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The prqblem with a specialized educational. philosopher,

historian, or sociologist, they allege, is that he or she

tends to feel most comfortable in his or her specialty and

is reluctant to become involved in anything beyond the in-

. vestigative, analytic dimension of education. Many do not

every view their principal function to be the education of

teachers at all. What ails the social and humanistic founda-

tions, they claim, is a "slavish tendency to ape the disci-

plines."' InSofar as foundational scholars attempt to borrow

legitimacy from academic disciplines, they neglect the day-

to-day professional concerns of their natural constituents:

prospective and practicing educators. Instead, like their

counterparts in the disciplines to whom they look for models,

they spend inordinate amounts of time debating and critiqu-

ing one another on trivial technical issues. All the while

they neglect the radical reorganization and integration of

subject matter so sorely needed in educational studies.
35

According to the same authors, the typical foundations,.

scholar tends to be "out of touch" with what is going on in

the schools. His or her commitment to subject matter and

to the study of education as a discipline precludes anything

other than the "disengaged vantage Dointof academician-

outsider" in examining schooling processes. He or she forgets

that the foundational area "should provide interdisciplinary

illumination of the myriad issues and problems confronting

the contemporary educator." 36 Elsewhere, discussing what

they call "a suicidal syndrome," they commented:

48
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While students everywhere continue to challenge the

validity of our offerings, and while many administra-

tors severely limit or even discontinue our programs,

we in foundational fields still strive assiduously

to become more rigorous; i.e., we persist in 'strength-

ening' our course offerings so that they mirror even

more closely offerings in the scholarly disciplines,:

For all of our talk about the value of cross-

fertilization and general undergtanding, we still

cling tenaciously to the boundaries of the estab-

lished disciplines. We still fail to realize that

in real life situations the knowledge categories

are not segmented; problems in the real world of the

school and other social institutions require niter-

disciplinary approaches for their resolution.
37

The divorce of theory.from application characteristic .

1 c foundational courses, they further allege, stems from

an emphasis upon abstract analysis and knowledge-building

(the legally of the disciplines) rather than on "interprets- .

tion and explanation of actual educational situations and the

development of proble7- solving procedures." Not surprisingly,

they argue that foundational studies should link theory and

practice, should ,be taught by genuine interdisciplinarians,

should be "down-to-earth rather than esoteric," should be

"problem-based," and infused with a greater sense of "social

purpose and conviction." Their conclusion is that

Foundational studies will justify their place in

teacher training programs when they are vigorously

cross-disciplinary; when they are unifying in terms
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of fostering composite models of human behavior,

needs; motivation, and 1arning; when they are as

concerned with exploring, and helping people to
I

develop, workable theories as they have traditionally

been with building esoteric theories that too often

are merely espoused but not practiced; when they can

provide more vital and provocative explanatory con-

structs, as well as a variety of experimental ef-

forts to demonstrate the tactical implications of

those constructs; when they become more "full-bodied,"

as concerned with the personal meaning of information

as they are with intellectual inquiry land analysis;

and when they abdicate their historical disengage-

ment. from the affairs of the socio-political/educational

world and begin to advocate a larger, normative

social vision.
38

Critics

Ordinarily, an "internal" argument over the proper concep-

tualization and organization of foundational studies in edu-
1

cation might appear trivial and relatively unimportant to

outsiders. In point of fact, however, the disputation touches

upon a fundamental issue: /hat role (if any) foundational

studies have in teacher education, and,\mdre broadly, the

character of teacher preparation itself. More specifically,

the basic question is the nature of the contribution founda-

tional studies can or should try.to offer in preparing

teachers for their myriad taskg.

The issue assumes special urgency against the background

of a barrage of criticism from those who question whether

\
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foundational studies have any raison iPttre whatsoever. Some-

times the attack is levied by those withins,the educational

professoriate. Jist as often critics speak from outside the

Education Establishment. Arthur E. Bestor, a historian at

the University of Illinois, was one among several detractors,

beginning in the 1950's, who questioned the legitimacy of

such courses as philosophy and histor, of education.

In his widely read Educational Wastelands (1953) and

again in Restoration of Learning (1955), for example, Bestor

criticized tho§e who, he alleged, )demonstrated "no 'real

interest in interdisciplinary coo iation and no sense of

academic partnership" by creating independent courses in

educational history and philosophy within schools or colleges

of,education. He condemned the "warping of the great intel-

lectual disciplines to Serve the narrow purposes of indoc-

trination and vocationalism" allegedly represented by such '

courses, and called for a "process of devolution" whereby thtse

would be re-aborbed back into the academic departments where

they properly belonged."

Shortly thereafter James D. Koerner took issue with the

claim that prospective teachers should be exposed to anything

akin to philosophy or history'of education, claiming that

philosophical opinions about education, as he phrased it,

"tend to be hortatory, histrionic, and proselytic...not

closely related to observable, measurable phenomena." Since
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philosophical consideration are "abstruse by nature and lend

themselves more to persuasion than proof," Koerner concluded,

they should be eliminated entirely from teacher-training
4

programs.
40

More thbughtful by far was the judgment offered in James

B. Conant'i influential The Education of American Teachers

(1963.). If there was a demonstrable need for prospective

educators to study the social foundations of education, he

argued, that need could be best satisfied through courses

taught by professors of philosophy, history, political science,

anthropology, sociology, and psychology. Consequently, he

saw little need for separate courses offered, in schools,

colleges, or departments of education.
41

Conant reserved\his sharpest condemnation, however,

for introductory courses in foundations of education. As

he viewed them, they were eclectic patchworks of history,

philosophy, sociology, and pedagogy--typically suffering

from superficiality of treatment and utterly devoid of any

integrative focus. His advice was to scrap them, "for not only

are they usually worthlesS', but thrive education depart-

ments a bad name." 42

Predictably, the reaction to Conant's critique from

scholars in the foundations was almost universally negative.

In particular, foundations people took issue with Conant's

seeming indifference to the study of educational theory.
43

Critics pointed out that if his recommendations were followed,
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the effect would be to regress teacher education back to the

days of simple apprenticeship training.
44 The teaching act,

it was alleged,' cannot be reduced to "the habitual applica-
.

4h

tion of a set of routines" or performance tasks to be learned

by rote and applied in some rigid mechanical fashion. Class-

room instruction4,her.words, cannot be construed as a

craft like plumbing or carpentry, best learned through experi-

ence alone.
45

More recently, B. Othanel Smith, in A Design fur a School

of Pedagogy s reiterated Conant's anti-theoretical 'stance

vi;-a-vis
.

teallOr education. The only sort of "theory" Smith

is prepared to accept is "empirical clinical knowledge." As

he puts it, "Academic pedagogical knowledge...seldom yields

teaching prescriptions...."
46 Inasmuch as the aim of tea-

cher training is to prepare candidates to teach, clinical

observation or direct experience with existing strategies

and techniqueg are preferable to learning "non-empirical"

theoretical knowledge about teaching. Thus, foundations courses

presumably co4ld be dispensed with, because, as Smith phrases

it, "teachers are correct when they assert that what they

learn in the so-called foundations of education is not helpful

in managing the classroom and carrying on instructional

activities." Foundational knowledge, in short, "is not ap-

propriate for the development of skills for either classroom

or interaction with peers and laypersons.
"47 The pre-service

o 4

student, Smith insists, should not be exposed to "theories

5,5
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and practices derived from ideologies and philosophies about

the way schools should be./IThe,rule should be to teach, and

to teach thoroughly,' the knowledge and skills that, equip begin-

ning,teachers to work successfully in today's classroom. "48

Reviewing Basic Issues

A number of issues have been biought to the fore by

'critics such as. Smith, by Bestor, Conant, and Koerner before

him, and bx many others too numerous to cite. Some have been

allude0 to previously. Framed as questions, they include

the following:

(1) Is teacher preparation redlicible to a species of

craft-training, consisting of the acquisition of a

discrete set of skills, performance-competencies,

and tasks? Can or should these "competencies"be

learned without benefit of some underitanding or

awareness of their theoretical underpinnings? How

'athebretical should teacher eduation be?

(2)
9

Can teachers be trained primarily in field settings

and through direct clinical experience?

(3) If there is a defensible theoretical component in

teacher education, is it exclusively or primarily

descriptive and empirical in character? Or does it

include a normative and a critical dimension? Is

the process of preparing teachers ideologically or

politically neutral? Does teaching competence consist

wholly of a mastery of pre-defined instructional and

management techniques?

(4) Does the concept of "professionalism" in education

imply a need for prospective classroom practitioners

to acquire "contextual" knowledge about the theory

and practice of education?
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(5) How can so-called foundational studies in education

best satisfy the alleged need for "perspective" or sense

of "context"?

(6) Who should teach foundations courses? Where should

foundational courses be housed in academic institutions?
0

(7) How should such lourses be organized? Should there be

separate specialized courses in history, philosophy, socio-

logy, and the politics of education, each reflecting the

content and forms of inquiry of their respective parent

disciplines? Or, alternatively, is the paramount need

for an interdisciplinary synthesis and integration, one

structured around the study of education as an academic

discipline and borrowing its motive concepts from within

education itself (e.g., curriculum, instruction, teaching,

learning, schooling, educational aims and objectives,

knowledge, etc.)?

(8) Cart foundational studies in education be best defined

in terms of content or by purposes and objectives?

Do they assume their identity primarily in terms of a de-

finable body of subject matter, or in terms of the role

they play in teacher education?

More simply, these sets of questions reduce to three

basic issues:

(1) What should be the main content of foundational

courses in education?



(2) How should foundational studies he organized and

presented?

(3) What purposes can the foundations fulfill in teacher

education?

In considering these three themes, it will be helpful,

first, to review a representative portion of what in recent

years has become a voluminous literature dealing with pro-

posals for unifying foundational studies; secondly, to examine

the tual scope of' the foundational component in pre-

service preparatory programs; and then,finally, based partly

on whatever consensus may be .apparent, to outline a possible

rationale for foundational studies in teacher education.

The Search For Unity

Attempts to delineate a single integrative theme or

focus for foundational studies or to stipulate an irreducible

content "core" have been as varied as they have been un-

successful. John Lipkin, for example, once argued that the

study of,the relationship between education and the social

order constitutes a "central postulate" from which stems

both the reationale and the content of educational founda-

tions studies. The reciprocal school-society relationship,

he insisted, "is the key to the ultimate purpose.of fcunda-

tions studies.." In amplifying his argument, Lipkin explained:

...It should be apparent that our study cannot

be restrictied to' a single discipline. Instead,

the findings and methods of history, philosophy,

and the social sciences would be utilized insofar

5
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as they are relevant to the school-society rela-

tionship. T is study coult. hot be considered a

discipline in the conventional sense, for it does

not possess separate and unique methods-and subject

matter. We would prefer to consider it a dis-

ciplined study, adhering to the established canons

of scholarship, with the advantage of being a bor-

rower and lender without impunity.
49

'

Similar though somewhat broader in scope was the proposal

offered by William Stanley that .the'social foundations of edu-

cation concentrate on such-themes as,the nature of humafikind,

the meaning 'of the good and the public welfare," the nature

of knowledge, the relation of the school to the social order,

and processes of social change.
50

Joseph Browdt, on the other hand& urged a "dynamic" ap-

proach involving three organizing themes: . "nian," "society,"

and "education/scooling." The theme of "man allegedly offers

opportunities to pursue such questions as "What does it mean

to be a human being?" and "How do human beings differ from

other life-forms?" Further questions would concern how and

why human individuals behave the ways they do, drawing upon

philosophyo'developmental psychology, and learning theory for

possible answers. Dealing with society would require con-

fronting questions about "the meaning cf culture, the develop-

ment of institutions, socialization, the problems of inter-

personal, intergroup, and world relations, And the rule of

government with respect to social philosophies." The theme of

"education/schooling,".as Browde characterized it, would
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consider a broad range of historical, social,-political,

and moral issues in their educational bearings.
51

In contrast, James W. Wagener saw "knowledge about know-

ledge" (meta-knowledge) --"the configuration of knowledge as, it

defines the learner and his environment and...the alternatives

open...for shaping this environment"--as a central target of

analysis. In essence, his thesis was that foundations courses

should deal with-"the phenomenon of knowledge, which...means

the configuration of noetic claims made at any given time."

He continued, "The configtiration or shape of knowledge is

not the substance of those claims: facts, ideas, information,

data. Nor can it be reduced to the structure of knowledge

or modes of analyzing knowledge.... The shape of knowledge

refers rather to meta-knowledge or knowledge about knowledge. 1,52

Again, Albert Grande, pursuing a more psychologically-based

approach, pressed for a focus in foundational courses upon

self-concept, human interaction, and the dynamics of the

teaching task. 53

For R. Freeman Butts, the "ultimate goal" of founda-

tional study, as he put it, "is normative and judgmental; it

is the effort to solve prOblems, improve policy and practice,

and move in desired educational and sq,cial directions."

While insisting that improved judgment would require a secure

grounding in objective, empirical, and disciplined methods.

of analysis provided by scholarly fields of knowledge, he

added, "We must...face the fact that education is integrally

involved in the deepest social concerns of society and culture.

58
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Education is often involved in the crises points, the turmoil,

the conflict, and the controversy that swirl around the process

of social and culturea change." Consequently, Butts emphasized,

"the knowledge we r4quire is policy-oriented knowledge, know-
.

ledge that {is relevent to those deepest spcial concerns that

affect education."

"The foundational task," he continued, ".is thus nothing

less pan the use of disciplined knowledge to understand and

evaluate the most fundamental social and cultural problems

of...societies, the direction the societies are moving, and

the'role that education should play in that movement." Plead-

ing for a less provincial outlook, Butts concluded that the

proper theoretical framework for foundational studies in

education should be "the interdisciplinary study of the mo

nizationiprocess and the role that education should pla as

traditional societies either seek or are impelled to trans-

form themselves into modern societies." Modernization, he

'argued, would provide a "principle of selection" for materials

to be included in the foundational study of education.
54

More detailed and substantive in its specifics was the

proposal advanced by Nicholas Appleton in his call for a

"modular" approach to. the foundations of education.
55 Basic-

ally, his was a reactio9, to the common complaint that founda-

tional courses lack structure. As Moses Stambler had observed,

"...The traditional courses in social foundations j have a

heavy reliance on bits and Fragments of insight from the

social sciences and humanities; this course consists of

5;)
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fragmented materials without any internal logic, discipline'

or rationality. At some institutions this course has turned,.

into an amorphous, directionless operation...."
56 Appleton's

answer was to abandon the traditional course format in

favor of a series of "mini-courses" or instructional units,

each of which would be/ore or less self-contained. The

first twq, as he deSCIsibed them, would provide "a pervasive

conceptual scheme" on which to build other foundational

themes and processes of inquiry through secceeding modules.

Appleton's firgt proposed, module was to "investigate

the concepts and principles inherent in a pluralistic society,."

The second, closely related to the first, would present and

explore "the principles of democracy which we, as a society,

profess to value and toward which we constantly strive, all

the while attempting to base the mechanics of our societal

relationships on these principles." Because American society's

social structure is based on these two ideals, they play

a major role in the operation of American education. All

major issues in education, the basis of authority, profes-

sionalism, racial equality, or the investigation and applica-

tion of theoretical constructs, he asserted, must be viewed

and interpreted within the framework of these concepts.
57

Appleton cited from "an almost infinite number of pos-

sibilitiee several possible "areas of interest" around which

other modules could be organized, including "the civil rights

of teachers," "professionalism in education," "educating the

powerless," and "religion and public education." Under his



scheme, the organization of foundational studies would be

open-ended, thereby providing the opportunity to add or

subtract modules depending.on need or circumstances.

Taking their cue from the American Educational Associa-

tion's claim that ,toundational courses'should "foster a re-

flective, critical perspective" on the educational venture,

Nash and Agne posed a series of "foundational questions"

they felt should frame coursework: How educable are people?

Uhat is the importance of education? What ought to be the

qualities of the educated person? What is ethical policy

and practice? Who should go to school? What should be

studied? Who should edUcate? Who should be the educational

leaders? Does education have intrinsic as well as instru-
,

mental ends? Is education a discipline? Does education occur

in settings other than schools? Throughout, they urged "an

analytic, questiory.ng approach to educatimil problems,"

particularly those involving human relationships, as the sine

qua non of educational foundations.
58

Landon 'Beyer and Kenneth Zeichner have offered a similar

list of questioni: What kind of educational institutions

are most desirable or appropriate, and why? How did the

present system of education develop, And upon what basic

ideas and values does it depend? Whose interests does the

system serve? Is the role of schools in contemporary society

ethically defensible? Foundations instruction, they argued,
A

should underscore the political nature of schooling and open

61
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up for scrutiny and debate questions having to do with the

development, functions, and consequences of schooling. Cour-

ses should focus upon "the social dimensions of education,

especially the role of schools in the wider social order,

and hence generate questions of a normative and ideological

sort." 59

Similar in character to Wagener's claim that "meta-

knowledge': should frame the foundations was Walter Feinberg's

judgment that eduCational studies could be unified through

the study of the role of formal and informal agencies in

socio-cultural reproduction. Education, he observed, "is

best understood by recognizing that one of the functions of

any society is that of maintaining intergenerational con-

is,sof maintaining its identity as a society

across generations...and it is education...which carries on

this function." Hence, foundational studies should concen-

trate upon "the aims and processess of social reproduction

as reflected in the practices of institutions and individuals."

More specifically, according to Feinberg, the "clear domain"

for integrated educational studies would be analysis of "the

knowledge code of a given society and the way in which that

code is processed by different individuals and groups, through

different frames and with different implications for the

reproduction of skills and the ruproduction of consciousness." 60

As many more examples might. be cited to illustrate the

tremendous variety of, conceptual models, themes, and approaches

offered as ways of unifying research and teaching in foundational
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studies. Some axe psychologically or sociologically oriented;

some emphasize a philosophical or'social-anthropological

perspective; some stress historical development; and a few

introduce a comparative and international dimension. Many

highlight political issues and concerns' relating to education.

It is tempting to see some proposals as being somewhat

ideosyneratic, tht is, they appear to reflect an individual

author's experience, training, and parlpicular interests often-

times more than a comprehensive judgment of what is most cen-

tral to the field. What the various schema do share in

common, however, is an interdisciplinary or "trans-disciplinary"

frame of reference. Nonetheless, no one has yet adduced a

sufficiently attractive or-compelling rationale for any given

position such that it has won universal assent. Experimen-

tation and diversity will likely continue, with some courses

organized around concepts (e.g., teaching, learning, school-

ing, curriculum, aims and objectivesl, some based on issues

or problems (equality of access and opportunity, religion in

'education, minority education,-etc.), trends or movements

in education (mainstreaming, compensatory education, voca-

tionalism, back-to-basics, futurism, and so on); and some

structured 'around broad interdisciplinary "themes" (moder-

nization, socio- cultural reproduction, meta-knowledge, pro-

fessionalism in education, power and authority, governance,

school and society, etc. ad infinitum). Some courses, finally

will attempt to combine all four orientations.
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Permutations In Discipline -Based Foundational Studies

In smaller teacher-training institutions, a single inte-

grative or multi-disciplinary "social foundations of education'

course is the norm, often serving the dual function of pro-
.

viding an introduction to the field of professional education

as well. Only in the larger, more prestigious schools,

colleges, and departments of education is it poisible to offer

an array of specialised courses in philosophy of education,

history of education, educational sociology, comparative

education, and so on. At some schools, two or more courses

are required in the teacher-education curriculum. More common

is the arrangement whereby students sel-ct one course from

among several in order to satisfy the "foUndational" require-

ment in their programs.

Not counting introductory survey courses and psychology

of education, philosophy ark history of education are the

two foundatj.onal courses mcst frequently offered at the

undergraduate level. Each may exhibit tremendous variability

in terms of content, conceptual orientation, and pedogogical

approach.

Philosophy of Education. As set forth in its "Stan-

dards for Academic and Professional Instruction in Philosophy

of Education" (1980), the Philosophy of Education Society
0

(PES) stipulates that philosophical studies in educaticn



ought to "provide essential skills and concepts that cannot

be treated quintessentially in behavioral, historiOal'and

pedagogical components of teacher education programs."

Philosophy of education "focuses on the principles, criteria

and methods pf achieving clarity and consistency in judg-

ments," of detecting and evaluating basic assumptions,.and

of critically evaluating the soundhess of arguments: It is

to be understood as a "activity" that:

...confronts the most basic and general conceptions

in (1) arguing aboutunderlying causes of social

and educational phenomena, as well as other ques-

tions dealing with the nature' of reality, (2) analy-

zing contending purposes and standards for education,

as well as other ethical questions, and (3)' eValuat-

img the basic principles and criteria we employ or

assume when we make claims to the truthfulness of

what we say. Philosophical studies may also have

an integrative or synthesizing dimension, providing

for the comprehensive collation and evaluation of

theories, from a variety of filsciplines, on general

and basic questions regarding dqucation as a funda-
.

mental cultural enterprise.
61

Furthermore, the narrative accompanying the PES'stand-

ards make it plain that philosophy of education.is not gen-

eral philosophy--it consists of "philosophic skills and con-

cepts applied to educational concerns'and issues." Nor is

its study merely an opportunity to express or formulate a

"personal philosophy." It is not a:statement about current

or. proposed policies and practice such as "all pupils should

be treated with equal care and congcrn" or "we believe in the
00



dignity of'each individual." Rather, philosophy of education

scrutinizes such slogans in order to formulate and justify

educational purposes. Finally, the PES, statement indicates

that courses in philosophy of education should examine edu

cational policies, practices or programs "in terms of axiolog-

ical, epistemological, linguistic, loOcal and ontological

considerations central to the philosophic enterprise." No

single course, it is emphasized, is expedted to cover all

dimensions or applications of philosophic skills and subject

-matter and a variety of emphases and organizational patterns

may be followed.62

In terms of how philosophy of education courseware

actually taught, that "variety" is readily apparent.' The

following table suggests, according to --one recent study,

a dozen or so instructional approaches employed:
63

Organization. Of Content/Instructional Appkoach % Of

Res ondents

Philosophic systems or schools of thought in

their educational bearings (e.g., Realism,

Idealism, Pragmatism, Existentialism, etc.)

"Other" (Unspecified or riot classified)

Philosophers of education, classical and

modern, and their doctrines

Philosophic categories of inquiry (e.ig.,

metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, etc.)

applied to educational issues, concepts,

roblems

9

Social, political philosophy in relation to

contemporary social, economic, and political

issues in education

9



EXistentialist, phenomenological criticism

d education

School and society, ideological movements in

education

Selected contemporary education theorists (e.g.,

Piaget, Kohlberg, Bruner, R.S. Peters, etc.) and 5

8

their writings

Analysis of concepts, arguments, etc. in educa-

tional discourse; theory construction in education, 5

ordinary language analysis; philosophy as logical/ -

conceptual inquiry

Moral philosophy, ethics in education, noKmative
41.

discourse

Neo-Marxist interpretatikn, criticism of edu-

cational olic / ractice

3

2

Critical' theory, soeielogy of knowledge in re-.

lation to education

Policy analysis and education

2

2

Literary, aesthetic criticism, analysis and

education

History of Education. Apart from whatever historio-

graphical context or frame of reference predominates, courses /I'

in the history of education offer endless possibilitieg for

how inquiry is to be sustained. The focus might be on educa-

tional ideas, ancient'and modern. Or it might be institutions

,and their development. The emphasis might fall on one

particular time period (e.g., American education since the

1600's) or it could encompass the entire span of Western

civilization. Instruction could be organized around,"themes"

or "problems" of an historical nature; alternatively, a

course might trace historical developments in chronological

6/
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sequence. The tabie telow indicates five common strategies

prevalent in teaching the history of education:
64

Organization Of Content/Instructional Approach % Of

Respondents

Survey of education from the American colonial

period to modern times 31

Issue-oriented historical analysis of trends,

concepts, problems, movements in education. 31

Survey of educatim from ,antiquity to modern

times. 17

Exposition/analysis of major education theorists

(e.g., Plato, Aristotle, Quintilian, Rousseau, 17

Herbatt, Mann, Dewe Etc.)

"Other" (Enspecified or not classified) 3

In-depzh analysis of specifi orical

period.and/Or geographical egion e.g., the

Progressive Era,, developmen of national school

systems, etc.)

2

Sociology of Education. LLke philosophy or history of

education, courses in sociology of education also exhibit

considerable variety. Without necessarily indicating the

specific content in praticular courses surveyed, the following

table ranks the four major approaches most frequently pIrsued:
65

Orgkqzation Of Content /Instructional Approach' % Of

Respondents

Concept ót issue-o:iented analysis of American

education/(e.g., socialiyation, social strat- 47

ificationOpy calls, race, sexy religion, etc.)

Descriptive overview of American school system,

organization and administration, learner charac-t 34

teristics, access and attrition, sociological

determinants of curricula, etc.



Sociological/philosophic analysis, criticism,

utilizing theoretical constructs derived from

prominent writers, e.g., ET.kheim, Halbermas,

etc.

10

"Other" (Uns ecifi d or not classified)

In-depth case studied of education phenomena

in their sociolo ical bearings

Comparative and International Education. Finally, among

those schools, colleges, and departments of education that

offer undergraduate courses in comparative and/or inter-

national education, six organizational formats predominate.

The following table summarizes these a0Proaches:66

Organization Of Content/Instructional Approach % Of

Respondents

"Structural" descriptions of-and comparisons

among, various national school systems among

the less developed/developing/Third World coun- 30

tries and/or contrasts betweel"first/Second World"

systems and "Third World" national systems.

Issue-oriented analysis in a comparative perspec-

tive (e.g., bilingualism,minority assimilation, 18

access and attrition, etc.)

Development education; policy planning and

development; educational problems of emergent 14

nations

"Structural" descriptions of and 'comparisons

among various national school systems (e.g.,

education in England, Germany, France, Soviet

Union, United States, etc.) within developed

countries

14

6:1
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Concept-oriented analysis in a comparative

perspective (aims, goals, pedagogy, adminis-

trative format, curricula, etc.)

10

"Other"

"Functional" analOis of schooling in a compara-

tive context or from an international perspective

(e.g., the institution of schooling as social,

control, cultural imperialism, etc.)

Introductory Foundational Courses

6

As previously noted, frequently a required introductory

. course to the4study of professional education amounts to one

and the same thing as a general "social foundations" course,

the latter purporting to integrate several disciplinary per-

spectives. Considering the scone of possible content to

be addressed, these courses typicalli, display even greater

diversity thando more specialized courses of a foundational

nature. The following table illustrates in very broad terms

half a dozen major 4pp9raches: 67

Organization Of Content/Instructional Approach % Of

Resnondents

School and society, issues and trends (prob-

,lems, movements, controversies,'etc.) in

education.

24

Introduction t education as a practical endeavor

and as a field of study (descriptive overview),

socialization and schooling, administration and

governance, local-state-federal relations, legal

issues and school law, supreme court decisions

affecting schooling, teaching as a career and a

profession, classroom discipline, teacher ethics,

societal determinants of curricula, etc.
ft?
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"Other"

Eclectic, inter-disciplinary approach to the study

of education, e.g., segments organized by disciplines:

history, philosophy, sociology, psychology, issues

and trends, etc.

17

16

Social-intellectual criticism: societal determin-

ants of education,, school and the social/economic/

political order, ideological movements, alternative

overnance modelsin schoolin 'etc.

Aims and objectives, methodologies, organization

of schooling, trends and movements, issues and

'controversies, etc.

Sociological overview; social class stratification,

socialization, political culture, schooling and

socio-economic equality/mobility,,

bureaucratization, governance, etc.

6

The multiplicity of formats. characteristic of introductory

foundational courses is further illustrated by the content and

organization'of textbooks used in teaching such courses. Lit-

erally scores of texts are currently available, each differing

considerably from the others. For illustrative purposes,

reference will be made to the following nine titles, all of

which are of recent vintage and have enjoyed widespread usage:

Arthur K. Ellis, John J. Cogan, and Kenneth R. Howey,

Introduction to The Foundations of Education

(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1981)

Robert J. Havighurst and Daniel U. Levin, Society and

Education, Fifth Edition (BostOn: Allyn and

Bacon, 1979)

John Jarolimek, The Schools in Contemporary Society,

An Anal sis of Social Currents, Issues, and Forces

(New York: Macmillan, 1981)

71
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Donald E. Orlosky, ed., Introduction to Education,

(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1982)

Allan C. Ornstein and Daniel tic Levin, An Introduc-

tion to the Foundations of Education, Second

Edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981)

Sandford W. Reitman, Education, Society, and Change,

(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1981)

Kevin Ryan and James M. Cooper, Those Who Can Teach,

Third Edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1980)

Richard D. Van Scotter, Richard J. Draft, and John D.

Haas, Foundations of Education, Social Perspectives

(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1979)

David A. Welton, Realms of Teaching, An Introduction

to American Education (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1979)

The Ellis, Cogan and Howey volume opens with a discussion

of the function and purpose of teaching, types of instruction,

and common characteristics of those who elect to become

teachers. This is followed by a section devoted to factors

influencing job availability 4ind salaries fcr teachers, types

of teaching experiences, and popular attitudes toward teachers,

and student and teacher rights and liabilities. Part 1 of

the book ends with a descriptive overview of the work of the

AFT and NEA, and an analysis of the distinction between

"education" and "schooling."

Part 2 offers an overview of five philosophies of educa-

tion' a brief summary of the history of education from Graeco-

Roman antiquity up through the Renaissance and Reformation;

and a similarly-abbreviated treatment of schooling from the

colonial period in America up to the present. Another chap-

ter is given over to societal expectations of schooling
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and the school's functions of cultural transmission, human

development, the equalization of opportunity, and effecting

social change.

A third section or part of the text gives a descriptivg

overview of how schools are organized at various levels;

contrasting approaches to curricula and classroom manage-

ment; patterns of administrative and financial administration

of schooling at federal, state,' and local levels; and con-

cludes with chapters devoted to contemporary issues (finance,

discipline, equal opportunity, bilingual education, busing,

mainstreaming, technological innovation, sex and drug abuse,

the back-to-basics movement), multicultural education,

problems of accountability in education (including testing

and assessment), and societal forces affecting school cur-

ricual. Section 4 discusses curriculum theory and practice,

and the future state of the teaching profession.

The text by Havighurst and Levin, a very popular resource

now in its fifth editionw is organized rather differently.

Its 21 separate chapters are distributed throughout 5 parts

or sections. In. part 1, readers are introduced to such topics

as education and the American social-class structure, school-

ing and socio-economic opportunity, the role of the college

in the U.S. social system, mobility, and the interaction of

schools with the social -class structure.

Part II deals with child-rearing in different social-

class environments, the impact of ti._: home environment upon



children's cognitive development*, the fate of low-status

students in public schools, compensatory education, peer-

group influences, and adolescent.developmental behavioK.'

Part III centers on urban education, treating such topics

as urbanization, segregation, and city-school financing.

Part IV looks at education in relation to demographic

and economic trends, .the needs of minority students, cultural

pluralism and social integration, and women. Part V

examines the social characteristics of teachers, the teacher's

multiple roles in the classroom and community, and the current

status of the teaching profession.

Jarolimek's volume has 12 chapters. The first analyzes

the dynamics of school-society relationships.. Chapter 2

reviews the allegations of'modern school critics. A third

chapter looks at the various roles schools perform as social

institutions. Chapter 4 is given over to race, ethnicity,

and sex in relation to schooling; whereas chapter 5 discusses

vocationalism and the world of work'. The chapter following

is devoted to equal educational opportunity.

Chapters 7 and 8 supply tre%tments of social status,

power, and the influence of social, cultural and ethnic

variables on schooling. Economic and political factors

influencing school decision-making frame the next two chap-

ters. Chapter 11 examines the role of organized teacher

groupson educational policy; the concluding chapter takes

up the question of managing educational change.



The introductory text edited by Orlosky is an anthology.

- Once again, there are four main parts or sections, each

consisting of 4 or 5 separate essays. In Part I, readers

are supplied an overview of teaching as a profession, with

special attention given to historical and philosophical per-

spectives. Part II is concerned with the dynamics of class-

room ineriction and management. Part III looks to such

issues as child development, educational alternatives, teach-

ing exceptional children, and instructional resources and

technology. Part IV addresses such topics as professionalism,

curriculum development, field experiences, and the future Of

public education.
/

Ornstein and Levin's book covers much the same topics

as the texts by Ellis, Cogan and Howey,and by Havighurst and

Levin: teaching as a profession, teacher education, account-

ability, and so on. part '11 deals with the historical and

philosophical foundations'of education. Part 1114 "Social

Foundations," considers social class, culture, race, educa-

tional achievement, and student peer group-influences upon

learning. Part IV is devoted.to questions concerning educa-

tional aims, curricula, school organization, desegregation,

compensatory education, and "trends and issues in the 1980's"

(e.g., multicultural education, mainstreaminge school finance

reform, mastery learning, minimum competency teasting, and

similar topics).

The third edition of Ryan and Cooper's popular text is

organized around a series of questions: Why teach? What
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problems does the beginning teacher face? How do people

become teachers? Why are knowledge and theory important in

teaching? What skillb and attitudes does the teacher need?

What is a school? What is life in schools like? What is

taught? How 'axe schools governed and controlled? Is teach-

ing a profession or a trade? What are the major issues and

controversies in contemporary education? and Is there a job

for you in education?

The book Foundations of 4ducation: Social Perspectives

by Van Scotter, Kraft and Haas yields up chapters on the

history of education (traditional and revisionist views),

various formal philosophies of education (Idealism, Realism,

Pragmatism, Existentialism, etc., the politics of education

(issues of power and control), economics and education,

socialization in schools, the role of values in education,

racism and ethnicity, sexism, school organization and struc-

ture, curricula, alternative schooling, teacher profession-

alism, issues and models of education for "global survival,"

and futurism in educational planning.

Reitman's Education, Society, and Change (1981),

essentially a revision of an earlier work entitled Founda-

tions of Education for Prospective Teachers (1977), is written,

as the author's preface explains, "in the tradition of the

social foundations calling upon the disciplines of soci-

ology, social psychology, anthropology, economics, and

including as well history and philosophy." Insights from

these disciplines are "synthesized and interwoven throughout



the text and serve as a' backdrop to...educational concerns"

(p. x). Among the many regent developments treated we public

attitudes toward schools, reshifting youth values and expec-

tancies, alternative schools and vouchers, neo-conservatism

andthe back-to-basics movement, secondary edycational re-

-; form, new federal and state educational priorities--expecially

mainstreaming of the handicappedschool violence, 'ind disci-

pline, problems in financing public education, teachers'

unions and collebtive bargaining, and teacher tenure.

Reitman's text emphasizes "the dynamics of current inter-

personal, organization, and cultural factors that relate to

education" '(p. 18), with chapters based on the variant func-

tions and, oles of schooling in contemporary society, the

historica development of U.S. public education, culturgl

lag and/ the "social context" of American education (e.g.,

the changing familial structure, institutional change and

development, social stratification, peer-group values and

behavior, and evolving human values). Separate chapters

discuss major systems of educational philosophy and conflict-
...-.

ing ideologies in education. Others take up the question

of the structure of authority and control in formal education,

the school as a distinctive "social system," °teacher leader-

ship in the classroom, and the relationship of social and

edcuational change.

Welton's Realms of Teaching offers yet another approach.

Part 1 on the "foundations" of American education is organized

7/
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on a historical basis, emphasizing major developments in

educational thought and practice since the 1920's. part.2

treats finance and governance issues, the professional rights

and responsibilities of teachers, and schboling from the

student's perspective. Part 3 intro& es curriculum plan-

ning, development, and evaluation; an ends with an overview

of classroom management problems and educational prospects

for the future.

Assuming such texts find widespread application in the

teaching of undergraduate courses in the foundations of

education, it appears almost impossible to offer very many

defensible generalizations as to the actual content of in-

// struction and how it is structured. Apparently, in about one-

fourth of all cases, the approach taken is, first, to describe

(and occasionally to analyze) selected issues and trends In

modern schooling. These may or may not necessarily be set in

some broader conceptual or interpretive context. Typically.,

the focus is upon the reciprocal relationship between, society

and the school as a social institution. In-roughly the same

percentage of cases, the intent, secondly, is to introduce the

sweep and scope of education as a field of study, to present

a broad overview of how schooling is organized, financed, and

controlled; thirdly, to review movements and major controver-
)1:

sies in education) and finally, to consider the nature of

teaching as a career:

76
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Sometimes, the foundational study of education is seg-

mented into disciplinary perspectives, each offering a.

differeneway of looking at the phenomena under discussion

(e.g., historidalflohilosophical, sociologibal, political,

comparative, and so on). Oftentimei when.this particular

approach is pursued, little or no attempt is made to integrate

or bring together all the separate treatments. In remain-

ing'cases, several other approaches are employed: social

criticism, policy analysis, sociological description, and so

forth ad infinitum. Overall, it may be fair to claim

that no single body of subject-matter defines foundational

coursework. Depending on how a course is conceived, all of

education as a socio-cultural phenomenon could be taken as

its province. Hence, except at the risk of being arbitrary

and purely stipulative, it is virtually impossible to

identify or designate a common body of4knowledge for founda-

tional studies in education.

A moment's reflection will suggest why this is neces-

sarily the case. If, for example, philosophy'of'education'
I

is construed primarily as an activity or process of analysis,

judgment, and interpretation rather than a definable body of

assumptions, theories, or facts, th'en it follows that the

evaluative, explanatory and analytic processes of philosophic

inquiry can be appied to practically all educational phenoma.

As the PES standards make ?lain, the skills and concepts

involved can be used to address almost all educational con-

cerns and'issues.
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Similarly L dynamic interpretation of history of education
1

would seem to preclude its definition as a static assemblage

of facts, names, and dates. While, admittedly, not all as-

pects of the historical record are equally impottant or rele-

. vant, the data can be treated in an almost infinite variety

of. ways, depending upon what specific questions frame the

inquiry, the historiographical frame of reference or context

used in selecting materials for consideration, and the

thematic fOtus employed.

The same point applies inter alia to the comparative,

the political, the economic, or the,sociological study of

education. Particula*ly with respect to undergraduate teacher

education, the point of foundational studies is not to gen-
/

erate an independent body of knowledge about education so

much ass it may be to offer a set of alternative ways of locking

at it in some broader context. One might very well cite the

most common theories, concepts, and facts addressed within

foundational courses,' but such an enumeration would fall

short of specifying a-content all share in common. To the

tidy-minded, the seemingly indeterminate nature of the founda-

tionsis somewhat offensive, or at least disquieting. Others

argue that the scope of content is at once a major strength

as well as a possible liability within the field.



The Actual Scope And Role Of The Foundational Component

In Undergraduate PreService Teacher Education

Heretofore, reliable empirical data on the scope of the

'foundational component in teacher education have been lacking.

A recent national survey, however, yields_a clearer indica-

tion of how foundational studies are actually organized and

staffed,, what courses are offered, what requirements are in

force, and how foundational scholars view themselves and

their work. Principal findings from this study included the

following:

1. Wholly independent administrittive units made
ft.

up exclusively of faculty teaching courses in founda-

tions of education are the exception rather than the

rule. Even within larger schools, colleges, and

departments of edUchtion (SCDE's), foundations faculty

share'departmental identity with colleagues teach-

ing other kinds of courses. No readily recog-

nizable patterns predominate; foundations faculty

are equally likely to be conjoined administ :atively

with any other area of academic or professim.al

specialization in Education. The term "foundations"

is used more than twice as commonly all other ad-

ministrative designations combined (e.g., "educa-

tional studies" or "educational policy studies").

2. Numbers of faculty full-time equivalents (FTE's)

in foundations vary greatly among SCDE's, ranging

from less than a single FTE to 26 FTE's. On a

percentage basis, an appreciable number engaged in

undergraduate instruction in the area hold degrees

in fields or areas other than thOse encompassed by

the term "foundatlons."

8 1
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'3. The "typical",undergqduate pre-service teacher

preparation program leading to initial certification

requires less than two,3-semester-hour courses in

foundations of education. The median hour-require-

ment is 3- semester -hours or its equivalent. Most

commonly.the foundational coursework component is

satisfied by completion of an "Introduction to Edu-'

cation" 'course , a general "Social Foundations of

'Education" course, or an "Issues And Trends/School

and Society"-type course. Next in order of frequency

is a required. course in educational-'philosophy.

4. Foundational coursework accounts for a very

small part of the professional training most teacher-

candidates receive. As a percentage of total semester-

credit-hours required for a baccalaureate degree

in education, foundations courseRrepresent less

than 4 percent of the whole. On the average, founda-

tional courses comprise less than percent of re-

quired coursework in professional education for

elementary majors, exclusive of clinical experiences

(31 hours is a norm). For secondary majors who -

typically are required to complete around 24 hours

in professional education, foundational studies rep-

resent: slightly less than one-fifth of the total.

Again, a single 3-hour course in foundations of

education in most cases would suffice to reflect the

percentages cited.

5. In three out of every four SCDE's, students enroll

in a single course in common in order to satisfy

the foundational requirement. At larger institu-

tions, students may select from upwards of two to

five course alternatives.

6. Foundations faculty perceiVe themselves as

enjoying good professional and personal relationships

with colleagues in other sub-disciplines or areas
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of Education; and, generally, they report support

from faculty peers for the courses they teach in

foUndations of education. These generalizations

apply with least force to large public SCDE's.

They further report supportive relations with Deans,

Chairs, or other administrative superordinates.

7. Foundations faculty view their greatest col-

lective strengths to derive from their scholarly

expertise or academic excellence, their pedagogical

competence,. and from the intrinsic importance or

relevance:of what they teach. Their greatest shared

concerns are declining student enrollments, lack of

opportunitieS for continuing professional develop-

ment, and, to a much lesser extent, a suspicion that

society in 'general (and/or the SCDE in particular)

neither appreciatea nor understands adequateXy the

contribution of fo1:rid07ions of education to teacher

preparation.

8.- Foundations faculty identify closely with pro-

fessional academically-based teacher education. Less

than-.one-third are involved in undergraduate in-

struction aimed at the preparation of educators for

non-school settings. Most expect their primary

institutional role will remain tied to teacher edu-

cation.

9. Faculty in foundations are inclined to believe

their course are well-received by students, and

that student attitudes toward such courses grow more

positive and supportive as a result of exposure

to instruction.

'10, Persons teaching courses in the foundations

of education tend to organize instruction around

basic concepts and issues in education. Many favor

an interdisciplinary or generalist approach which

si..ercedes or transcends specific disciplines.

S.i
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Less frequently do they attempt to structure courses

so, as to flect directly the .concepts, problems and

concerns of teacher-educators in other areas. Com-

paratively few faculty identify closely with a --

nate discipline such as history, philosophy, sociology,

olitical science, and so on, except for academics

specialists employed in large public SCDE's.

11. Almost half of all foundations faculty aim in

their teaching at the promotion of broad theoretical

understanding or "contextual" knowledge among stu-

dents. About one-third seek to impart principles

which, it is expected, can prove directive of educa-

tional policy and practice. Very few essay to instill

any type of specific pedagogical expertise. The

overwhelming,,majority view their instructional

function as one of analysis rather than either simple

description of educational phenomena or didactic

advocacy of some partisan position. 68

Especially pertinent for present purposes is the finding

that students in teacher-education programs are required typically

to complete only one foundational course. Quite fre-

quently, this is either a general-purpose lower-level course

introducing education as a professional field or a "social

foundations" course in the sense previously discussed. Hence,

in considering the rationale for including the foundations in

teacher education, it is important to bear in mind that what

is at is'ue is the propriety of including a single three-

hour course (or its equivalent) among the eight or so courses

usually required of secondary-education majors or the ten

courses commohly demandalof elementary-education majors, not

counting student teaching and other field-based experiences.
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Elements Of A Rationale For foundational Studies

A foundations 'specialist occupies.an unenviable position.

On one side his or her field is disparaged by so-called "real"

academicians in the established disciplines for being derivate

and somehow second-rate. Academic purists who distrust the

professional-school cdhcept are apt to scorn all coursework

in education generally and those sup-specialties in particular

that most closely reflect their own liberal disciplines.

Furthermore, despite extensive training in content areas

outside education, few who teach in foundational areas pc.lsess

the credentials to be accepted as members of departments of

sociology, history, philosophy, economics, or political

science. Yet, historically, po, xful pressures have been

generated to encourage foundations teachers to look to those

disciplines for canons of scholarship, research design, cri-

teria for organizing courses, and, generally, for professional

status. 69 (One might add, unforately, that many founda-

tions teachers sometimes also borrow the traditional "read-

recite" pedagogy so prevalent in liberal-arts collegei,)

On the other side, ."educationists" are also sometimes

suspicious of foundational scholars, and !.nclined to harbor

reservations about whether their work offers any substantial

contribution at all to teacher education. The list of com-

plaints is endless. Foundations c rs;;Nstand accused of

faddipm, abstraeftness, ideological bias, curricular isolation,

and negativism. Many question whether the down-to-earth

"practical" task of preparing teachers leaves room for
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speculation and "empty theorizing." Foundations people are

attacked (sometimes with good reason) for lacking professional

commitment to teacher education. Their courses are charged

with failure to link theory with practice, or to demonstrate

any palpable connection betWeen scholarly analysis and the

"real-life" problems teachers confront on a daily basis.

Frequent complaints are that foundations courses are unreal-

istic, overly idealistic, or just plain impraCtical.

Contrariwise, recurrent criticism is that foundational

coursework is too critical of American education as it exists

today. Many suspect that it is profoundly subversive. What many

observers object to is that the foundations do not begip by

assuming a particular syotem of education is "natural' or

inevitable or the best of all possible alternatives.
70

As

Donald Warren observes,

foundational courses highlight schools' critics but

tend to ignore their advocates. Foundations faculty

seem willing to entertain proposals to deschool

society, charges that public schools are racist,

sexist, and ethnocentric, and voucher plans that

would weaken the tax base of public education.

We describe schoris as co-opted by the capitalist

system and teachers as, at best, unwitting agents

of majoritarian values given to obedience training.

py emphasizing the failures of schools and teacher

education, we are seen as delivering ammunition to

those looking for excuses top cut education budgets

and abolish programs. Disloyalty may be the most

difficult charge confronting the Foundations.

8
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While rejecting charges of,disloyalty or subversion,

most contemporary proponents of foundational studies in edu-

cation respond by saying their role in teacher, education

has been miscopstrued. A major function--if not, indeed,,

the primary function--of foundational inquiry is criticism.

Martin Levit, for example, differentiates among three generic

approaches to the study of education. The first, which he

terms "system-adaptive," carries the presumption that teacher

trainees will adopt traditional roles, that they will learn

to apply established principles and carry out tasks pre-

viously agreed upon in existing programs. The function of

the foundations, accordingly, is to "describe!' existing edu-

cational processes and institutions as objectively as possible.

The stance reflected in instruction should be "neutral" with

respect to the status quo. Arguably, this is a dominant pre-

sumption in most teacher-education circles. In the name of

"hard-nosed realism," the challenge is taken to be one of

conveying to prospective teachers a sense for the real world

of public education and to prepare them. to service the ex-

isting system. 72

Commenting upon this perspective, Landon Peyer and

Kenneth Zeicher note that a common conception of teacher

preparation views it

...as existing to help.students take on currently

dominant teacher role, expectations and chariater-

istics. teacher preparation within this perspec-

tive is aimed at equipping students with the skills,
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dispositions, and competences necessary for the

perpetuation of schools in their present form.

Teacher preparation so conceived becomes a kind of

vocational training. ...Within this vocational

orientation, there is a tendency to assume a

taken-for-granted posture with respect to both

current school practice and educational programs

that serve to train people to occupy the necessary -

occupoptional roles. The work of preservice tea-

chers is, accordingly, often delimited to replica-

ting current practice, or modifying such practice

`within certain prescribed limits. ...Teacher

training, accordingly, is often felt to be a

primarily apolitical, non - ideological practice,

dominated by concerns for such matters as increas-

ing student achievepent, maintaining discipline

and order in classrooms, or providing 'meaningful

learning experiences.'73

As characterized by Levit, a second approach to the

study and practice of education jp what he terms "system-

reform." At epresented by those who oppase many of the

structural features of present-day school and society, the

intent is to provoke change, either radical external reform

or ameliorative change from within the system. Proposals

may be rather vague. They could be concerned with "estab-,

lishing the need :for societal reforms and for,new values that

promise to free individuals instead of coercing theme into the

conforming ways of a competitive and dehumanizing techno-

logical society.", They might ranee from "educational prepa-

ration for socialiam and world government to the erasure of

compulsory education and of authority based on status and
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expertise in the ways of a morbid society."
74 Whatever the

particular proposals involved, the emphasis in research ,

and instruction is upon building a case for certain preferred

policies and not simply on studying and evaluating current

usage. ..
Contrasting with both the system-adaptive approach and

the radidal or utopian bents of the system-reform approach

is a third alternative, what Levit calls a "systems-evaluative"

or "inquiry-oriented" model. His' recommendation, one to

which perhaps a majority of foundational specialists would

give assent, isgthat foundational studies should focus

primarily upon "the critical, comparative and comprehensive

evaluation of socio-educational systems, educational theories

and educational policies." Its primary purpose "is not to

describe or prescribe operating roles and rules that exist

or that should be adopted; it is to critically evaluate sets

of educational roles and rules and the criteria used to

accept or reject them. "75 In essence, Levit's description

of the role of the foundations of education closely.re-sembles

the "critical" perspective cited in standards advanced by the

American Educational Studies Association.

The distinctive contribution of foundational offerings,

as many writers have emphasized, is the opportunity these

afford for systematid critical reflection. heii tasX is to

' help teachers and administrators to monitor, appiaise, modify,

and otherwise make informed judgments about theory and practice

in education. The alternative, Arnstine notes, is "habit,
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blind triil and error, and submission to the dictates of

fashion."
76 Nash and Agile phrase the point as follows:

The case must be made that, in addition to the

need for applied courses, educators will be con -
%

stantly drawn back,, to theoretical and philoto

phical considerations as they take their places

in classrooms and administrative or counseling

offices. Every profesion is a complex amalgam of

applied content, skills, and principles--all derived

part from theoretical areas in the arts, humani-

ties, sciences, and social sciences. Effective

teaching, counseling, and administrating require

an ability to use theoretical bodies of knowledge

as well as the practical wisdom acquired by

experience. Educational practice often degenerates

into staleness, boredom and routinized thought

when social commitment and theoretical broadening

of perspective dies.77

The funCtion of fgundationalsstudies is not to impart

any specific pedagogical expertise. They are not intended to

equip students to cope with.the day-to-day encounters of

school practice. They cannot be "applied" in any direct or

immediate sense; but this is not ,t0 concede they areqpeces-

sarily "impractical" or dysfunctional within teacher-prepa-

ration programs. Foundational studies are neither irrelevant

or extraneous. Their role rather, as another writer observes,

is to lodge "a critical reservation within the narrowing

focus that necessarily characterizes teacher preparation."

The foundations, in other words, are intended to help the

practitioner maintain the "critical distance" needed for an

adequate assessment of practice.
78



Again, foundational studies are supposed to help the

educator think more clearly about the essential meaning of

the work in 'which be or she is engaged. Without perspective,.--

. N lacking a vantage point frot whift to scrutinize educational

phenomena, the individual teacher bec mes little more than

an automaton, a functionary performing a series of tasks

determined by others who are external to the immediate situa-

. "79tion. Several years ago Charles Silberman expressed a

similar viewpoint. Teachers, he argued, require more than a

knowledge.of subject matter and some practical teaching

experience prior to entering a classroom:

They need knowledge about knowledge, about the ram-

ifications of the subjects they teach, about how

those subjects relate to other subjects and to

knowledge--and life--in general. They need in-

sights into their purposes as a teacher--why they

are teaching what they are teaching, and how these

purposes relate to the institutional setting of

the school and to the values of the local community

and the society at large...Most important, perhaps;

they need to know that they need to know these things- -

they need to understand the kinds of questions their

teaching will raise.... 80

Israel Teffler, supporting the same point, has noted thit

foundational studies cannot directly improve teaching per-
il

formahce in the classroom. Yet even though they "do not

directly enhance craftsmanship, they raise continually the

sorts of questions that concern the larger goals, setting,

and meaning of education practice"--the types of questions

teachers must engage if they are to be taken seriously as
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professionals. 81 According to Lawrence Cremin0 'Education

is too significant and dynamic.an enterprise to be left to
-

mere technicians; and we might as well begin now the pro-

digious task of preparing men and women who undersv:and not

only the substance of what they are teaching but also the

theories behind the particular.strategies they employ to

convey that substance."
82

Ultimately, to the extent that the need for normative

and critical perspective is acknowleged, weighty implica-

tions follcw for teacher education--some of them political

in nature. First, insofar as the belief prevails that teacher

preparation is basically a vocational-technical form of train-

ing, then the rationale for housing programs in college and

univeristies is seriouqly eroded. If teacher training is

reducible to craft or apprenticeship-learning, then it

most arropriately belongs under the control of local school

districts. But if on the other hand it ,has a legitimate

thec -etical component not directly tied to practice, then it'

is a defensible academic enterprise.

Secondly, it may well prove to be the case that teachers'

aspirations to become profepsionals will not be realized

unless or until their preparatory training gains gl'eater
r

academic legitimacy. Without the sort of theory-based con-

textual understanding allegedly supplied by foundational

-studies, it is unlikely teacher education can attain that

legitimacy.



Thirdly, there is groWing appreciation for the, act

that teacher education programs themselves are neither

apolitical nor non-ideological:82 All schooling, whatever

its content or sturcture, including programs for educating

teachers, is political. "It is political," two writers

remarkl\"in that it either encourages or does not encourage

persons to develop and use their critical capacities to

examine the prevailing political, social, and cultural

arrangements and the part their own acts (as teachers or

non-teachers) play in sustaining or changing these arrange-
ti

ments." They further argue, "Ifthe curriculum and faculty

of teacher education programs or courses fail to encourage

critical inquiry into everyday problems of teaching and

learning, a de facto political position has been. taken.
"84

The foundations of education, it is argued, serve to

challenge the dominant sub-culture within teacher educatiOn

and its tendency to reproduce existing patterns and arrange-

ments. in encouraging prospective teachers to deal with the

development, functions, and consequences of schooling, students

necessarily must consider the social dimensions of education

(both formal and informal), and in particular the role of

schools within the social order. Inevitably, questions of

an ideological and normative nature surface in any such in-

quiry. In this sense at least, the sort-of criticism en-

tailed--when it is successful--can be both "relevant" and

"practice-cntered."
s
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Discussion Questions

1. How do the expectations and needs of novice teachers ,

differ from those'of experienced practicing teachers?

For example, would it be valid to say most beginning

teachers are primarily interested in acquiring immediate

"survival skills" for thee clAgsroom,~ whereas classroom

veterans are More amenable to theoretical discussion

and analyses of education? To the extent this might

be true, what implications any--for arranging

the sequencing of the foundational components of a

teacher-education program?

2. Is it realistic or desirable to expect a single course

to introduce education as a field of inquiry and practice,

while at the same time providing students With an

adequate understanding of the myriad issues, trends',

movements, arld controversies prevalent in contemporary

education?

3. Apart from whatever intrinsic interest or importance the'

history of education might possess, what might be the

most obvious benefit or contribution of the historical

study of education for an individual teacher? What

specific insights, appreciations,. or knowledge might

the student be expected to acquire?

4.. Identify, if possible, some of the insights a teacher

might glean from a study of the sociology'of education

which could prove useful in diagnosing sXudent's academic

aptitudes and int'..-rests, in dealing with the special needs.

of exceptional learners, or in curriculum development.

How, for example, might the study of social class status,

socio- economic stratification, role models, ethnicity,

authority, power, Ideology, or mores and societal norms

assist a teacher in his or her daily practice? How

might the study of the economics or politics of education



shed light on such issues as collective bargaining,

mainstreaming, teachers' unions, professionalism In

education, and multi-cultural education?

5. 'What does it mean to ihave" a philosophy of education?

Canpreal-world" teachers be categorized in terms of

the educational philosophies to which they might' give

assent, e.g., realism, pragmatism idealism, .existentialism,

and so forth? Could teacher-educators themselves be so

eategorized? Does a'classroom teacher need to under-

stand the metaphysical, epistemological or axiological

dimensions of teaching and learning? Or is this approach

too artificial? Do practicing:educators need to enter-

, tain questions about the nature of reality, knowledge

and knowing, or standards for faking ethical judgments

in order to be effective teachers? Is philosophy of
"C

education a kind of after -the -fact intellectual "win-

dow dressing"? Canor should philosophical ideas in

education actually "direct" or guide school practice?

Is philosophy in education primarily a process and an

activity ofInquiry or should it be construed. mainly

as a body of knowledge'consisf ng of the products of

philosophic inquiry?

6. Why is it so frequently alleged that many students maj-

oring in profeisional education--and practicing teachers

themselves also--are "antiLintellectual," i.e., are

indifferent to, q actually opposed to, cerebral activ-

ities atC:Interplayof ideas? To what ex'ent is this

charge justified? Are any generalizations possible?

Insofar as'the allegation is warranted, what features

of present -day teacher-education programs encourage such

attitudes?

7. It. is often claimed that teaching techniques are acquired

most directly through models, by first-hand observation

and imitation in actual classroom settings. IBNI4rue,

what can academically-based teacher training offer that

-- 8 2 1
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cannot be supplied more effectively through. practice .

teaching and a kind of apprenticeship training? Wat

is the best rationale for housing teacher education in

schools, departments, and colleges of,education?

8. -If prospectiveA.pachers can allegedly benefit from study-

ing about education from an historical, sociological or

philosophic perspective, why create separate courses in
,

such subjects?, Why not simply require students to enroll

in general courses in these disciplines? Alternatively,

would it make more sense to have academic departments of

history offer courses in the history of education, to

lodge philosophy of education coursein philosOphy

departments, and so on?', Why create separate Courses?
orA

IS the issue important? Why or why not?

9. Besides technical competence, what are the characteristics

bf a "professional" in any field? What doeA "pro-

fessionalism" in education imply for teacher education?

10. Ordinarily, the criterion for judging a theory is its

predictive validity, i.e., does it work? In what sense

then can one speak of sociologiCal, historical, or

philosophical "theory"An educations? What standards

are most appropriatefor.assessing the validity of

thebries that are not ditectly susceptible to experi-

mental confirmation or falsification? What other func-

tions do theories in education perform besides empirical .

prediction?. How do such theories relate to policy and

practice in education? 1Should prospective teachers be

required to acquire a working knowledge of qualitative

(non-'quantitative) educational theory?
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The American Educational Studies`AssocIation vas4stablished in
1968 as an international 1 d sc--iety for scholars and educational
practitioners who share in rests in the field of study generally
identified as the Foundations of Education. In addition to educational
administratorst teachers, publishers, and editors, members -include
students, teaching faculty, and research scholars representing such
diverse areas of study as educational history, philos'ophy,
psychology, sociology, anthropology, and economics; comparative
and international education; curriculum; and recent years
educational studies and educational policy studies,

The Standards fore"Academic and Professio.ial Instruction were
constructed by the AESA Task Force on Academic Standards on the
basis of wide and systematic consultation with Association members
and other educational scholars and, practitioners. They provide
rationales and evaluation criteria for Foundations of Education study
in graduate and undergraduate programs, in-service training for
educational practitioners, and professional development of faculty. In
recent years Foundations of Education faculty at some institutions
have reorganized their departments and/or programs around
Educational Studies or Educational Policy Studies. On other
campuses, new academic units, interdepartmental rt search centers,
and/or programs in Educational Studies or Education-.1 Policy Studies
have emerged independently of the Foundations of Education. In
relating evaluation standaids to instruction in Educational Studies
and Educational Policy Studies, in addition to Foundations of

" U f,1141.( NI ith AiNoPTE I) BV 7NE iXtetTIVI COL.NCIL OF TIIF AFAI RICAN
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Education, the American Educational Studies Association
acknowledges the kinship and similarity of purpose and rationaleshared by these three areas of study. They represent the predominantacademic and professional focus of Association members. In thepages that follow, the term "foundational studies" is frequently
employed as an abbreviated reference to academic and professionalinstruction in these three areas of study.

The Standards are addresstd in part to evaluation criteria publishedby national, regional, and state accreditation agencies, whichtypically prescribe instruction in humanistic studies and thebehavioral sciences for graduate and undergraduate programs ineducation. They also respond to criteria advocated by statedepartments of education, local educational agencies, teachercenters, and teacher organizations. For the most part, these criteriaprovide only general directions \for instruction in Foundations ofEducation, Educational Studies, and Educational Policy Studies.Needed are more detailed indications of: 1) the goals and content of
foundational studies; 2) the qualifications of instructional personnelfor foundational studies; 3) the extent to which required foundational
studies are to be interdisciplinary; 4) the proportion of any given
program to he devoted to foundational studies; 5)-the roles of field
experience in foundational studies; and 6) the criteria for assessing
such field experience. It is particularly important to affirm clearly the
important role played by the humanities in preparing educational
professionals and to correct the failure of accreditation criteria to
distinguish between the social and behavioral sciences in foundational
studies. The AESA Standards respond to these needs. For example,
they emphasize that instruction in the behavioral sciences, usually
represented by foundational studies in Educational Psychology, is not
an acceptable substitute for foundational studies in the humanities
and the social sciences.

DEFINITION OF THE FOUNDATIONS OIEDUCATION
r
'4

The Foundatiohs of Education refers to a broadly-conceived field
of study that derives its character and fundamental theories from a
number of academic disciplines, combinations of disciplines, and area
studies: history, philosophy, sociology, anthropology, religion,
political science, economics, psychology, comparative and
international education, educational studies, and educational policy
studies.

From its origin in the 1930s, Foundations of Educition has been
subjected to a 'variety of interpretations and approaches. There are

om
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those who have promoted the idea that Foundations of Education
should be assembled around ethicational issues, using the issues as
curriculum-selecting and curriculum-organizing principles. Some have

insisted that interdisciplinary and generalist concerns should
supersede the commitments of Foundations of Education scholars to
specific disciplines. Others have held to the priority of close

a disciplinary ties for Foundations of Education scholars. Some have

promoted the desirability of curriculum liaisons between Foundations
of Education scholars and teacher-educators in other fields, for

example, administration, counseling and guivance, urban education,
and curriculum a,nd instruction. Sti4 others have argued for the
establishment of working ties between Foundations of Education
"scholars and community' groups, and for involvement in areas of
concern that go beyond the schooling-enterprise. 'At the present time
there are distinguished advocates for all these apivaches.

The American Educational Studies Association takes the official
position of supporting a diversity of Foundations of Education
arrangements in relation to academic, teac:ier-education, and

community grows. This position is -based on the belief th,It an
overarching and profoundly important academic and professional
purpose unifies persons who identify with the various approaches to
Foundations of Education, namely, the development of interpretive,
normative, and critical perspectives on education, including
non - schooling, enterprises. There is, moreover, a shared
contemporaneous orientation among Foundations of Education

. scholars a deep concern for present circumstances, excnts, and
conditions. In responding to the social issues and crises of the times,
Foundations of Education scholars maintain a professional and
intellectual tradition which was initiated in the 1930s.

The interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives developed
through studies in the Foundations of Education are interrelated and

can be characterized as follows:

1. The interpretive perspectives, using theories and resources
developed within the humanities and the social and
behavioral sciences, assist students in examining and
explaining education within: Jiffering contexts. Founiational
studies promote analyses of the meaning, intent, and effects
of educational institutions. including schools. Educational
thought and practice in vitably reflect particular contexts
and beliefs. They can , erceived differently from various
historital, philosophi , cultural, and social class
perspectives. Education, whether in the form of schooling
or some other arrangement, thus cannot be understood

imerely n) terms of its pri.ient and immediately visible
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characteristics. Understanding follows from attempts tointerpret educational thought and practice within their
special contexts: and to translate them from opc perspective
tq another. This deeper level of understandidg'is required ofscholars who expect to increase knowledge about educationand *of practitioners committed tb the delivery orimprovenient of educational .services. The effectiveness ofboth kinds of professionals depends fundamentally on theirintelligent comprehension -of educational thbught and
practice. A major task of foundational studies is to providethe resources, incentives, and 'skills students require in
performing the interpretive functions.

2. The normative perspectives assist students in examining andexplaining education in light of value orientations.
Foundational studies promote understanding of normativeand ethical behavior in educational development andrecognition 9f the inevitable presence of normative
influence3 in educational though; and practice. Foundational
studies probe the nature of assumptions about education
and schooling. They examine the relation of policy analysis
to values and the extent to wilich educational policymaking
reile'cts values. Finally, they Encourage students to develop
their own value positions regarding education on the basis
of critical study and their own reflections.

Age

3. The critical perspectives assist students in examining and
explaining education in light of its origins, major influences,
and consequences. Foundational 'studies promote critical
understanding of educational thought and practice, and of
the decisions and events which have shaped them, in their
various contexts. These multi-dimensional modes of
analysis encourage students to develop inquiry skills,
question educational assumptions and arrangements, and
subject them to critical review. In particular,. tht.critical
perspectives provided through foundational studies enable
students to examine equality and inequality in the
distribution of educational opportunity and outcome. They
promote understanding of past and present patterns of
exclusion in education, the causes of exclusion and
inequality, and the educational needs and aspiration of
excluded minorities. Finally, foundational studies encourage
the development of poliCymaking perspectives and skills in
searching for resolutions to educational problems and
issues.

115
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Foundational study of itie interpretive, normative, and critical
perspectives within education relies heavily on the resources and
methodologies of the humanities, particularly history and philosophy.
nd the social and behavioral sciences. Its primary objective is to
arpen students' abilities to examine, and explain educational

proposals, arrangements, and practices and to develop a disciplined
sense of policy-oriented educational responsibility. For foundational
studies,ttocus and emphasis fall on education broadly defined and not
merely on schools. They encourage knowledge and understanding of
education historically and philosophically and in view of its social,
economic, and political relations.

A common focus of attention on education differentiates
Foundations of Education scholars from academicians in the, liberal
arts and sciences. Although the nature of Foundations orEducation
presupposes collaboration with scholars in the liberal arts and
sciences, sound programs require faculty who are qualified as
Foundations of Education scholars.

ASSESSMENT OF FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS

North American colleges and universities presently are responding
to a distinctive climate of accountability. This climate, representing

''kboth a movement and 'a cluster of associated ideas, insigHon
educational programs that are designed to refl.:ct competency- sed

learning expectations and to achieve explicitly stated behavioral
objectives.

The American Educational Studies Association, exercising the
interpretive, normative, and critical functions of its membership,
herein calls attention to the implications of mandated
competency-based education. Such a policy automatically establishes
a given normative attitude of educational practitioners; it
u...iversalizes a single standard of presumed correctness. The
imposition of any single intellecttial outlook and associated behavior
raises grave questions relative to education in a democratic society.
With respect to Foundations of Educations, Educational s. and
Educational Policy Studies, in particular, attention is \eCttd to the
interpretiye, normative, and critical anctions of then elated fields
of study.' To formulate and assess Foundations bf Education
programs within a competency-based frame of reference, as a matter
of education policy, would undermine the basic 'rationale of this
academic and professional fieldthe free and open inquiry into all
normative issues; the unfettered questioning of ivh9t' is, and what
ought to be. More fundamentally, such a policy .would 'severely
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weaktm the essential contribution of foundational studies to thepreparation of educational professionals.
The AESA propbses that the formulation of program-objectives forFoundations of Education, Educational Studies, and EducationalPolicy Studies, and the means of assessing them, be matters that areproperly reserved to the professional and scholarly judgments ofqualified faculty members operating within the settings of their

in this documet
respective colleges and universities, utilizing the Standards set forth

PURPOSES OF THE AESA STANDARDS

Standards have been developed for seven critical program areas infoUndational studies. Their underlying assumption is that there is adefinite-correlation between professional and scholarly qtlifications,judgment, and competencies, even though the last cannotappropriately be reduced to a prescribed set of behaviors, of to a/predetermined level of performance. Each of the seven standards
. provides a broad framework anti /or Condition's in which the desiredprofessional qualifications can be met. Specific purposes for theindividual standards are as follows:

Initial Teacher Certification. Standard one seeks to ensure atleast a minimum foundational studies component in initialteacher certification programs as a disciplined 'basis fordevelopipg interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on'education.
Professional Development of Educational Practitioners and FieldPersonnel. Standard two seeks to , ens e that instruction in
Foundations of Education, Educational tudies, or EducationalPolicy Studies is a part of in-service professional develop-
ment programs and that such instruction is staffed by
appropriately qualified faculty.
Non-Foundations Graduate Degrees and Programs in Education.
Standard three seeks to ensure at least a minimum foundational
studies component in all graduate programs offered bydepartments, schools, and colleges or education in order that
candidates specializing in other fields have a discipliqd basis
for developinginterpretive, normative, and critical perskctives
on education.
Joint Graduate Degrees and Progailis. Standard Four seeks to
ensure common general qualificinems in foundational studies
among candidates in graduate programs jointly controlled by

1 1 ( 1.
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faculty in Foundations of Edtication, °Educational Studies, or
Educational Policy Studies and faculty in other academic units.

Masters .and I Educational Specialist Degrees and Programs.,
Standard five seeks to en ure common general qualifications
among Candidates in m sters and educational specialist
programs in Foundations of Education, Educational Studies, or
Educational Policy Studies to promote sufficient preparation to
exercise the interpretive, normative and critical functions.
Preparation of Faculty..Standard six seeks to ensure common
general qualificatioAs among persons seeking the ddctorate
Foundations of EdUcation, Educational Studies, or 'Education
'Policy Studies, whatever differences in specialization an
emphases might otherwise be encouraged in relation to the
foundational disciplines, combinations of disciplines, and area
studies.

.

Professional Development of Faculty. Standard seven seeks to
promote formal and informal post-doctoral studies among
persons engaged in Foundations of Education, Educational
Studies, or Educational Policy Studiesi&as a, necessary flew in
maintaining professional qualifications. /

The Standards tend to quantify the bases for verifying instruction
in foundational studies. Referring in some sections to courses and
units of instruction, they idbntify proportions of programs to be

olevote4 to work in the Foundations of Education, Educational
Studies, or Educations Policy Studies. Their ultimate purpose,
however, is to promote quality instruction and learning in
foundational studies, to guarantee to the extent possible that students
have opportunities to acquire interpretive, normative, and critii-q1
perspectives on education through rigorous study and supervised
field experiences. While a variety of approaches is possible, that
objective provides the fundamental criterion, for assessing fundational

studies.
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THE STANDAItDS

I`
Interpretive, Normative, and Critical Studies
Componen't of Initial Teacher Cert(fication

(Vol. 8

STANDARD I:
At least one-sixth of the professional preps vtion leading to
initial teacher certificatimi is to be devoted to humanistic
and social foundational studies which promote the
development of interpretive, normative, and critical
perspectives on education. It is assumed that the program
will require additional studies in the behavioral foundations
of education.

This standard is addressed to criteria of accreditation agencies thatprescribe instruction in humanistic and behavioral studies ineducation within the professional preparation component of eachcurriculum for prospective teachers. It acknowledges the basic
distinction between the social and behavioral sciences and does notintend to establish instructional guidelines for the latter. Forcandidates in initial teacher certification programs, humanistic and
social foundational studies contribute directly to the development ofinterpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on educational
arningernents, practices, and. discourse. They focus on the contentand context of issues arid problems that are fundamental to
education, regardless of the candidate's eventual area of
specialization. The general objectives of these foundational studies
are to introduce students to interpretive uses of knowledge germane
to education and to establish a basis for life-long learning through
normative and critical reflection on ekcation within its historical,
philosophical, cultural, and social contexis.

Instruction in the interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives
on education should reflect and serve the rationale and goals of the
professional teacher preparation program. No particular organization
or format is specified. Learning may be structured around aspects of
the school-society relatiotr; issues in educational policy, or particular
disciplines, e.g., the history, philosophy, and sociology of education.
Field experiences designed and supervised in collaboration with
educational practitioners are appropriate components of foundational
studies when those experiences contribute to students' abilities to
interpret and communicate the content and context of educational
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thought and practice. This standard recognizes the importance of
such areas of study as educational psychology, , curriculum and

instruction, educational administration, and pedagogical methods

within professional teacher preparation programs. However,

. instruction in these areas is not an acceptable substitute for

humanistic and social foundational studies.
The foundational component of the professional preparation

program is.to be developed and conducted or supervised by persons

who meet the qualifications of standard six. As a rule, these faculty
members will be identified with the Foundations of Education,
Educational Studies; or Educational Policy. Studies. They are
expected to maintain collaborative relations with colleagues in other
academic units of the department, school, or college of education and
with educational practitioners and field personnel.

Professional Development of Educational Practitioners and
Field Personnel in Interpretive, Normative, and Critical Studies

STANDARD 2:

At least one-sixth of the continuing, in-service prep ation of
educational practitioners and field personnel is to devoted

to foundational studies which promote the develo ment of
interpretive, normative, and critical perspect es fen
education.

The professional development of educational practitioners and field
personnel invariably requires foundational studies that promote
careful and rigoious re-interpretations of their professional and
educational experiences. Such in-service instruction may focus on
educational issues, themes in the school-society relation, selected
educational policies, or ,particular disciplinary studies in, e.g., the
history, philosophy, or sociology of education. Whether offered on
campus or in community settings, foundational studies for
educational practitioners and field personnel are expected to assist
directly and substantially in their continued development of
interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on educational
arrangements, practices, and discourse. Planned and evaluated in
colkihoration with appropriate practitioners and field personnel,
m-%ervice instruction in foundational studies is to be offered by
fa. tilts qualified under standard six.
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III
Interveive, Normative, and Critical Studies

Component of Non-Foundations Graduate Degrees
and Programs in Education

114'

[Vol. 8

STANDARD 3:
At least one-sixth of masters and doctoral degree programs
in Education specializations other than Foundations ofEducation, Educational Studies, and Educational PolicyStudies is to be deVoted to humanistic and social
foundational studies which promote the development ofinterpretive, normative, and critical 'perspectives oneducation. It is assumed that the programs will require
additional studies in the behavioral foundations of education.

This standard is addressed to instructional criteria of accreditationagencies that prescribe humanistic' and behavioral studies as,components of all graduate degree programs in education. Candidates
seeking Masters and doctoral degrees in .education require informedinterpretiye, normative, and critical perspectives on educational
arrangements, practices, and discoui-se. At levels appropriate tomasters or doctoral programs, foundational instruction exposesstudents to research and field experiences that promote their
knowledge and understanding of the content and context of
fundamental issues and themes in education. Faculty in institutions
that include educational psychology among foundational studies
should note that instruction in the behavioral sciences alone cannot
satisfy this standard. Rather, standard three is addressed specifically
to instruction in humanistic and social foundational studies. Itassumes- that additional studies in the behavioral sciences arerequired. Instruction intended to satisfy this standard is offered byfaculty typically associated with the Foundations of Education,
Educational Studies, or Educational Policy Studies who meet the
qualifications stipulated under standard six.

tV
Joint Graduate Digrees and Programs Involving Foundations of

Education, Educational Studies, and
Educational Policy Studies

STANDARD 4:
At least two-fifths of joint masters or doctoral programs
involving foundational studies is to be devoted to instruction

121
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(Including research projects, field experiences, intamships,
and theses) in Foundations of Education, Educational
Studies, andit,r Educational Policy Studies. Such instruction
includes preparation in at least three of the following
disciplines or areas of study: history of education, philosophy
of education, sociology of education, religion and education,
anthropology and education, politics of education, ecbnomics

of education, educational psychology, comparative and
international 'education, educational studies, and educational
policy studies.

At a growing number of institutions of higher education, joint
graduate programs have been established involving faculty in

Foundations of Education, Educational Studies, or Educational
Policy Studies.* Such joint programs can prepare individuals for
college and university faculties and for academic and administrative
positions within community colleges, public and private schools,
research bureaus, religious institutions and public and private service
agencies. In these joint programs,' instruction in foundational studies
is at a level substantially beyond that required in initial teacher
certification programs and includes preparation in at least three of the
following disciplines or areas of study: history of education,
philosophy of education; religion and education, sociology of
education, anthropology and education, politics of education,
economics of education, educational psychology, comparative and
international education, educational studies and educational policy
studies. Such instruction is designed to advance students' abilities to
interpret and communicate the content and context of issues and
themes treated in foundational studies. To the extent appropriate to
the doctoral or masters level, students are to produce demonstrable
evidence of disciplined writing, acquire skill and understanding in
appropriate research methodologies, and participate in field
experiences supportive of program goals. Field experiences, including
internships, are to be planned, supervised, and evaluated
collaboratively by faculty qualified under standard six and
appropriate field personnel.
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EDUCATION; COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE; INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULUM, FUTURISTICS

SIC DIES: MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION; URBAN EDUCATION; MINORITY GROUP PROBLEMS:

III 'NGUAL EDUCATION: TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE; LINGUISTICS; READING:

111.TATIONAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT. EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION; EDUCATIONAL
III II v01 °GT; LIBRARY MEDIA; SPECIAL EDUCATION; ALTERNA!IVE EDUCATION. EARLY
( Pin but Poi) EDUCATION; RESEARCH. MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION. MUSEUM EDUCATION.

IRI' %It VIAL SCIENCES. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT; SOCIAL SERVICES; PUBLIC POLICY:
PI PI If Iir 41 III 41t VIAL HYGIENC.: COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. HUMAN RELATIONS. INDUSTRIAL

.4 Re 'It RI lArtoss. JOURNALISM, LAW. LITERATURE. THEATER. AND THE ARTS
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V
Preparation of Can 'dates in Masters and EducationalSpecialist Degr a and Programs in FoundationsOf Edutc on, ducational Studies, andEducational Policy Studies

[Vole

STANDARDS:
As a minimum requirement, three-fifths of masters andeducational specialist degrees and programs in Foundationsof Education, Educational Studies, or Educational PolicyStudies is to be devoted to instruction in at least three of thefollowing disciplines or areas of study: history of education,philosophy of education, religion and education, sociology oreducation; anthropology and education, politics of education,economics of education, educational psychology, comparativeand international education, educational studies, andeducational policy studies. The programs are designed,directed, and evaluated by faculty qualified under standardsix.

This standard is addressed to masters and educational speci^ tdegree programs, that prepare persons interested in develoi 114interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on educationalarrangements, practices, and discourse. The primary professionalfocus of the programs is to improve the general effectiveness ofschool professionals, including teachers and administrators. Theprograms can also prepare persons for a variety of roles ingovernment, business, industry, voluntary agencies, and the artsand, of course, for more advanced study in Foundations ofEducation, Educational Studies, or Educational Policy Studies.

VI
Preparation of Faculty in Foundations of Education,Educational Studies, and Educational Policy Studies

STANDARD 6:Doctoral programs in Foundations of Education,Educational Studies, or Educational Policy Studies offerconcentrated, advanced preparation in at least one of thefollowing disciplines or areas of study and generalpreparation in at least two others: history, philosophy,sociology; politics, and economics of education; religion andeducation; anthropology and education; educationalpsychology; comparative and international education;
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educational studies; and educational policy studies. The
minimum number of academic staff In Foundations of
Education, Educational Studies, or Educational Policy
Studies in institutions offering doctoral degrees in these
speciplikations should be the full-time equivalency of at least
five faculty members who meet the qualifications of this
standard and represent concentrations in at least three of
the disciplines or areas of study listed above.

Doctoral programs preparing individuals whose interests are in
developing interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on
educational arrangements, practices, and discourse may be
designated as programs in Foundations of Education, Educational
Studies, or Educational Policy Studies. The distinctive focus of the
programs is the interpretive, normative, and critical examination of
education through the framework of the following disciplines or areas
of study: history, philosophy, religion, sociology, anthropology,
political science, economics, psychology, comparative and
international education, educational studies, and educational policy
studies.

There are three alternative designs providing general direction for
such programs:

(I) In Foundations of Education, interpretive, normative, and
critical perspectives are developed through concentration on
the paradigms and research methods of at least one of the
aforementioned disciplines or areas of study.

(2) In Educational Studies, interpretive, normative, and critical
perspectives are developed through analysis of education as
an academic field of study.

(3) In Educational Policy Studies, interpretive, normative, and
critical perspectives are developed through the study of
educational policy, policy making processes, and policy
outcomes.

The complexities involved in each of these programs make it
necessary that candidates be prepared with more than a single
perspective. A minimum qualification would be concentrated
preparation at a level appropriate to doctoral programs in at least one
of the aforementioned disciplines or areas of study and general
preparation in at least two others. To the extent possible, programs of
study are expected to be individualized, thus taking into account the
candidate's full background, including undergraduate and musters
preparation and other professional experiences. To advance their
interpretive, normative, and critical skills and understanding
candidates arc expected to: I) produce demonstrable evidence of
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disciplined writing, 2) complete advanced study emphasizing
appropriate research methodologies, and 3) participate in field
experiences which strengthen their abilities to interpret and
communicate the content and context of issues and themes central to
their areas of concentration. Field experiences, including internships,
are to be planned, supervised: and evaluated collaboratively by
faculty in Foundations of Education, Educational Studies, or
Educational Policy Studies and appropriate field personnel.

VII
Professional Deyelopment of Faculty 1..! Foundations of

Education, Educational Studies, and
educational Policy Studies

STANDARD 7
Faculty in Foundations of Education, Educational Studies,
and Educational Policy Studies actively promote
improvement of college or university teaching, engage in
research and writing, participate regularly in the programs
of appropriate professional and learned societies, and
collaborate with educational practitioners and lay people on
projects of mutual interest. Such ,activities promote the
regular reassessment and growth of their interpretive,
normative, and critical perspectives on education.

Faculty members involyed in teaching and research devoted to
developing interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on
education participate in a broad range of professional and scholarly
activities for the purpose of maintaining currency in their
specializations. They play primary roles in promoting in-service and
professional development opportunities for their colleagues. Parent
institutions, professional associations, a d learned societies assist
these endeavors by promoting pr essional, scholarly, and
community involvement among facul . To keep current with
movements in society at large and articular communities that
impinge on their professional and sc arly commitments, faculty in
Foundations of Education, Educational Studies, and Educational
Policy Studies also collaborate with practitioners and lay persons in
order to strengthen meaningful lines of communication and to support
an integration of knowledge on fundamental issues and problems in
education.

.1 2 o
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0-it ...OSOPHY OF EDUCATION SOCIETY

Standards for Academic and Professional
Instruction in Philosophy of Education'

1941. the Philosophy of Education Society is the professional

nrcorwation of scholars who through their academic training, research. publica-

tions and teaching. are concerned with instruction An philosophy of education as

an integral part of programs preparing teachers and an increasing variety of other

educational professional! While the Philosophy of Education Society is prini'arily

an organization of philosophers 01 education in the U.S.A., it is also an international

society Its membership includes many philosophers of education in Canada and,

also. philu,ophers 01 education in England, many Erupean nations, India and

other countries
The Phliosnohy of aiucalion Society seeks to improve the education of teach-

ers and other persons having professional responsibilities of educational signifi-
cance and .rhphrt The more technical components of the professional education

sequence of teacher educaticin programs are acquired through stuclis concerned

with subject matter content for a teaching specralty, with curriculum design and
methods of evaluation, and with mastery of methods of teaching anu tzarning.

s Such ?studies are concerned largely with how to do something.
The more liberal components of the professional education sequence of

teacher education are cor cerned with the principles, criteria and methods used

in making practical judgments in education. These liberalizing professional com-

ponents focus on clarifying, understanding, justifying and evaluating proposed

I ends and means in education Many of the skills and concepts of this component

1-4 are acquired through humanistic and behavioral studies (as described, fci example,

o in the NCAT,Standards). Behavioral studies promote underitanding of the scien-

tific aspects of practical judgment through the findings and methods of psychol-

ogy. sociology. ahthropology, economics. and political science. Humanistic studies

relate educational concerns to their historical development and to the analytical,

critical. interpretative and normative (ethical) perspectives and methods associ-

ated with the pnilosophical study of education.
Philosophical studies provide essential skills and concepts that cannot be

treated quintessentially in behavioral, historical and pedagogical components of

teacher education programs. Philosophy of education focuses on the principles,

criteria and methods of achieving clarity and consistency in judgments. of detect-

ing and evaluating basic assumptions, and of critically evaluating the soundness

of argument:, !n this critical dimension, philosophy of education is not merely

an expression or development of personal opinions: it is an application of techni-

cal principles of philosophy for analyzing and evaluating meanings: premises.

reaso?ling and arguments
Philosophy of education is an activity that confronts the most basic and gen-

eral conceptions used in (1) arguing about underlying causes of social and edu-
cational phenomena. as well as other questions dealing with the nature of reality,

(21 analyzing contending purposes and standards for education, as well other

ethical questions. and (3) evaluating the basic principles and criteria we employ

Or assume when we make claims to the truthfulnessof what we say. Philosophical

studies may also have an integrative or synthesizing dimension, providing for the

comprehensive collation and evaluation of theories, from a variety of disciplines,

on genera) and basic questions regarding education as a fundamental cultural

enterprise.

These standards were adopted in 1980, and replace all previous guidelines.

1 2 6
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From: Educational Theory .30(Pall, 1980) : 265-267
Wherps prulosophy is a highly technical discipline. no one philosopher 'can

- be an expert in all its dimensions any more than can one historian be an expert in
all history. However. the study of philosophy of education is not merely an oppor-
tunity to express ormformulate a 'personal philosophy." Philosophy of education
is not a statement about current or proposed policies and practices. such as all
pupils should be treated with equal care and concern or we believe in the, dig- 4

nity of each individual Philosophy of education includes critical Scrutiny of such
slogans for the purpose of formulating and justifying operationally relevant edu-
cational purposes

Philosophy of education is not general philosophy. It is philosophic Skills and
concepts applied to educational concerns and issues. Practical judgments in edu-
cation always involve combining philosophical premises with reasons or evidence
about psychological, economic, administrative, sociological and other empirical
matters. Thus, the requirements for philosophy of education are not adequately
met by introductory or even advanced work in general philosophy.

In light of these considerations, the Philosophy of Education Society has for-
mulated the following guidelines for evaluating teacher education programs in
terms of (1) the qualificatiohs of the personnel who teach courses in philosophy
of education, ta the philosophic dimension of their humanistic component, and
(3) the content of curricula for.advanced programs preparing teachers of philos-
ophy of education. ,

1. Guidelines for Qualifications of Teachers of Philosophy of Education

This teacher should have an earned Doctor's degree with a major in philosophy
of education from a department of philosophy, philosophy of education, or founda-
tions of education having at least one faculty member who qualifies as fellow in
the Philosophy of Education Society. In lieu of this degree. the instructor must
be able to qualify as a Fel-low in the Philosophy of Education Society through
appropriate research and publications.. The philosophy of, education instructor
should also demonstrate (1) a broad understanding of social-behavior sciences,.."
relevant to problems of learning, teaching, and human development, and (2) an
understanding of the historical and present social contexts having significance
for clarifying eduCational developments and issues in policies and practices of
Schooling and other educational settings.

2. Guidelines for Evaluating the Philosophical Component of Humanistic RegLire-
ments for initial Teachers Certification

At least one-sixth of the professional preparation leading to initial teacher
certification is to be devoted to humanistic sty,des. Where philosophic studies
are used to meet the humanistic component the work will include a study of general
philosophical skills and concepts and focus on the philosophical treatment of,
educational issues. It is not expected that the course content will lead
to an endorsement of existing or proposed educational policies. practices or pro-
grams. They are to be examined in terms of axiological, epistemological, linguistic,
logical and ontological considerations central to the philosophic enterprise. Within
this framework, a variety of emphases and organizational patterns may be found,
end no course is expected to cover all dimensions or applications of philosophic
skills and subject matter. ,.04

The evaluation of the adequacy of the philosophical component of the human-
istic requirements for initial teacher certification is to be made by specialists in

" The following criteria are taken into account in determining wheMer or not an application
as Fellow will be approved: ;1) publications in the field of philosophy of education. (2) the teach-4
ing of collegiate courses in this held. (3) the completion of a doctoral degree and dissertation.' 4 (
in-this flaw
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I ilosophy of education as indicated by the ability to meet the qualifications set
,r Fellows in the Philosophy of Education Society. The philosophical component
i to be taught by individuals who meet the qualifications set for Fellows in the
Philosophy of Education Society.

3. Guidelines for EValuating the Humanistic Component of Non-Foundations
Graduate Degrees and Programs

At least one-sixth of master's and doctoral degree programs in education
specializations, other than Philosophy- of Education, should be devoted to human-
istic studies promoting interpretative, normative, and critical perspectives in edu-
cation. Where a course bears the title of Philosophy of Education it is to be evalu-
ated and taught by faculty who meet .the qualifications Set for Fellow in the
Philosophy of Education Society.

4. Guidelines for Meeting Multicultural Education Requirements. in Philosophy
of Education Work

Selected and ripett)Ninte elnientS rotated to multicultiunl oducatiOn are 10
be included in philosophy of education studies in teacher education programs.
Philosophical treatments may take varied forms such as consideration of prob-
lems of distributive justice and the application of analytical and evaluative skills
and concepts to relevant material. Where a philosophic approach to multicultural
education is employed it Is to be conducted by faculty eligible for.membership as
a Fellow in the Philosophy of Education Society.

6:
5. Guidelines for Evaluating Doctoral Programs in Philosophy of Education

Ot..^,toral programs in philosophy of education are to include:
1) Substantial grounding in genegal philosophy through coUrsework and/or

appropriate examinations. Provision is to be made for some degree of com-
prehensiveness so that the main divisions of philosophy (ontology, epis-
temology, axiology) are included.

2) Intensive study in philosophy of education.
3) A dissertation or equivalent work that focus9s on philosophy of education

and is supervised by a person eligible riernbership as a Fellow in the
Philosophy of Education Society.

4) Work in social-behavioral sciences relevant to problems in learning, human
development and schooling.

5) Foundational studies that develop understandings of the historical and
contemporary economic, social, and political contexts of education and
schooling.
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, THE FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
IN TEACHER PREPARATION: A

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

CHRISTOPHER J. LUCAS AND IRVIN W. COCKRIEL
University of MissouriColumbia

INTRODUCTION

This study is an attempt to examine the status of the fouhdations of educa-

tion component in teacher preparation programsthroughout the United States.
More specifically, the intent has been to identify and characterize patterns
in undergraduate curricula within the areas of foundations of education, ed-
ucational studies, and education policy studies; to highlight selected aspects
of the institutional environment Or "climate" ofSchools, Colleges, and De-
partments of Education (SCDE's) as these are perceiwd to affect faculty in
foundations of education; and, finally, to ascertain how such faculty it their
respe.:tiye academic units assess themselves in terms of academic and pro-
fessional functions, instructional objectives, and institutional roles.

Heretofore, judgments on the state of theiprofession as a w'iole have been
necessarily cohjectural in character or bead on a limited range of institu-
tional experience. Virtually no relevant empirical research with three ex-
.ceptionshas been attbmpted previously on a national scale. Jones (1972),
for example, compiled data on undergraduate and graduate "service" course
offerings in foundations of education among certain selected institutions.' A
more ambitious study by Wirsing (1976), conducted on behalf of the original
Foundations of Education Curriculum Commission of the American Educa-
tional Studies: Association, sought to construct in-depth profiles of graduate
degree programs in foundations of education and related studies offered by
U.S. and Canadian institutions.' Finally, Lucas (1979) surveyed the status
of the foundations of education component in state regulations governing

The authus express appreciation to all those persons without whose cooperation
and assistance this research would have been impossible. The survey carried the official
endorsement of the Executive Council of the American Educational Studies Associa-
tion and was supported by grants from the Faculty Research Council of the Graduate
School and Faculty Research Fund of the College of Education, University of

d MissouriColumbia. The authors assume sole responsibility for the accuracy of all
findings and conclusions appearing in this report.
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teacher preparation and initial certification, but did not attempt to docu-
ment how institutional usage actually reflected specific requirements man-

dated.'
The present study, as a logical outgrowth of the 1979 survey c I state cer-

tification regulations, was considerably more comprehensiv-4 in scope. A

relatively large stratified sample of SCDE's was employed. The survey in-

strument utilized was designed to generate data on a broad range of topics

never before examined systematically, including program requirements in-

volving foundational coursework, assessment and evaluation practices, fac-

ulty attitudes and perceptions, and institutional compliance with the Standards

For Academic And Professional Instruction endorsed by several founda-

tions of education learned societies. A second survey of a sub-group of the

population sample, using a different questionnaire, resulted in a still more

detailed picture of instructional approaches commonly 'employed in certain

SCDE's. Overall, it was hoped, this research would afford a more reliable
basis for evaluating the place or position of the foundations of education in
teacher preparation programs across the country.

SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Initially, a universe list of all SCDE's was generated by cross-referencing

listings in Barron's Profiles ofAmerican Colleges (1971) with those in Har-

ris, Accredited Institutions ofPostsecondary Education (1978)." Whereas

Clark and Guba (1977) identified a "otal of 1,380 SCDE's as of June, 1975

(subsequently reduced to 1,367 as of April, 1977, when more refined infor-

mation became available), in the present study no more than 1,033 SCDE's

could be located (as of March, 1980) which were engaged in pre-service

undergraduate teacher education.' Excluded from consideration were non-

accredited institutions, Canadiancolleges and universities, and schools offer-

ing programs in health and physical education only.

An eight-page survey instrument was mailed to each of the 1,033 SCDE's

comprising the total population, together with a request for information or-

ganized under four main headings or categories: (A) "The Institution," (B)

"Institutional Climate," (t) "Professional/Academic Self Identity," and

(D) "Curricula." Non-respondents received two letters requesting the re-

turn of questionnaires. A total of 496 (48% of the total) was eventually re-

ceived. Prospects for any fuyther improvement in the rate of return were

considered unlikely in view of the complexity of the survey isktrument used

and the amount of time required.for its completion.
As is common in all survey work, results are subjects to errors of response

and non-reporting as well as to sampling variability. In order to minimize the

former sources of error, responses on each questionnaire returned were checked

manually for accuracy and internal consistency. Fifty-four questionnaires

(11% of the total) were found to be unusable owing to inaccuracy or incom-

13U
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pleteness' From the remaining pool of 442 questionnaires, 380 were ran-
domly selected' for examination. Application of the appropriate statistical
formulae indicated the latter total was sufficient for deriving a randomly-
selected proportional stratified sample with a five percentcoefficient of vari-

ance at the .05 confidence level. That is, the proposed sample size was found
to result in no more than a plus or minus .10 sampling error with a confidence
limit of 95%.'

Two basic stratification variates were employed: institutional status..(i.e.,
public or private control) and institutional size (defined in terms of full -time-

equivalent student enrollmentsFTE'sin Education). Assignment of re-

spondents within sub-categories from the larger, pool of questionnaires was

made using a computer-generated random number list. Altogeiher. 163 pub-

c and 217 private institutions were included, representing respectively 43%

and 57% of the total sample. The aggregate undergriditate FTE enrollment
of public institutions surveyed amounted to 132,600, or 73% of the total; the

aggregate total for all private SCDE's was 41,807 FTE's or 27% of the com-
bined FTE total of 180,407 students.'

"Small" institutions were defined as those wirkenrollment FTE's in Edu-
cation of less than 500 students; "medium-sized" SCDE's were defined as
those having enrollments of between 501 and 1,499 student FTE's; and large"
institutions were designated as those with FTE enrollments in Education in

excess of 1,500. The sample breakdown by size and institutional status is
summarized in Table I.

TABLE 1. SAMPLE AOPULATION BY
INSTITUTIONAL STATUS AND SIZE

STATUS
SMALL MEDIUM LAVE

N % N % N %

Public 57 15 Si 13 55 14

Private 187 49 22 6 8 2

Toils 244 64 73 19 63 17---
An independent check of the sample was made to ascertain the distribu-

tion of SCDE's by geographical areas. It was determined that all 50 states
were represented and, purely by coincldence,`in approximate proportion to
the respective total numbers of institutions within seven arbitrarily-defined
geographical regions of the country'

CHA RACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE POPULATION:4,QOANTITATIVESUMMARY

Institutions surveyed varied greatly in terms of total student enrollments,
ranging from a low of 549 to a high of 49,680. The mean enrollment of all
students, both undergraduate and graduate, in all fields among public 01-
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le es and universities was 8,545; among private institutions the figure was
1, 13, with a combined average of 4,758. The median FTE enrollment for
pu lic institutions was 6,000; for private schools it was 1,100 students; and
th combined median point was calculated at 1,91;. The hypothetical "aver-
ag " public SCDE reported 813 FTE undergraduates enrolled in Education;
th mean total among private institutions was much lower (220), and the
co bined average for both public and private SCDE's was425 undergradu-
at majoring in Education. With graduate FTE's added in, Oblic SCDE's
re rted an average FTE enrollment of 1,144; for private FTE's the total
wa 281, resuffing in a mean combined total of 651 students. Among public
institutions, student FTE's ranged upward to 5,531, whereas a total of 4,000
stu ents was tile highest number reported by a private university.

cspondents were asked to identify by its official designation the type of
administrative unit *within each institution most directly involved in teacher
education. Approximately 34% cited a "department," while 26% indicated
a "division." Over one in five (21%), identified a "school" and 16% a "col -
lege;" Three percent of all respondents failed to answer the inquiry. Not
surptisinply, 28% of all private institutions, which tended to be smaller than
their public counterparts, cited "departments," while 27% of all public insti-
tutions indicated a school or college of Education.

No consistent pattern was discernible in the nomenclature used by sample

SCDE's for identifying the administrative sub-unit within a department, di-
vision, school, or college housing foundations of education courses and facul-
ty. Few completely independent departments were mentioned by title. More
commonly, even among the largest SCDE's, "foundationi of education" or
its approximate equivalent was conjoined with one or more other academic
and professional areas, (e.g., Curriculum and Instruction, Administration,
Secondary Education, Educational Psychology, Counseling, Research and

Statistics, etc.). Again,'no single configuration appeared to.predominate:
"foundations" as a rubric was apt to be linked with any other designation
(e.g., "Curriculum and Foundations of Education" or "Education Adminis-
tration, Supervision, and Foundations," etc.). The term "foundations" still
finds widespread usage, occuring almost twice as frequently as "educational

studies" or "education policy studies."
The number of full-time-equivalent faculty teaching courses in founda-

ons of education also varied greatly in the sample population, ranging from

less than a single FTE person to 26 faculty FTE's. The mean figure reported
for public institutions was five (median, three); for private SCDE's the fig-

ure was two, yielding a combined average of three persons. The ratio of fac-

ulty FTE's in foundations to total facgIty FTE's holding appointments in
Education was one to nine among publ4SCDE's and one to five for private

SCDE's, or a combined average ratio of one to seven. Total faculty sizes in
Education averaged 40 FTE's among public institutions, 10 among private
schools and colleges, and 23 for both combined. The upper range among the
former was 222, among the latter the figure reached 160.
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Faculty size was also analyzed in relation to studeneFTE enrollment in
Education both for all regular faculty in Education and more specifically,
fq faculty ill foundations relative to student enrollments. On the average,
for public and private institutions combined, the ratio of faculty FTE's in
Education to student FTE's in Education was 1 to 21 at the undergraduate
level, I to 9 at the graduate level, a ndior both undergraduate and graduate
students in public and private SCDE's, 1 to 29. The mean ratio of faculty
teaching courses,tin foundations to undergraduate FTE's in Education was
found to be I to 156; for faculty relative to Education graduate students the
average was I to 68; and the ratio for all SCDE's, undergraduates and grad-
uates together, amounted to, I to 214.

Of particular interest are data pertaining to the percentage of faculty mem-
bers teaching courses in foundations of education who had earned their high-
est degrees in foundations of education. Significantly, it was common to find
that no members of a given faculty had been trained in history and philoso-
phy of education, comparative education, sociology of education, education-
al policy studies, and soon, even though such.persons were offering instruction
in those areas. In public institutions, only 40% of those teaching foundations
courses had received their highest degree in the field of instruction. For pri-
vate institutions the percentage fell even lower (to 21%), making for a com-
bined average of 29%. Hence, in a "typical" or "average" SCI)E, chances
would be only about one out of three that a faculty member teaching a course
in foundations of education actually majored in the field at the,graduate
level.

Finally, it was determined that 56% of all SCDE's surveyed offered pro-
grams accredited by the National Council For The Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE), and fully 73% were affiliated members of the Ameri-
can Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (AACTE). Three percent
failed to indicate accreditation status, and four percent did not respond to the
question asking whether the respondent's institution was an AACTE mein-
ber. A disprop'ortionate number of smaller private colleges indicate" non-.
affiliation with the AACTE; likewise, among the 41% of all SCDE's indicat-
ing lack or NCATE program accreditation, smaller private institutions ac-
counted for almost all respondents.

THE FOUNDATIONAL COURSEWORK COMPONENT IN TEACIIER EDUCATION
,GRAMS

otal semester-hair credits required for completion of a baccalaureate
degree in Education reported by the 380 institutions surveyed ranged from
120 to 139, averaging 124 hours. No significant differences were found be-
tween public and private schools, nor did the mean total reported vary among
small, medium, and large institutions. In the present study the reported mean
total semester hours of coursework required for elementary majors from all
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institutions combined was 31; for secondary education majors the compara-
ble total av6aged 24 hours, exclusive of clinicAl experiences." As percent-
ages of the total hours required for completion of the baccalaureate degree,
the figures were 25 percent and 20 percentRspectively. This tends to confirm
the findings of Lewin et al. (1977) and Haberman and Stinnett (1975) who
found that elementary education majors on the average were required to
complete 37.5 semester hours in professional studies and secondary educa-
tion majors 25.4 semester hours (exclusive of field experiences).

Required coursework in foundations of education typically accounts for
an even smaller part of the total credit hours needed to complete a baccalau-
reate degree in Education. The mean total of semester-credit hours in foun-
dational coursei out of the average 124-hour total was 4.95 for public
institutions And 4.64 for private SCDE's, with a combined average of 4.77
hours. These figures suggest a typical pattern of something legs than two
3-hour semester-credit courses or their quarter-hour eqtiivalent. Moreover,
respondents may have construed the rubric "foundations" rather broadly in
terms of types of coursework included. Nor do the mean totals translate into
especially impressive percentages of the average number of required hours
in professional educationas a whole. Table nummarizes the principal findings.

TABLE 2. FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION COURSE WORK AS MEANo ,
Lrl PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL DEGREE PROGRAM

HOURS AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION HOURS

FOUNDATIONS COURSE WORK

Foundations of Education Hours as
Percentage of Total Degree Hours

Funtc
SCDE's

3.9

PRIVATE

SCDE's
COMBINED

SCDE's

3.7 3.8

Foundations of Education Hours as
a Percentage Required Elementary
Education Coursework 15.5 15.6 15.5

Foundations of Education Hours
as a Percentage of Required
Secondary Education Coursework 19.1 20.1 19.6

These figures are apt to be misleading without further interpretation. The
mean percentage total for secondary education majors for public and private
SCDE's combined, for example, appears at 19.6% or just under one-fifth of
all credit-hours in professional education. However, for purposes of illustra-
tion, if it is assumed that the average total of 25.4 hours reflects just over
eight 3-hour courses, a single 3-hour course in foundations would suffice to
reflect the percentage figure cited. Again, the average of 15.5 percent of all
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professional education coursework represented by required hours in founda-
tions *elementary majors (public and.private SCDE's combined) trans-
lates as less than two 3-hour courses. Mean totals also serve to conceal
variability in the distribution of figures reported for minimum required hours

el of coursework in foundations of education. Thus, a very small number of
largeltypically public) SCDE's indicating foundaticilis requirements rang-
ing as high as 12 to 15 hours served to inflate the mean total for all SCDE's
in the aggregate. Among smaller SCDE's in particular, reports of no more
than two or three required hours of foundational coursework were most com-
mon.

Fully 75% of all public SCDE's and 82% of their private counterparts
indicated that students were required to complete one or more foundations
of education courses in common. Among the former (public) 75%, 36% per-

mitted students to select from four different course alternatives to satisfy a

common requirement; 27% allowed a choice from three courses; 18% offered
students a choice from among five or more alternatives; and 10% required a
selection between two courses. The remaining nine percent failed to indicate
what choices, if any, were made available. For the82% of the private SC DE's
permitting students to select from different courses in order4o satisfy a foun-
dations9ducation requirement, the overwhelming majoyity (88%) offered
only two alternatives, while 4% allowed students a choice among three or

more courses. Approximately eight percent did not indicate what pattern
prevailed.

INSTITUTIONAL COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS FOR ACADEMIC AND
PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION

Standard #1,-"Interpretive, Normative, ae4 Critical Studies Component
of Initial Teacher Certification," of the Standards for Academic and Pro-
fessional Instruction (endorsed by the American EducationalStudies Asso-
ciation and several other learned and professional societies) stipulates that
"at least one-sixth of the professional preparation leading to initial teacher
certification is to be devoted to humanistic and social foundational studies. . .""
This standard was taken to require a minimum of 16.6% of all coursework
in professional education, including clinical and field experiences, in founda-
tions of education. in attempting to determine the extent of institutional com-
pliance with the standard, a less stringent criterion was adopted whereby
credits generated through classroom aiding and observation oistudent teach-
ing were excluded from consideration. That is, if an institution's foundation-
al component accounted for at least 16.6% or one-sixth of all required
academically-based education coursework, its program was regarded as in
compliance.

Interestingly, fully 53% of all public and private SCDE's in the sample
claimed to be unaware of the standard. About 28% repjrted substantial"
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compliance, and 28% conceded non-compliance but indicated a hope or ex-pectation of compliance within the near future. Less than three percent re-ported disagreement withThe standard; nine percent of all respondents failedto respond to the question. Among public institutions of all sizes, 43% pro-fessed ignorance of the standard's existence, and an equal percentage (43%)claimed to be in compliance or indicated an expectation of beings° shortly.Among private SCDE's of all sizes, 60% were unaware of the standard, andalmost a quarter (24%) reported compliance. Over 52% of all snail privateinstitutions fell into the former category.
Of the SCDE's reporting compliance with Standardl, 54 were public and5l were private. A cross-check was made by comparing the number of re;quired hours in foundations of education at these 105 institutions with theirrespective hour totals for all reqUired coursework in professional education.The results were then expressed as mean percentages. The mean percentagefor all public and private SCDE's indicating compliance was 17.2% for ele-mentary majors and 22.1% for majors in secondary education. In the publicSCDE's sampled, foundational coursework accounted for an average of 18.6%of all professional education coursework required of elementary educationmajors, and 23.6% of that required for secondaryeducation majors. But whilerequired coursework in the foundations of education represented 20.4% onthe average of total professional coursework for majors in secondary educa-1 Lion at private institutions (allsizes combined), the former totaled only 15.6%z of the latter as an average for majors in elementary education at privateSCDE's, thereby indicating non-conformity with the minimal criterion stip-ulated by the standard. A total of 38 institutions (public.and private) lackedthe requisite percentage figure.

Also included within the text of thesame standard is a requirement that"the foundational component of the professional preparation program is tobe developed and conducted or supervised by persons" who hold doctoraldegrees in foundations of education, educational studies or educational poli-cy studies, and, further, that such persons be graduates of doctoral programswhich meet certain minimal requirements outlined in Standard #V I, "Prep-ara don of Faculty in Foundations of Education, Educational Studies, andEducational Policy Studies."
While mean percentages offer only a gross indicator of institutional com-pliance, the average totals cited earlier may be suggestive. In requesting dataon the percentage of regular faculty members presently teaching courses infoundations whose highest earned degrees were in foundations of education,

responses ranged from 0 to 100%. Thus, it is conceivable that in a large school
with upwards of 12 or more faculty in foundations, all might hbld the appro-priate degrees, and hence a total of 100% would be cited. Likewise, in a smal-ler institution with only two foundational faculty persons, neither holding
the requisite degree. the reported percentage would be 0.

For these and other reasons, aggregate means afford only limited insight
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into actual circumstances prevailing on a national scale. Nonetheless, it is
instructive to not' that the percentage of persons teaching foundations of
education courses in public institutions who were non - holders of related de-
grees averaged fully 60% while the mean percentage among private SCDE's
was 79%. The combined average was 71%. Lacking in the data is any indica-
tion as to whether or not holders of appropriate degrees in foundations grad-
uated from programs which in fact conform to the stipulations of Standard
#V I. Moreover, no effort was made to determine what percentage of faculty
engaged in teaching foundational courses holds doctoral degrees ofany type
whatsoever.

Included within the sample population were 35 institutions (9.2%) offer-
ing Ed.D. and/or Ph.D. programs in foundations ofcdacation. All but two
of these were large public institutions." By comparing their reported num-
bers of faculty FTE's teaching in foundations, it became possible to deter-
mine whether their programs were likely to conform to d requirement in
Standard #VI that the minimum number of academic staff involved directly
in offering a doctoral degree program should be five FTE's. Among docafral-
degree granting institutions, this total ranged from a low of 1 to a reported
high of 26 FTE's. The average number of foundations faculty was nine. Eight
SCDE's (23%) indicated fewer than five faculty FTE's.

INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Faculty in foundations of education were asked to assess the general "di-
mite" or environment within their respective institutions as it affects their
ow n professional or academic well-being. Characterizing their relations with
colleagues teaching other courses in professional education, a majority of
respondents-62%.indicated "collegiality, respect, professional regard, rec-
iprocity, and close working relations." The percentage among private SCDE's
was even higher: 73%. An additional 21% of respondents from public and
private institutions selected the terms "acceptance, toleration, and coopera-
tion" to describe their working relations with colleagues in other specialties
within professional Education. Only five percent chose such descripters as
"indifference," "suspicion and distrust," "hostility," or "riva:ry and fric-
tion."

Generally, a strong positive correlation was found between the size of an
SCDE and the frequency with which internal faculty relations were charac-
tered in positive terms, suggesting perhaps that inter-departmental relation-
ships among faculty arc much mbre a function of numbers of persons involved
than any specific disciplinary affiliations or academic specialties. Thus, for
example,63% of all respondentsfrom small private colleges chose "collegiali-
ty" to describe the associations of faculty members teaching foundations
courses with their peers in other areas. The equivalent figure for small public
SCDE's was 48%. On the other hand, the mean percentage of those from
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large public and private SCDE's.combined indicating positive or cordial re-
lations was no higher than 11%.

Slightly different patterns were found in analyzing responses to a request
for a characterization by faculty in foundations of the attitudes of colleagues
in other areas toward the organization, content, and instruction of founda-
tions of education courses. Over half-55%of the responses from public
and private SCDE's combined indicated that faculty peers were perceived
to regard such courses as "an essential or integral component" within the
institution's teacher preparation programs. An additional 24%claimed foun-
dations courses were considered "important and defensible" elements within
programs, and still another 11% characterized the attitudes of colleagues in
other areas toward such courses as "accepted but not necessarily valued or
understood." Fewer than three percent of those responding claimed that fac-
ulty colleagues in other fields within professional education looked upon foun-
dations courses'as being of "limited or peripheral importance" or that peers
evidenced doubt as to their real functional value in pre-service teacher edu-
cation. Foundational faculty perceptions of colleagues' attitudes did not cor-
relate highly with 'either institutional size or status. Althoughtespondents
from public institutions tended to be more positive in their asses than
did their counterparts in private SCDE's, the difference between the two
sub-groups in the sample was judged to be insignificant. Likewise, no sub-
stantial correlations were found between the extent or frequency with which
positive peer attitudes were cited and the size of the reporting SCDE.

On the whole, foundations faculty surveyed indicated strong support for
their areas from administrative superordinates (e.g., deans). Thus, when asked
to characterize the attitude of the ranking administrative officer toward the
department or area in which foundations of education courses are taught, as
compared with other departments, units, or areas, 87% of the respondents
from public and private SCDE's combined chose such descripters as "vigor-
ous support, enthusiastic acclaim, strong commitment" (46%) or "qualified
acceptance, moderate support and commitment" (41%). No significant
differences were found among small, medium, and large institutions, or be-
tween public and private SCDE's. Hence, it was concl uded that faculty teach-
ing foundations of education courses as a rule do not feel disadvantaged or
neglected in terms of administrative support vis -a -vis other academic units.
No more than 10% of all respondents, for example, elected such characteri-
zations as "indifference," "minimal support," or "distrust, suspicion, lack of
support" for describing the attitudes of administrative personnel.

Respondents were asked to rank *hat they and colleagues teaching foun-
dations courses considered as their greatest collective strengths. Among fac-
ulty in public SCDE's, the ranking in order of descending frequency and the
respective percentages were as foliows: "scholarly expert*" was most often
cited at the top of the list (by 23% of those answering the qestion); followed
by "pedagogical expertise" as the second greatest strength (28%); "service
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to the department, area school, college, or institution as a whole (22%); and
"service to the profession at the local, state, regional, and national levels"
was ranked last (43%). Faculty self-assessments from private SCDE's
produced a different rank ordering: 19% considered "they intrinsic nature
(importance, relevance)" of the content of instruction as most important;
36% cited "scholarly expertise" as next in importance; "pedagogical compe-
tence" was listed next by 21%; service within the institution followed, as
indicated by 24%; and service to the profession at large was ranked last by

.19% of the respondents.
No systematic attempt was made to examine differences in the rankings

supplied by SCDE's according to size. A cursory examination of the data,
however, suggested that "scholarly expertise" and the intrinsic importance
of content material tended to be cited most often as greatest strengths by
larger institutions. Smaller SCDE's appeared most frequently toemphasize
pedagogical excellence and service within the institution. Large and small
SCDE's alike cited their service role at local, state, regional, and national
levels at least important.

Only limited success was achieved in attempting to identify what founda-
tional faculty saw as "problems or weaknesses" which were considered to be
"unique to, particularly distinctive of, or appear to impact disproportionate-
ly upon faculty teaching courses in foundations of education, as compared

rta.1with faculty in other areas of profcssio education." Almost one-third of
all respondents failed to address the question, thereby rendering anydetailed
analysis of the data somewhat suspect. Co bining all public and private
SCDF2s, regardless of size, generated the fol owing rank order: "declining
student enrollments" was cited by 25% of those who answered, followed by
"lack of opportunities for in-service faculty growth and development" (13%),
"institutional, societal or cultural indifference to (or antipathy toward) what
we teach (e.g., course content)" (11%), "inadequate administrative support,
resources, or funding relative to institutionally-defined responsibilities" (10%),
"lack of faculty support and understanding" (9%), and "inadequately pre-,
pared faculty" (6%). Another 19% of all respondents cited as problems or
weaknesses "insufficient opportunities for 'input' into the institution's teach-
er preparation programs," pedagogical mediocrity or lack of excellence in
classroom instruction, inadequate teaching resources, internecine rivalry
among faculty members, and a host of other factors.

One question sought to discover how faculty FTE's teaching courses in
foundations of education had changed over the past three to five years. About
59% of the public SCDE's reported no increase or decrease; 79% of the pri-
vate institutions in the sample answered likewise. Almost a third (31%) of
the public SCDE's reported a net loss of one or more FTE's, but only 11% of
the private schools did so. Eight percent of the former and seven percent of
the latter indicated a net increase of one or more faculty FTE's in founda-
tions of education. The combined mean percentages were: "unchanged" (71%),
"net increase" (8%), and "net decrease" (19170):1J :i
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Closely related was a question calling for future projections ove the next
three to five years in the number of fadulty FTE's teaching courses in ounda-
tions of education. Nineapercent of all institutions responding expect d a net
increase of one or more persons. No expected change was anticipated by
71%, and 17% considered a net loss of faPulty as "possible"or "highly proba-
ble." Expected losses were cited most fzequently by large pubWDE'sandleast frequently by medium-sized and small institutions, both public and pri-vate.

When asked to project into theimmediate fulare_whaiwould_most-likely
fi-appen to the number of mandated credit hours in foundations of education_

at the undergraduate level, 84% of all respondents guessed the hour totalwould remain the same; 9% expected it toincrease, and 5% looked for aprobable decrease.Ivopercent did not respond. No significant patterns were
discernible in drawing comparisons between public and private SCDE's, norwere there major differences apparent in comparing institutions by size ofenrollments.

Responsive to demographic trenclsaffecting student enrollments in pre-
service undergraduate teacher education, many SCDE's reportedly have
broadened their programs to provide for the professional preparation of eclu-.
cators planning to work in non-school settings. Others report that they are
planning to do so shortly or are actively considering the development of new
programs for agency counselors and others pursuing "human service' Ca-

I mai'. Hence it is significant that 85% of all those surveyed reported that the
1-1 major role of the foundations of cducaticOthin their SCDE's at present is
as exclusively one of service to the institution's teacher education program. Less

than seven percent claimed their role was "only partially related" to service
within a teacher preparation program; and a still smaller numbertwo per-
centreported that the role of foundations of education was independent of,
or "largely unrelated" to, such a service function. Six percent supplied no
answer or Indicated no undergraduate-level instruction in foundations of ed-
ucation was offered. Clearly, the institutional base for foundations of educa-
tion instruction at present and for the foreseeable future rests with teacher
preparation.

This conclusion is reinforced by responses to a question intended to fix
whatever consensus of opinion might exist among faculty teaching courses
in foundations of causation as to their future role within the institution. Sev-
en percent failed to respond. But 53% of the respondents from publicSCDE's
and 66% from private SCDE's agreed that "our future is tied primarily or
exclusively to that of academically-based teachereducation." The combined
mean percentage was 61%. Approximately 36% of the public institutions
surveyed and 24% of their private equivalents reported: "We are expanding
our emphasis (or plan to do so shortly) to include; besides teaching, related
careers in the helping professions andhuman services areas." The mean per-
ccntage for public and private SCDE's together was 29%. On the average,
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only four percent of public institutions and three percent of the private schools
indicated an emphasis upon the study of education policy not tied program-
matically to teacher education.

INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULA

acuity teaching courses in foundations of education are apt to hold dis-
pante views on the most appropriate ways of organizing undergraduate
instruction -TI erlilcewire-differas -to fundamentakthjectives:Responddnis
s. ere asked to select from among four-generically different ways-olorganiz-
ing undergraduate courses; indicating which alternative most nearly reflect-
ed any discernible consensus of opinion among their colleagues. The four
possibilities presented were abstracted from the Preamble to the Standards
For Academic And Professional Instruction. The full text of the four state-
ments as it appeared on the survey instrument follows:

Foundations of education courses should be organized around edue. ,onal con-
cepts and /or Issues which furnish the conceptual apparatus for the theory and
practice of education.:
Foundations of education courses should reflect interdisciplinary and gener-
alist concerns which supersede or transcend specific discipline-based approach-
es to the subject matter.
Foundations of education courses should be organized in terms of the concep-
tual apparatus and methodologies characteristic of established academic
disciplines (e.g.. history, philosophy, sociology, etc.).
Foundations of education courses should be structured such that they reflect
most directly the concepts, problems and concerns of teacher-educators work-
ing in such fields as curriculum and instruction, counseling and guidance, ad-
ministration, etc.

The "concepts and issues" option was selected by 39% of those from public
SCDE's and 45% from private SCDE's., The combined mean percentage was
43%. Next in frequency of citation was the "interdisciplinary and gener-
al ist" approach, as fAvored by 21% and 23%, respectively, of public and pri-
vate institutions. Grouped together, the aggregate mean frequency was 22%.
Fifteen percent of both private and public SCDE's chose the disci-
pline-based approach. A combined average of 14% (public: 18%, private:
11%) preferred the fourth alternative cited above.

These figures need to be interpreted with some care. Each alternative is
open to variant interpretations. Further the question as it was posed allowed
no specification of the types of courses in'. lved. Thus, for example, a general
introductory etlitled "Introduction to Education" or "Social
Foundations of Edu " ght very well lend itself to a different org4ii-
zational pattern than a course entitled "School and Society" or perhaps "Cur-
rent Issues And Trends In Contemporary Education." Minimally, however,
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it appears that facultysurveyed tend most frequently to structure instruction
around concepts or issues in education.

Respondents were also asked to generalize about what they believed.amajority of persons teaching foundations of education within their individu-al SCDE's might consider the most appropriate instructional outcomes foundergraduate courses in foundations of education, Again, the alternativ
responses supplied were nonspecific in character, yet were sufficiently differ-
ent from one another to permit some recognizable distinctions: 44% of thepersons in public SCDE's and 42% of those from private instittitipnas the most appropriate outcome "broad theoretical understanding, contex-tual knowledge, scholarly insight"; 38% of the public and private SCDE's
combined selected "principles (interpretive, normative, critical) directive ofpolicy and practice"; finally, "specific pedagogical expertise, rules, norms,applica five knowledge ana skills" was reported by 15% of those from publicschools and 1 I% from private colleges or departments. The combined mean, percentage was I 3%.

Possible differences among large, medium, and small-sized institutionswere not systematically investigated. An informal "spot-cheek" suggestedthe overall pattern did not vary greatly as a function of size, except that
larger institutions tended to report "broad theoretical understanding" moreoften, while smaller SCDE's were inclined to favor "specific pedagogical
expertise" as the most appropriate instruction outcome.

Closely related was a question designed to identify the "focus" or "con-text" of foundations of education courses offered. The concern was two-fold:
the process or character of instruction, and the rationale for courses in terms
of what they are intended to achieve. Respondents were offered three basic
alternatives and requested to select whichever reflected most closely the nr-
jority viewpoint among foundations faculty. The three options were listed as
follows:

disinterested scholarship, academic neutrality and impartiality, objectivity, pure
description of educational phenomena

`"consciousness-raising,' general criticism, heightened socio-economic and tio,
litical awareness, critical analysis of educational phenomena
didactics. partisanship, reform advocacy (i.e., teaching 'against' the profession
and established usage)

Eighty-two percent of the responses from all SCDE's identified "analysis"
as the predominant focus or purpose of foundational coursework pearly 10%
chose the purely "descriptive" function; and less than 1% selected "didac-tics" to characterize courses. Eight percent failed to respond to the question.
Answers varied only slightly between public and private schools; no signifi-
cant differences emerged as a function of institutional size.

One of the most complex questions posed in the present surveyand the
most difficult to interpret or evaluatedealt with the attitudes of under-
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graduate students toward courses in foundations of education,as these aut=
tudes are perceived by faculty. The question was necessarily subjective in
character, as were the responses to it, but the hope was that faculty might
have a "feel" for how students regard the foundational component of the
pre-service preparation program, both prior to and upon completion of one
or more courses. Now trustworthy any generalizations in these reipects, are
remains open to question, but a remarkably uniform pattern of responses
emerged, one exhibiting very little variability among institutions arranged
by size or status. Of all respondents, 44% judged student attitudes toward
courses prior to instruction to be one of "qualified acceptance." A quarter-
24%characterized student opinion as one of "indifference," and 14% be-
lieved students' feelings about foundations of educationcourses revealed "en-
thusiasrn" and "support." Seven percent indicated it was "impossible to judge"
and five percent gave no answer. Only four percent claimed students evi-
denced a "lack of interest" and fewer still, one percent, concluded students
attitudes could be characterized by "antipathy"or active "hostility."

The same unanimity of opinion persisted among respondents when asked
to characterize student attitudes toward foundations of education courses
following t heir completion. Over half (52%) of those from public and private
SCDE's combined, indicated a student response of "qualified acceptance."
Comparing within this category prior to enrollment and upon completion of
one or more courses, the increase was 8%. Thirty-one percent of all those
responding reported a student reaction of "enthusiasm" and "support" after
taking the coursean increase of 17%. In other words, students were felt to
be more positive in their reactions once they had taken work in the area.

Somev'hat optimistically, the corresponding percentage decreases by cat-
egories foi.describing post-instructional attitudes showed a 20% average drop
(from 24% to 4%) among respondents characterizing student opinion as one
of "indifference," a 3% decrease within the category of lack of interest" and
little or no change in the mean percentage who felt students' feelings of "an-
tipathy" or "hostility" remained unaltered. While reported shifts may be
self-serving, the overall pattern suggests a faculty presumption that under-
graduate students` attitudes change for the better (i.e., they become more
positive or favorable) once they have had an opportunity to complete a foun-
dations course.

A follow-up quest ion asked whether assessments ofstudent attitudes toward
courses had any empirical validity, i.e., were based on concrete data derived
from course evaluations. Of all respondents, 72% from public SCDE's and
78% from private institutions answered affirmatively. The combined mean
percentage was 76%. Six percent of all respondents did not reply. Eighteen
percent indicated they had no specific information on which to base conclu-
sions.
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A FURTHER INVESTIGATION
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Identifying "foundations of education" courses with any high degree of
exactitude is notoriously aifficult. 'For purposes of the initial survey, respon-
dents were advised that theoperational definition employed in the present
study was derived from the characterization supplied in the Preamble to Stan-
dards For Academic And Professional Instruction In Foundations Of Edu-cation, Educational Studies And Educational Policy Studies alluded topreviously. The following text was reproduced in its entirety on the originalquestionnaire:

The Foundations of Education refers to a broadly-conceived field of study thatderives its character and fundamental theories from a number of academic
disciplines, combinations of disciplines, and area studies: history, philosophy,
sociology, anthropology, religion, political science, economics, psychology, com-pa ra tive a nd international education, educational

studies, and educational pol-
icy studies.
(Furtherf, An overarching and profoundly important academic and
professional purpose unifies persons who identify with . . . Foundations of Edu-
cation, namely, the development of interpretive, normative and critical per-
spectives on education. including non-schoolingenterprises.

A preliminary attempt at uncovering what specific kinds of foundational
courses are offered at the undergraduate level (whether required or elective)
by SC DE's throughput the country involved the enumeration of 24 possibili-
ties, from wnich respondentswere asked to choose in identifying courses offered
at least once a year. The list was generated a priori, though validated infor-
mally by consulting course titles appearing in the catalogues of 24 teacher
education institutions selected at random. Significantly, fewer than two per-
cent of all respondents found it necessary to check the option :'others," sug-
esting the list of courses supplied was reasonably comprehensive.

t Fourteen out of the 24 possibilities Were cited by 10% or more of those
responding. Table 3 summarizes the data for titles most frequently offered
and indicates the percentages for public and private SCDE's as well as the
total percentages for both combined:
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TABLE 3. UNDERGRADUATE FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION COURSES
MOST FREQUENTLY OFFERED

RANK

ORDER

% OF
......
PUBLICuBLIC

SCOF.'s

% OF

PRIVATE

SCR's

% OF

COMBINED

SCDE's
COURSE DESCRIP

Introduction to Education 1 65 55 60

Philosophy of Education 2

3--

74

49

45

34

58

40'

1
History of American
Education

Curriculum Theory 4 50 32 39

(Humanfitic) Psy,chology
of Education \ 5 42 30 35

.
Issues And Trends Iri -,
Education 6 46 24

.,
34k _

School Law 7 48 15 29

Social Foundations of
Education 8 36 20 28

Multi-cultural Education 9 36 19 27

School Organization, Management 10 39 14 25

Comparative Education 11 37 10 22

Human Relations in Education I I 30 l6 22

Sociology of Education 12 31 12 19

History of Educational Thought 13 22 10 15

Other courses reported by fewer than 10 percent of all SCDE's surveyed
included: Contemporary Educational Theory, Politics and Education. Reli-
gion and Education, Educational Economics, Aesthetics and Education, Pol-
icy Analysis In Education, Educational Anthropology, World History of Ed-
ucation. Special Topics, and Contemporary Criticism in Education.

A simple frequency count of different types of foundations of education
courses offered at the undergraduate level among a select sample of SCDE's
falls short of revealing much about the specific content of those courses (above
and beyond the identifying rubric, e.g., Sociology of Education or Compara-
tive Education, etc.). Nor does the data indicate in any detail how such courses
are organized. For answers to these questions, a second survey was conduct-
ed.
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A separate, shorter questionnaire was sent to 99 large public and private
SCDE's0own to offer graduate-degree programs in foundations of educa-
tion, educational studies, and educational policy studies. The original list
was compiled on the basis of information generated in Wirsing's 1976 study
a nd/zr from other sources. Prospective respondents were requested to com-
plete a check list by means of which types of undergraduate foundational
courses offered could be summarised as well as how they are taught. The
assumption behind the selection of graduate-degree-granting institutions for
the second survey was that these SCDE's would be most likely to offer the.
greatest range and variety of undergraduate foundations courses. With the
exception of institutions involved exclusively in graduate-level instruction in
the field, this assumption proved well-founded.

The taxonomy or classification system employed was developed informal-
ly and without the benefit of data generated from the first survey. (In fact,
the two surveys were conducted simultaneously.) The criterion of validity
stipulated was that fewer than 10% of the respondents would find it neces-
sary to check the category of"other" in identifying which of severalcommon
approaches to the content and instruction of five different courses found ap-
plication at their respective universities. In a preliminary field test of the
survey instrument involving 13 institutions selected at random from the total
of 99, the criterion was met, i.e., fewer than 10% checked "othc " from the
list of alternative course formats."

Of 99 questionnaires sent, CA were returned, representinga r urn rate of
69.7%. Four of these could not be used since the institutions in uestion re-
ported offering no undergraduate-level courses in foundations eduction.
Sixty out of the remaining 65 SCDE's (92%) Nicolad they offered one or
more courses in "Social Foundations of Education/Introduction to Teach-
ing." Fortg-three (66%) offered one or more pre-service courses in "Philoso-
phy of Education." Twenty-two, or 42% of the total, indicated one or more
courses in "History of Education," and 20 (31%) reported courses in "Com-
parative/International Education." Thirty-nine out of the 65 responding
SCDE's (60%) also recorded responses under a "Miscellanecius" category
encompassing 10 additional types of courses.

Tables 4 through 9 summarize by percentages the overall patterns of re-
sponses for each of five course categories, plus the respective percentages of
respondents who checked courses under a sixth hezding of "Miscellaneous."
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TABLE 4. INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHESJIY PERCENTAGES TO THE
TEACHING OF COURSES IN SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS

OF EDUCATION/INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING

ORGANIZATION OF CONTENT /INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH
% WITHIN
CATEGORY

OF
..g.
TOTAL

RESPONDENTS

School and society, issues and trends (problems
movements, controversies, etc.) in edu6ation.

24 38

Introduction to:education as a practical endeavot
fad as a field of study (descriptive overview),
socialization and schooling, administration and
governance, local-state-federal relations, legal
issues and school law, supreme court recisions
affecting schooling, teaching as a career and a
profession, classroom liscipline, teacher ethics,
societal determinants of curricula, etc.

21 31

"Other" 17 14

Eclectic, inteodisciplinary approach to the study of
education, e.g., segments organind by disciplines:
history, philosophy, sociology, psychology, issues
and trends. etc.

16 35

Social-intellectual criticism: societal determinants
of education, school and the
social/economic/political order, ideological
movements, alternative governance models in
schooling, etc.

8 22

.

Aims and objectives, methodologies, organization
of schooling, trends and movements, issues and
controversies, etc.

8 17

Sociological overview; social class. stratification.
socialization, political culture, schooling and
socio-economic equality/mobility,
bureaucratization, governance, etc.

o 15

_ .
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TABLE S. INSTRUCTION APPROACHES BY PERCENTAGES
TO THE TEACHING OF

COURSES IN PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
o

ORGANIZATION OF CONTENT /INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH
% WITHIN
CATEGORY

% OF
OTALTOTAL

RESPONDENTS

Philosophic systems or schools of thought in their
educational bearings (e.g., Realism, Idealism,
Pragmatism, Existentialism, etc.)

21 .% 26

"Other"
- ______ - 13

II
9

12
......--

Philosophers of cducation, classicaLand modern,
and their doctrines _

Philosophic categories of inquiry (e.g., metaphysics.
epistemology, ethics, etc.) applied to educational
issues, concepts, problems

9 14

Social, political philosophy in relation to
contemporary social, economic, and political issues
in education

9 14

Existentialist, phenOmenological criticism and
education ..

9 6

School and society, ideological movements in
education

8 12 ,

Selected contemporary education theorists (e.g..
Piaget, Kohlberg, Bruner, R.S. Peters, etc.) and
their writings.

5 9

concepts,Analysis of concepts, arguments, etc. in educational
discourse; theory oonstruction in education,
ordinary language analysis; philosophy as
logical/conceptual inquiry

5 8

Moral philosophy, ethics in education, normative
discourse

Neo-Marxist interpretation, criticism of
educational policy/practice

2 6

Critical theory, sociology of knowledge in relation
to education

_

2 3

Policy analysis and education 2 3

Literary, aesthetic criticism, analysis and education 1 2

1 4
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TABLE 6. INSTRUCTION APPROACHES BY PERCENTAGES TO THE
TEACHING OF COURSES IN SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION

.,/

ORGANIZATION OF CONTENT/INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH
% WITHIN
CATEGORY

% OF

TOTAL
,.,
RESPONDENTSR

Concept or issue-oriented analysis of American
education (e.g., socialization, social stratification,
by class, racefsex, religion, etc.)

46
. .

29

.

Descriptive overview of American school system,
organization and administration, learner
characteristics, access and attrition, sociological
determinants of curricula, etc.

34 18

Sociological /philosophic analysis. criticism.
utilizing theoretical constructs-derived from
prominent writers,, e.g., Durkhcim, Halbermas,
etc.)

10 9

.

"Other" 7 8
,

In-oepth case studies of education phenomena in
their sociological bearings ,

4
.

3

TABLE 7. INSTRUCTION APPROACHES BY PERCENTAGES TO THE
TEACIIING OE COURSES IN HISTORY OF EDUCATION

ORGANIZATION OF CONTENT/INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

-

% WITHIN
CATEGORY

eX OF

TOTAL
RESPONDENTS

Survey of education from the American colonial
period to modern times

31 34

Issue-oriented historical analysis of trends,
concepts, problems, movements in education.

31 26

Survey of elucation from antiquity to modern
times.

17 17

Exposition/analysis of major education theorists
(e.g., Plato, Aristotle, Quintilian, Rousseau,
Herbart, Mann, Dewey, Etc.)

17 11

"Other" 3 5

In-depth analysis of specific historical period
and/or geographical region (e.g., the Progressive
Era, development of national school systems, etc.)

2 3
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TABLE 8. INSTRUCTION APPROACHES By' PERCENTAGES TO THE

TEACHING OF
COURSES IN COMPARATIVE/INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

ORGANIZATION OF CONTENT/INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH % ,WITHIN
CATEGORY

OF

TOTAL

REspoNDENTs

"Structural" descriptions of and comparisons
among, various national school systems among the
less developed/developing/Third World countries
and/or contrasts between."First/Second World"
systems and "Third World" national systems.

30 I I

Issue-oriented analysis in a comparative perspective
(e.g., bilingualism, minority assimilation, access
and attrition, etc.)

18. , 6

Development education; poliCy planning and
development; educational problems of emergent
nations

14

"Structural" descriptions of and comparisons
among various national school systems (e.g.,
education in England, Germany, France, Soviet
Union, United States, etc.) within developed
countries.

14 6

Concept-oriented analysis in a comparative
perspective (ams, goals, pedagogy, administrative
format, curricula, etc.)

10 3

"Other" . 8 5

"Functional" analysis of schooling in a comparative
context or from an international perspective (e.g.,
the institution of schooling as social control,
cultural imperialism, etc.)

6 7

The results reported here resist succinct narrative summary, Several cau-
tionary notes are in order. First, the sample surveyed does not purport to be
representative of all SCDE's; institutions included were larger, with corre-
spondingly larger FTE's both in terms of faculty and student enrollments.
Secondly, the sample was quite small, less than seven percent of all 1,033
possible schools, colleges, and departments engaged in teacher preparation
(though the aggregate student population likely represents a not inconsider-
able percentage of the total preparing for teacher certification). Thirdly, only
5 types of courses out of a total of those 14 most frequently offered were
examined. The descripters used to refer to alternative organizational strate-
gics were not necessarily mutually exclusive, and they undoubtedly were var-
iously interpreted by respondents. The data in their present form fail to indi-
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cate course enrollments, the level at which courses are most commonly taught. -
or how many sections of a particular course are offered in a given year. Final-
ly, the research design in this study made no provision for a cross-check for
accuracy in any school's reporting; results in all cases simply reflect one per-
son's judgments for each SCDE surveyed. Quite likely the percentage tota Is
would have differed if it ha i been possible to sample the opinions of every
foundational faculty member in each SCDE sampled.

These caveats notwithstanding, a few possible conclusions suggest them-
selves. First, where an SCDE's program requires only one foundation course,
probabilities favor its being an omnibus multi-purpose survey of the field or
education. Secondly, general foundations courses tend to be organized around
issues, trends, or concepts in education; this approach prtdominates above
all others, Thirdly, the teaching of philosophy of education still reflects, in
the greatest percentage of cases, a "schools of thought" approach utilizing
labels such as Idealism, Realism, Pragmatism, and so forth. Fourthly, larger
SCDE's in the sample offer survey courses in the history of American educa-
tion far more frequently than any other course of an historical character.
Fifthly, the teachingof educational sociology typically is structured around
sociological concepts or educational issues more than any other approach.
On the average, less than a third of all large SCDE's offer instruction in
comparative and/or international cducation.i.astly, the will "foundations
of education" or its equivalent is a rubric for describing one component of
course, each of which may differ from others significantly in terms of sub-
ject matter or content, objectives, organization, and instructional approach.

'UNIMARV OF CONCLUSIONS

The following general conclusions drawn from data generated by the two
surveys in the present study appear defensible:
1. Wholly independent administrative units made up exclusively of faculty
teaching courses in foundations of education are the exception, rather than
the rule. Even within larger SCDE's, foundations faculty share departmen-
tal iden"ty with colleagues teaching other kinds of courses. No readily rec-
ognizable patterns predominate; foundations faculty are equally likely to be
conjoined administratively with any other area of academic or professional
specialization in Education. The term "foundations" is used more than twice
as commonly all other administrative designations combined (e.g., "educa-
tional studies" or "educational policy studies").
2. Numbers of faculty FTE's in foundations vary greatly among SCDE's,
ranging from less than a single FIE to 26 FTE's. On a percentage basis, an
appreciable number engaged in undergraduate instruction in the area hold
degrees in fields or areas c thcr than those encompassed by the term "founda-
tions."
3. The "typical". undergraduate pre-service teacher preparation program
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leading to initial certification requires less than two 3-semester-hour courses
in foundations of education. The median hour-requirement is 3-semester-
hours or its equivalent. Most commonly the foundational coursem -irk com-
ponent is satisfied by completion of an "Introduction to Education" course,
a general "Socin Foundations of Education" course, or an "Issues And Trends/
School and Society"-type course. Next in order of frequency is a required
course in educational philosophy.
4. Over half of the SCDE's surveyed professed ignorance of the existence of
a professional standard mandating that one course in every six required for
certification have as its focus the development of interpretive, normative,
and critical perspectives on education. Compliance is more common withitf
programs for majors in secondary edutation than in those for elementary
education majors. Only about one-third of all institutions reporting indi-
cated that the required 16.6% of foundational coursework to total hours in
professional education was met by their programs. Few respondents ex-.
peeled the situation to change within the immediate future.
5. In three out of every four SCDE's, students enroll in a single course in ,
common in order to satisfy the foundational requirement. At larger institu-
tions. students may select from upwards of two to live course alternatives.
6. Foundations faculty perceive themselves as enjoying good professional
and personal relationships with colleagues in other sub - disciplines or areas
of Education; and, generally, they report support from faculty peers for the
courses they teach in foundations of education. These generalizations apply
with least force to large public SCDE's. They further report supportive rela-
tions with Deans, Chairs, or other administrative superordinates.
7. Foundations faculty view their greatest collective strengths to derive from
their scholarly expertise or academic excellence, their pedagogical compe-
tence, and from the intrinsic importance or relevance of what they teach.
Their greati!st shared concerns are declin ng student enrollments, lack of
opportunities for continuing professional development, and, toa much lesser
extent, a suspicion that society in general (and/or the SCDE in particular)
neither appreciates nor understands adequately the contribution of founda-
tions of education to teacher preparation.
8. Foundations faculty identify closely with professional academically-
based teacher education. Less than one-third are involved in undergraduate
instruction aimed at the,preparation of educators for non-school settings.
Most expect their primary institutional role will remain tied to teacher edu-
cation.
9. Faculty in foundations are inclined to believe their course are well-re-
ceived by students. and that student attitudes toward such coursesgrow more
positive and supportive as a result of exposure to instruction.
10. Persons teaching courses in the foundations of education tend to orga-
nize instruction around basic concepts and issues in education. Many favor
an interdisciplinary or generalist approach which supercedes or transcends
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specific disciplines. Less frequently do they attempt to structure courses so
as to reflect directly the concepts, problems and concerns of teach-
er-educators in other areas. Comparatively few faculty identify closely with
a cognate discipline such as history, philosophy, sociology, political science,
and so on, except for academic s'pecialists employed in large public SCDE's.
11. Almost half of all foundations faculty aim in their teaching at the pro-
motion of broad theoretic.F1 understanding or "contextual" knowledge among
students. About one-third seek to impart principles which, it is expected, can
prove directive of educational policy and practice. Very few essay to instill
any type of specific pedagogical expertise. The overwhelming majority view
their instructional function as one of analysis rather than either simple de-
scription of educational phenomena or didactic advocacy of some partisan
position.
12. The present "steady-state" economy of American higher education is
reflected in microcosm within facultiestin foundations of education. Almost
one-fifth of all SCDE's surveyed experienced a net decline of faculty FTE's
within the past three to five years, while almost three-quarters reported no
change in the numbers of faculty FTE's..,Looking to the future, almost 72%
of all faculty respondents anticipate current faculty size will remain un-
changed. Very few expect even modest growth to occur. Almost one-fifth
foresee the likelihood of a net loss of faculty in foundations.

TABLE 9. MISCELLANEOUS UNDERGRADUATE COURSES IN
FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION

OFFERED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY BY 65 LARGE SCDE's.

Course S Cuurse %

Multi-cultural/Multi- ,

ethnic Education
31 School Organization and

Management, Administration
9

Psychology ("humanistic",
qualitative, non-behavioral;
non-quantitative) and
Education

17 Economics and Education
t

8

Human Relations Manage-
ment/Interpersonal Relations

15 Religion and Education

Educat'onal Anthropology 15 Aesthetics and Education

Urban Education 12 "Other" 4

Curriculum Theory i I
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

(Vol. I 1

Many questions remain unanswered from the present study. More de-tailed up-to-date ir formation is needed on the start's, extent, and content ofthe foundational component (e.g., "service" course) in graduatedegree pro-grams in Education. It also would be useful to know more about how gradu-ate-degree programs in foundationsare structured and administered. Follow-up studies of program graduates would allow more precOe judgments oncareer patterns and employment possibilities in the field.
Likewise, at the undergraduate level more data would be helpful regard-ing the academic credentials and professional preparation of faculty in-pvolved in instruction, the level within the baccalaureate program at whichcertain types of foundational courses arst frequently offered,whether ornot service courses carry prerequisit$ (suggestive perhaps of some sort ofcpistemic "progression" when two or inore courses of the same general typeare offered), the frequency with which teacher-candidates choose founda-tions courses on an elective basis, and soon. Especially helpful would be moredetailed, comprehensive information on the kinds of instructional resources(including texts) which enjoy broadest acceptance within the field. The health,vitality and well-being of the profession, it might be argued, depend to someextent on the degree to which its practitioners are informed about commonpatterns, strengths, and weaknesses prevalent on a national scale in the teach-ing of courses in the foundations of education, educational studies; and edu-cational policy studies.
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6. Unfortunately. it proved impractical to compensate for non-responses using. for example. the method ofrandom replacement or inflation of data based on the inverse probability of a respondent's inclusion withinthe sample.
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7. The basic formula relied upon was Neil:/020) ( I -pi. where N is the sample size,: is the standard score .
corresponding to the 95 percent confidence level, and pis the estimated proportion or incideistx of cases in the
total population. Consult the relevant discussions in Bruce W. Tuckman, Conductinf Educational Research.
2nd ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978), p. 232; J. William Asher, Education Research and
Evaluation Methods (Boston: Little. Brown and Company, 1976), p. 160; and George A. Ferguson, Statisti-
cal Analysis In Psychology & Education. 3rd ed. (New York: McG re wHill, 1971), pp. 122.33.

8. Trends in the distribution of graduates with teaching certificates indicate that as of 1915.16 approximate.'
ly 72% of all new teachers graduated from public institutions and 28% from private institutions. Numbers
of graduates are prefetable to enrollment figures for examining aggregate totals since the point at which an
undergraduate declares a major (i.e., enrolls in a teacher preparation program) varies widely among institu-
tions. Furthermore, many students preparing to teach secondary-level subjects formally major in those sub-
jects, taking the professional education courses required for certification as electives. Hence numbers of
graduates with teaching certificates represent more reliable figures than do enrollment totals. Note the dis-
cussion in Lewin and Associates. The State of Teacher Education 1977: A Summary of the National Survey
of the Preservice Preparation of Teachers (Washington: National Center for Education Statiit ics. 1977), p.
27.

A random check of the relative percentages of recent college graduates (1978.791 who sought certification
reveals on a state-by-state basis that almost three out of four were degree-holders from public colleges and
universities. This information was secured by examining licensu re records of 14 of the 22 status able to supply
a break-down by recommending institutions. Seven states do not compile figures in this fashion. Twenty-one
state departments of education failed to respono to the request for information. States supplying data includ-
ed: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona. Colorado. Iklavare, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michi-
gan, Nebraska, New Hampshire. North D, kota. North Carolina,Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,South Dakota.
Texas, Utah, Virginia. and Washington. States who responded but were unable to supply figures included
Florida, Hawaii, Kansas, Montana, Missouri, New Mexico. and Tennessee.

9. SCDE's from the Midwest arid Northeast were slightly overrepresented in the sample population and..
conversely, those from the South and Northwest were under-represented. It should be noted that the number
of institutions from a given geographical region offers an unreliable indicator of the sure

argate
student under.

graduate population represented within the same geographic arca. The geographical eas designated and
the states included in each were as follows: (Northeast) Maryland. West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
New Yak. Rhode Island. Connecticut. Massachusetts. Vermont. New Hampshire. Maine. and Delaware;
(Midaest) Minnesota, Wisconsin. Iowa, Missouri, Illinois. Indiana, Ohio. and Michigan; (South) Louisiana,
Arkansas. Mississippi, Alabama. Georgia. Florida. South Carolina, N. Carolina. Tennessee, Kentucky. and
Virginia. (Rocky Mountains and Central Plains) Colorado. Kansas. Nebraska. South Dakota, North Deka-
ta. Oklahoma; (Southwest) Arizona. New Mexico. Texas. and Hawaii, (We.. ) Utah. Nevada, California:
(!sorthwest) Washington. Oregon, Idaho, Montana. Wyoming, and Alaska.

to Cf 1.ewin and Associates, p. 27; Martin Haberman and T. N. Stinnett. Tei.clter Education and thi New
Profession of Teaching (Berkeley: McCutchan. 1975).

11. A ESA Task Force On Academic Standards. Standards For Academic And Professional Instruction In
Foundations Of Education. Educational .Studies And Educational Policy Studies. appearing in Education-
al Studies $ (Winter 1977.78): 336-)7.

12. Ibid.. pp. 331, 340-342.

13. A total of 65 institu tions. or I 7.1% of the total sample. reported offering programs in foundations leading
to the specialist nd/or masters degrees.

14. In the actual surrey itself, however, the actual percentage of respondentschocking -Other'. exceeded the
established criterion within two out of six course categories.
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STATE REGULATIONS GOVERNING
TEACHER PREPARATION AND

INITIAL CERTIFICATION*

CHRISTOPHER J.LUCAS
University of Missouri-Columbia

INTRODUCTION

This study represents an attempt to examine the foundations'ofeduca-
tion component within state regulations governing the initial certification
of teachers and teacher preparatory programs.

The importance of state teacher education requirements ought not t
be underestimated. They figure as one set of factors among many whic
affect employment for educational foundations scholarsat least for th
majority whose academic appointments are connected with the work of
teacher education. It is true, of course, that the place of foundations
education within any given institution's teacher preparatory progra
depends most directly upon decisions controlled by faculty. Any number
of academic as well as non-academic judgments figure in the equation.
Political factors ;n terms of departmental rivalries and tacit "trade-offs"
also help shipe curricula. In a still broader sense, standards advanced by
external accreditation agencies exert an influence over a program. Ill-
-Ornately, however, the political (if not academic) legitimacy of most
program components, including foundations of education, is traceable
baCk to what is mandated by minimum state norms.'

Guidelines and standards issued by accreditation organizations are
largely formal in character. The National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NC1TE), for example, does not spwify any precise
courses or programs required for teacher certification; it is officially com-
mitted to variation and experimentation in program development. With
respect to basic teacher education programs, two standards are of possi-

THIS SURVEY WAS UNDERTAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR LEARNED
SOCIETIES IN EDUCATION. THE AUTHOR ASSUMES SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY OF
THE FINDINGS AND THE CONCLUSIONS OR RECOMMENDATIONS OFFERED.
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ble relevance -,-one mandates the inclusion of multicultural education in
teacher education curricula. Another requires within the "professional
studies" component df each curriculum instruction in "humanistic
studies and the behavioral studies." Standard 2.3.2 disavows any par-
ticular organizational structure for such instruction. The explanatory
rationale for the standard reads in part as follows:

It is assumed that problems concerning the nature and aims of education,
the curriculum, the organization and administration of a school system,
and the process of teaching and learning can be studied with respect to their
historical development and the related philosophical issues .... The
problems of education can also be studied with respect to the findings and
methods of psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, and political
science . . . . Instruction in these studies may be offered in such courses as
history and/or philosophy of education, educational sociology, psychology
of education or as an integral part of such courses as history, philosophy,
psychology, sociology, or as topics fn foundation courses, problems in
education courses, or . as independent reading .3

No mention is made of a foundational component in teacher education
within the guidelines developed by the Northwest Association of Schools
and Colleges or by the Southern, Association of Colleges and Schools. A
document issued by the Commission on Schools of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools recommends eighteen semester
hours of coursework, "to include areas of learning process, measure-
ment, philosophy, psychology, social foundations, and curriculum."3
The guidelines of the National Association of State Directors of Teacher
Education and Certification (NASDTEC) are siimilarly vague. Standard
11.0 under Section 3.3 (Chapter III) states simply that a teacher education
program should help develop "understanding of the foundations un-
derlying the development and organization of education in the United
States." For whatever greater degree of specificity exists in mandating
foundations of educ3tion coursework, one must turn rather to state
teacher regulations.

Teacher certification is a legal ftinction exercised by each of the fifty
states of the United States rather than by the federal or local govern-
ments. Only on the most fundamental criteria do states agree. All states
require that prospective teachers obtain a license, certificate, or permit in
order to work in public schools. Virtually all states require at least a
bachelor's degree for permanent certification at the elementary and
secondary levels. General education requirements usually outline a broad
pattern of coursework that encompasses a range of academic disciplines
or subjects. Also required (with one or two exceptions) is a sequence of
professional education courses varying from ten to fifty or more semester
hours of credit (depending upon the certification level sought), plus
supervised clinical and/or field experiences (e.g., micro-teaching, class-
room observation, internships, and student teaching).'

Otherwise the states remain in disagreement. Hodenfield and Stinnet
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have observed that any history of teacher certification in the United
States has to be "a chrqnicle of chaos."' Much the same judgment applies
in the attempt to summarize the variety of regulations and the various
t pes of teaching. licenses issued by states today.' No standard nomen-

k has won common acceptance for describing the many different
types of teaching certificates that exist. Certificates differ with respect to
the amount of training required, in the number and character of condi- .
tions stipulated for their renewal, and the periods of time for which they
are valid. Not only is there diversity among states, but there is also great
complexity within each state. Most issue a multitude of teacher cer-
tificates differing, from one another in the qualifications they require, the
scope of teaching positions and types of schools to which they apply, and
the length of time during which.they retain their validity.'

For the puposes of this survey, data were collected only as they pertain
to common professional education requirements for the "initial" or
"standard" teaching permit (as distinguished from probationary, emer-
gency, or limited certificates) for early childhood specialists (where a sep-
arate endorsement is offered) elementary school teachers, middle school
teachers (if specified), and secondary school teachers.

Complicating matters still further is the fact that state certification
regulations are themselves organized in very different ways. That is, not
only are they dissimilar regarding the conditions attached for entrance
into the teaching profession, but also in terms of how the conditions are
set forth. Three basic patterns predominate. Some states specify comple-
tion of particular courses and minimum numbers of credit hours for each
course (or for groupings of courses under area or topical headings).
Other states outline in more general terms an appropriate organization,of
content matter within an "approved" teacher preparatory program. StiiN
others simply state that the certification applicant must have finished n

"approved" program of studies. In thy latter case, criteria governing s ate
endorsement of a program typically are not spelled out in and reat
detail, if at all. '-

Some states employing an "approved program" approach require only
that a program conform to the general guidelines of regional or national
accrediting agencies. A few states use internal policy documents devised
by their respective state boards or commissions of education.' In two or
three cases, states use an "approved institution" approach and identify
the colleges or universities by name. Finally,iregnIations in several states
combine the three basic organizational patterns.

State regulations are revised at irregular intervals. In order to secure
the most recent data, a request for a copy of current rules was submitted
to the department of education in each of the fifty states. Seven states
failed to supply the information requested: Georgia, Florida, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Delaware. In these ieven
cases, summaries of state requirements were obtained frOm the compila-
tion published yearly by the former Board of Vocational Guidance (now
Career Counseling and Placement) of the University of Chicago, and
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checked against the most recent issue of the National Education Associa-
tion's A Manual on Standards Affecting School Personnel the United
States, which is revised and up-dated every three years.10

The term "foundations of education," as defined in standards adopted
by the American Educational Studies Association, refers to '9a broadly-
conceived field of study that derives its character and fundamental
theories from a number of academic disciplines, combinations of dis-
ciplines, and area studies: history, philosophy, sociology, anthropology,
religion, political science, economics, psychology, comparative and inter-
national education, educational studies, and educational policy studies."
The basic purpose- of such studies is stated to be "the development of
interpretive, normative, and critical perspectives on education . . . "II

The operational definition employed in this study is at once more
stringent and more inclusive than that supplied in the AESA standards. It
is broader in that locutions such as "school and society" or "current
issues in education" or "multicultural education" or "orientation to
education," listed as topics or course titles in state policy documents, are
taken to refer to studies which could be "foundational" in character. The
definition is more restrictive in that "psychology of education" is
somewhat arbitrarily excluded unless the designator is conjoined with an-
other modifier for "foundations," e.g., "psychological and philo-
sophical foundations of education." Likewise excluded are descriptors
such as "curriculum" or "theory of the school curriculum."

What follows is a state-by-state summary of the relevant portions of
the professional studies components prescribed for teacher education
programs and/or cited as prerequisites for initial certification.

SUMMARY OF STATE REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES

ALABAMA

Existing requirements are currently under revision and draft docu-
ments are unavailable. Certification requires, minimally, a bachelor's
degree from an accredited institution and completion of a program in
education approved by the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) or the National Association of State Direc-
tors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC).

ALASKA

Completion of an "approved" program (in conformity with
NASDTEC Standards).

ARIZONA
Elementary. Twenty-four semester hours distributed among each of the

following: (a) student teaching or evidence of two years of successful
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teaching in any grade K-8; (b) curriculum and methods of teaching sub-
jects, to include one course in each of the following; reading, decoding
skills, reading practicum (including decoding skills), language arts,
science, and arithmetic; and (c) psychological and philosophical founda-
tions.

Secondary. Twenty-two semester hours distributed among each of the
following: (a) student teaching or two years of successful teaching
experience in grades 7-12; (b) curriculum and methods of teaching at the
secondary level, plus one course in reading (including decoding skills)
and one reading practicum (including decoding skills); (c) psychological
and philosophical foundations.

ARKANSAS
Elementary. Eighteen semester hours of elementary education, includ-

ing: (a) study of the school; (b) of the learning processes; and (c) of
elementary teaching, including a methods course in reading; and (d) six
hours of directed teaching.

Elementary Guidance Counselor. Three semester hours in 4elcmentary
school child and society."

Secondary. Eighteen semester hours of education, including: (a) study
of the school; (b) study of the learning processes; (c) study of teaching;
and (d) six semester hours of directed teaching.

CALIFORNIA
The Ryan Act specifically excludes a baccalaureate degree in pro-

fessional education as a qualification for certification, although under
certain circumstances, the state extends reciprocity to applicants from
some other states who have completed a program of professional pre-
paration approved by the State Comniission or the state certification
agency of the state in which the program was completed.

COLORADO
Early Childhood Endorsement. Requires a component described as

follows: "Studies to develop knowledge and skills in the area of (a) the
influence of the family, the school, the community, and other social and

/political institutions on the child's development . . . and (b) the evolution
of early childhood as it relates to the total educational system and inter-
related social processes."

Elementary and Secondary. Completion of "an approved program of
professional education of an accepted institution of higher education"
which must develop "knowledge and skills" in the area of "Foundations
and professionalism," which is described as follows: "(1) . . history,
philosophy, financing, and organization of the public elementary and
secondary schools. (2) Background information regarding the profes-
sional educators as a facilitator [sic] of learning, liaison with community,
and kinds of professional organizations and their functions. (3)The legal
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aspects of a changing educational scene, such u the legal rights and due
proceu of students, [sic], parents, teachers, administrators, and school
bards. (4) Current issues in education such as educational account-
ability, teacher tenure, collective bargaining, grievances, and grievance
procedures."

CONNECTICUT
Elementary. Requires "a. comprehensive pattern of professional

experience" consisting of thirty semester hours of coursework including
(1) educational psychology, (2) curriculum and methods of teaching
(must include three semester hours in teaching developmental reading in
elementary school and three semester hours in children's literature, and
may include: methods of teaching; audio-visual aids in instruction; in-
dividualizing instruction; educational measurements; the curriculum at a
particular level; principles of curriculum construction; curriculum in ons,
specific field; and extracurricular activities); (3) supervised observation,
participation, and full-time responsible student teaching (six to twelve
semester hours, or one year of successful teaching experience); (4)
guidance; (5) health and safety education; and (6) Foundations of Educa-
tion. This group includes such areas as: (a) history of etivcation, (b) prin-
ciples of education, (c) philosophy of education, (d) comparative educa-
tion, and (c) community sociology, community resources, social anthro-
pology..

Secondary. Eighteen hours in six areas, as described (with minor
changes) for elementary certification.

DELAWARE

Professional education requirements include clinical and/or field
experiences (including student teaching), human behavior and/or child
development, psychology of learning, teaching of reading, and cur-
riculum and methods, but make no mention of a "foundations" compo-
nent.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Early Childhood. Requirements include (optional) coursework in
"teacher, child, family and community interaction; [and] philosophy of
education of the young child" as two areas covered in a minimum eigh-
teen semester hour pattern.

Elementary and Secondary. A course'in "sociology of urban youth."

FLORIDA

Elementary and Secondary. A total of six hours in both "sociological
and psychological foundations," from a total of twenty-three hours of
general professional requirements, including three hours of student
teaching.
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GEORGIA
Elementary and Secondary. Ten quarter hours from a total of thirty

quarter hours of professional education ale required in "foundations of
education; curriculum and methods; and elementary student teaching or
an approved substitute."

HAWAII
Certification is granted upon completion of an institution's state-

approved teacher education program.

IDAHO
Elementary. Eighteen semester hqurs in philosophical, psychological,

and methodological foundations of education.
Secondary. Fourteen semester hours in philosophical, psychological,

and methodological foundations of eddcation.

ILLINOIS
Two semester hours from a total of sixteen Are required in history

and/or philosophy of education.

INDIANA
Elementary. Eighteen semester hours in the "professiois , education

area" are required. The area "will be designed to introduce the candidate
to the field of professional education; to develop understanding of hu-
man growth and development, and knowledge and competence relative
to physical and mental health; to develop an understanding of
philosophy, curriculum and evaluation as related to public education,
including early childhood education; and to develop an understanding of
piofessionalized content and skills used in teaching elementary school
subjects." This formulation apparently superccdes an :arlier requirement
of thirty semester hours of professional education, described as follows:
"To include foundations of education; educational psychology; methods
and materials; specific and continuing pre-student teaching field ex-
perience; classroom management; developmental, diagnostic and correc-
tive reading (6 semester hours); educational measurement and evalua-
tion; ethnic, cultural and disability awareness; 9 weeks of full-time stu-
dent teaching . . . "

Junior High / Middle School. The 1978.79 edition of Woellner lists a
twenty-seven hour professional education requirement "to include foun-
dations of education; educational psychology; methodology and oraniza-
tion; special methods; sociology of education; classroom management;
reading; laboratory experience; and 9 weeks of student teaching at ap-
propriate level."

Secondary. State department documents describe a requirement of
twelve semester hours in "psychological foundations" in terms of
"American Public Education, Methods in Teaching Area, Role of the
Teacher." Woellner cites the requirement reproduced above under
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"Junior High/Middle School Education (Departmentalized Grades 5-,P 9)" certification.

N.)

IOWA

Effective August 31, 1980, a baccalaureate or postbaccalaureateteacher preparatory program offered by a "recognized" Iowa institutionmust include a "hunter) relations" component which should be designedto develop the ability of participants "to be aware of sn4 understand thevarious values, life styles, history, and contributions'of various iden-tifiable subgroups in our society . . . and to recognize and deal with de-humanizing biases such as sexism, vacism, prejudice, and discrimination,and become aware of the impact that such biases have on interpersonalrelations." Human relations study shall include "interpersdnal andintergroup relations and shall contribute to the development of sen-sitivity to and understanding of the values, beliefs, life styles, andattitudes of individuals and the diverse groups found in a pluralisticsociety."
Certification applicants currently must hold a degree from an NCATEaccredited institution or from an institution offering an Iowa teacher

education program. At present, details of the substantive component ele-ments of the professional education portion of an approved program areunspecified.

KANSAS

Early Childhood. Twenty-four semester hours of Rofessional credit, ofwhich twelve semes; er hours of early childhood education are "to include
philosophy of education of young children; role of the nursery teacher,program content and materials; and supervised observation, participa-tion, and teaching with childrenprimarily 3-and 4-year olds." Included
must be six semester hours of coursework "dealing with the cultural en-vironment and the individual, to include teacher-family-child-commun-
ity interaction; urban and rural life; family relationships, parent educa-tion; community organization and leadership; and the sociology ofpoverty and wealth."

KENTUi'KY
The,.state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.An approved program must have in its professional studies component

"humanistic studies and the behavioral studies" (i.e., conforms to therelevant NCATE standard); elsewhere defined as twelve to eighteen
semester hours of "pre-professional preparation" which includes "foun-dations of philosophy, psychology, sociology, and anthropology."
Among t'le "professional requirements" appearing in "a general outline
for program planning by the college" is a two to six-hour sequence en-
titled "introduction to education and/or school organization."

A
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LOUISIANA
Elementary and Secondary. Three out of a total of twenty-four semester

hours in "history of education, introducation to education, foundations
of education, and/or philosophy of education."

MAINE
Elementary. Thirty hours of professional education courses, including

not less than six in supervised or laboratory tearning experiences, to
include the following areas: (a) knowledge of wier and learning
process; (b) methods and techniques of teaching; and (c) "knowledge of
the educational context or system."
Secondary. Eighteen hours of professionai education courses, including
student teaching, in the same areas prescribed for elementary certifica-
tion.

MARYLAND
Elementary. Twenty-six semester hours in a "planned program of

professional education," including six in "foundations of education, in-
cluding a course in psychological foundations of education."

Secondary. Six out of eighteen hours of professional education courses
in "foundations of education, including a course in psychological foun-
dations of education."

MASSACHUSETTS

Elementary. Eighteen hours of professional requirements, including
two in supervised' student teaching in elementary schools (grades K-6),
and coursework in two or more of the following areas: (a) curriculum
development in elementary education; (b) methods and materials in el-
ementary education; (c) educational psychology, including-child growth
and development; and (a) philosophy of education.

Secondary. Twelve hours of professional requirements, including two
in supervised student teaching in secondary schools (grades 7-12), and
coursework in two or more of the following areas: (a) curriculum de-
velopment in secondary education; (b) methods and materials in secon-
dary education; (c) educational psychology, including adolescent growth
and development; and (d) philosophy of education.

MICHIGAN
Certification requires completion of a specific teacher preparation

program from an rproved teacher education institution. Woollner lists
requirements as follows: -

Elementary. Twenty hours of professional requirements, to include: (a)
six hours in directed teaching and laboratory experiences in elementary
grai-s; (b) "principles of teaching, or equip 3tnt; (c) psychology of edu-
cation, or equivalent; (d)*history of educati...:, 7)hilosophyof education,
or equivalent; (e) ,.tethods in elementary subjeo,:, (f) electives . . . ."

Secondary. Requirements are the same (with minor alterations) in (a)
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and (e) as for elementary certification.

MINNESOTA

The state follows an "approved program" approach to cegification.

MISSISSIPPI
Elementary. Eighteen hours of professional elementary education

coursework, including human growth and development, reading in
elementary grades, language arts, directed teaching, and electives in ;
methods in health, physical education and safety; audio-visual education
methods; indk ;dual and group testing; curriculum development in el-
ementary grades; and general elementary methods. No foundations
coursework is required.

Secondary. Eighteen hours of professional education, to include: edu-
cational psychology; human growth and development or adolescent psy-
chology; "principles of teaching in high school"; secondary methods
course related to teaching field; and directed teaching in secondary field..
No other foundations coursework is required.

MISSOURI
Early Childhood. From a total of sixty hours of professional require-

ments, ten hours must be selected in "Foundations for Teaching" in eight
areas, with two or more hours in (a) early childhood growth and develop-
ment, and (b) psychology and education of the exceptional child. Other
areas include: "foundations of education and school organization and
management, personalized teaching strategies; self awareness and human
relations; psychology of learning, and behavior management techniques
(interpersonal relationships) [sic)" (Adopted 6/22/78).

Elementary (grades 1-8). Same requirements for certification as for
early childhood, except that the only required area is "psychology and ,
education of the exceptional child" (Adopted 6/22/78)..

Middle School /Junior High (grades 4-9). Sixty hours of professional-
requirements, of which a minimum of ten must be selected in "Founda-
tions for Teaching," including two or more hours in psychology and ed-
ucatiuri of the exceptional child and in adolescent psychology or psy-
chology of the transescent child. Other areas include: (a) "foundations of
education; (b) middle school-junior high philosophy, organization, and
curriculum; (c) personalized teaching strategies; (d) self awareness and
human relations; (e) child growth and development; (f) psychology of
learning; (g) techniques of classroom management; and (h) tests and
measurements" (Adopted 6/22/78).

Secondary. Regulations are under revision. Current requirements call
for a minimum of eighteen hours of professional education coursework,
to include two to three in an area described as "the school: history or
philosophy of education, high school administration, high school cur-
riculum, tests and measurements, etc."

)
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MONTANA
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

NEBRASKA
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

NEVADA
Elementary. Thirty hours of elementary professional education, to

41- include six hours of supervised teaching; eight hours of teaching
methods, not including reading; six hours of teaching of reading, reading
skills,add phonics skills; and three hours of "multicultural education."

Secondary. Twenty hours of secondary professional education, to
include six hours of supervised teaching and/or teaching internship; thir-
teen hours in courses in methods and materials in field of specialization;
and three hours of "multicultural education."

NEW HAMPSHIRE
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

NEW JERSEY
All Levels. Fifteen hours in professidnal education, not including stu-

dent teaching, distributed over four of eight areas (including electives).
Within the eight areas, three are required: educational psychology,
human and intercultural relations, and methods of teaching. Among the
remaining five areas, one is described as "Foundations of Education.
Studies designed to develop understanding of the educational implica-
tions of . . . (the) social, political, historical, cultural, and philosophical
context in which schools are conducted, including courses such as the fol-
lowing: history of education, philosophy of education, social foundations
of education, comparative education, and educational sociology."

NEW MEXICO
Elementary. Eighteen hours of a total of twenty-four hours of profes-

sional education (including six hours of student teaching) distributed
over at least three of the following: human growth and development;
areas related to school counseling; methods and techniques; educational
psychology; and "orientation in education."
. Secondary. Twelve, hours of a total of eighteen hours of professional
education (including six hours of student teaching) distributed over a
minimum of three of the following five areas: human growth and de-
velopment; areas related to school counseling; methods and techniques;
educational psychology; and "orientation in education."

NEW YORK
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

16')
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NORTH CAROLINA se.
Early Childhood and Intermediate School. The state mandates a"competency-based" approach to teacher certification. Requirementscall for approximately twenty to twenty-five percent of a four-yearprogram to be devoted to the production of "professional competen-cies," in each of five areas: growth patterns and learning styles of youngchildren and youth; organizational patterns and working relationshipsfor use in developing learning environments; materials, strategies, techni-ques, tools and activities for early childhood and middle school settings;personal attributes and attitudes that promote interaction betweenteacher and learner; and "contemporary issues and trends in educationfrom a historical, philosophical, and sociological standpoint."This last area is further characterized as follows: "(a) understanding ofthe historical and continuing role of the school as a social institution inAmerican society; (b) understanding of philosophies of education andtheir implications for the education of young children and youth; (c) un-derstanding of the role of government (local, stater and national) in deter-mining the scope, shape, and direction of public education; (d) under-standing of the contemporary purposes served by education for both theindividual and society; and (e) understanding of the cultural aspects ofeducation including its influence on values and constant social-technological change."

Elsewhere, under guideline #3 for preparing teachers, an approved"professional studies" program is required to "provide study of the con-temporary issues and trends in education within a historical,philosophical, and sociological framework. The document further ex-plains: "Content in this area should promote an understanding of thechanging role of the school as an institution in a rapidly changing society;philosophies of education and their implications for early childhood andmiddk school programs; and the influence ofgovernment and the socialenvironment in all of their aspects on the scope, shane, and direction ofeduca ion. The need for a closer working relationship between schooland co nity should be emphasized."
Seconds Within the guidelines for the "professional studies" com-ponent of a t cher preparatory program appears the following: "The

p:ofessional studies component should provide humanistic study of theproblems, issues and trends in education- within a historical, philo-sophical, sociological, economic, and govermental framework."The amplification reads as follows: "The overall study under thisguideline may be identified as being behavioral and humanistic in nature.The major purpcse of the study is to provide the student with a set ofhuman [sic] and theoretical contexts in which living and learningproblems can be understood and interpreted. It is assumed that problems
regarding the nature and aims of education, the curriculum, and theorganization and administration of a school system will be studied with
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respect to their IIstorical development and the philosophical issues to
which they are related. In the same studies, the problems of education
ihotdd be studied from an interdisciplinary standpoint to include the
findings of sociology, economics, political science, anthropology, and
other related disciplies." 4.

Under guideline #5 for a teacher preparatory program, the text states
that the program "should pfovide the prospective teacher with the
knowledge and experiences needed to free him (sic) from dogmatic super-
stitions and prejudices concerning race, ethnic groups, and economic
status, plus the knowledge and skills that will enable him [sic] to (I) cope
with the school situations and problems that reflect social stresses and
strains and (2) plan and conduct learning activities that promote the
acceptance of cultural and human diversity, the development of positive
self-images and the recognition of each individual as a fellow human
being possessing rights to be recognized and respected by others."

NORTH DAKOTA
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

OHIO

Elementary. Twenty-nine semester hours (or forty -four quarter hours)
of professional education are required, with coursework distributed as
follows: (a) understanding the learner and the learning process (six
hours); (b) "school in relation to society" (three hours); and (c) elemen-
tary school curriculum: methods, including teaching of reading; lab-
oratory experience, including student teaching (twenty hours).

Secondary. Twenty-one semester hours (or thirty-two quarter hours) of
professional education are required, and should include: (a) under-
standing the learner and the learning process (three hours); (b) "school in
relation to society" (three hours); and (c) secondary school curriculum:
methods and laboratory experience, including student teaching in field in
which certification is sought (fifteen hours).

OKLAHOMA
Early Childhood. Twenty-one hours of professional education

required, with coursework in each of the following: (a) childhood growth
and development, conception-six years; (b) "social foundations of edu-
cation"; (c) educational psychology; 41) student teaching (minimum of 6
hours); and (e) electives from above areas or in other approved early
childhood education courses. A course (two-three hours) in psychology
of exceptional children is also required within the twenty-one hour total.

Elementary. With appropriate minor adjustments, the requirements
are the same as for early childhood certification.

Secondary. The "standard" certificate mandates the same require-
ments as for elementary certification; "professional" certification re-
quires eight graduate semester hours of professional education in such
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areas ,as: "problems of teaching, materials and methods, curriculum
development, philosophical and historical foundations, guidance; human
development, research, and statistics."

OREQON
Elementary. Basic endorsement (valid three years): thirty-six quarter

hours of elementary teacher education coursework, distributed among
'the following: (a) teaching strategies with emphasis on development of
measurable objectives and diagnostic and prescriptive techniques; (b) six
quarter hours in methods of teaching reading; (c) use of educational
teaching media; (d) "social and cultural foundations, including an under-
standing,and appreciation of the role of minority groups in American
society"; (e) psychological foundations including child, adolescent and
educational psychology, and group processes; and (f) elementary super-
vised teaching and/or internship.

"Standard" certification (valid for five years) adds a requirement of fif-
teen quarter pours more in any three of the following: behavior modifica-
tion, curriculum, early childhood education, education of the exceptional
child, evaluation of learning, guidance and counseling, interpersonal re-
lations, occupational or career awareness, "philosophy and/or history of
education, social foundations of education."

Secondary. Basic endorsement (valid three years): thirty quarter hours
of secondary teacher education coursework, distributed among the same
areas cited for elementary (basic) certification, with minor adjustments as
appropriate to secondary education. (Secondary-standard certification
adds no additional requirements in foundations of education.)

PENNSYLVANIA
The state follows an "approved program" apir-oach to certification.

RHODE ISLAND
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Early Childhood. Twenty-four hours in seven areas, as follows: (a) child

growth and development or child psychology; (b) behavior of the
preschool child, including observation and participation; (c) "principles
and/or philosophy of education (courses in this area should bring about
some understanding of the theories of learning, motivation, and the
general philosophy of American education)"; (d) elementary school ma-
terials, curricula or gen :ral methods; (e) teaching of reading; (f) methods
and materials; and (g) six hours of directed teaching.

Elementary. Twenty-one hours in five areas, as follows: (a) child
growth and development or child psychology; (b) "principles and/or
philosophy of education"; (c) elementary school materials, curriculum,
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or general elementary school methods; (d) teaching of reading; and (e) six
hours of directed teaching.

Middle School: Includes three hours in "foundations of education."
Secondary. Eighteen hours in four areas: (a) adolescent growth and de-

velopment or adolescent psychology; (b) "principles and/or philosophy
of education"; (c) principles of learning, secondary school materials, cur-
ricula, methods; and (d) six hours of directed teaching.

SOUTH DAKOTA
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification,

but effective 7/17/78, has instituted standards which set forth in detail
the minimum numbus of hours in both subject areas and education
courses. Six hours of educational psychology are required for an elemen-
tary certificate and a minimum of two hours for secondary certification.
No specific foundational work in education is mandated at any certifica-
tion level.

TENNESSEE
All levels. Twenty-four hours of professional education, including a

minimum of four hours of supervised student teaching, materials and
methods appropriate to the level of certification, specialized require-
ments, and two "core professional requirements" consisting ,of psy-
chological foundations of education (human growth and development,
learning, measurement, evaluation, and guidance) and "historical,
philosophical, and sociological foundations of American education, with
attention to the teacher's role in the school and community."

TEXAS
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

UTAH
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

VERMONT
The state follows an "approved program" approach to certification.

VIRGINIA
Certification endorsements, while detailed in their requirements, make

no mention of foundational w in education.

WASHINGTON
The state follows an "approved pr gram" approach to certification.

WEST VIRGINIA
Certification requires a minimum of twenty hours of professional

education, the content for which is left unspecified.

17u
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WISCONSIN

Certification requires a professional education sequence of twenty-six
and eighteen hours, respectively, at the elementary or secondary level.
Foundational coursework within this sequence is neither required nor
mentioned among the recommended content areas. However, for
teachers of the handicapped, a mandatory eighteen-hour professional ed-
ucation sequence encompassing fifteen possible areas, of which five are
obligatory, mentions "history of education" and "educational
sociology" as electives to satisfy the total hour requirement.

WYOMING

Elementary. Twenty-three hours of professional preparation are re-
quircd, including mandatory coursework in each of the following areas:
foundations of education, human development and psychology, cur-
riculum, methods, and directed teaching.

Secondary. Twenty hours of professional- preparation, distributed
among the same areas.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Eighteen states, or thirty-six percent of the total, rely mainly on an
"approved program" or "approved institution" approach to initial
teacher certification. Where these states differ is in the detail with which
they set forth, r spectively, substantive criteria to which teacher
preparatory progr ms must conform in order to secure state approval.
Alabama, for exa ple, requires only that a program adhere to NCATE
or NASDTEC s ndards. Alaska's regulations invoke the NASDTEC
guidelines. Haw/ail and Kentucky require approved programs in confor-
mity with NCATE standards. In the latter case, however, the elements of
an approved 'program are spelled out at considerable length. Vermont
stresses guidelines issued by its own Board of Education, as does Texas.
Other states cite regulations issued by regional consortia or accreditation
organizations. In a few cases, a state's ruld are wholly formal in
character: that is, they are concerned exclusively with procedures govern-
ing the submission of programs for state approval. One or two states
specify programs offered by particular school or colleges within the state,
as in the case of Minnesota where institutions are cited by name.

Seven states, or fourteen percent of the total, mandate specific courses
for initial certification, but omit any reference whatsoever to foundations
of education among them. These states include California, Delaware,
Mississippi, South Dakota, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. New
Mexico's regulations include a brief reference to coursework described as
"orientation in education."

Nine states, eighteen percent of the total, mandate a specific minimum
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number of hours in foundations of education. The states are: Florida,
Illinois, Kan as, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri, Nevada,
and Ohio. Fl ida, for example, requires a total of 6 hours in "so-
ciological and ps logical foundations of education, including a course
in psychological foundations of education." Illinois mandates two hours
of "history and/or philosophy of educatioh." The average minimum
total of required hours among the nine states is four. However, if psy-
chology of education and other designations with which "foundations"
are often conjoined under a single rubric in state regulations are
eliminated, the mean hour total would likely be considerably less.

A more meaningful way of interpreting certification rules in these nine
states is to examine the minimum hour total of coursework in founda-
tions, first, as a percentage of the total lours in professional education
required for certification and, secondly, as a percentage of the total hours
required to complete a typical baccalaureate-degree program. Several
variables enter into the calculations: (I) the level of certification involved;
(2) the number of hours mandated for -student teaching and other field
experiences; and (3) the hour total of required professional education
coursework. Thus, for example, elementary-level certification in
Louisiana requires three hours in foundations, as part of a minimum
total of thirty-seven hours of professional education coursework, of
which six arc devoted to student teaching. The three-hour foundations
requirement therefore represents 9.1 percent of the professional educa-
tion sequence, and 9.6 percent of the total if the six hours of student
teaching are excluded from consideration.

The same three-hour foundations coursework requirement amounts to
only 2.5 percent of the total numbers of credit hours called for (usually
120) in completing a baccalaureate-degree program. Excluding the 6
hours generated by student teaching, the percentage rises only slightly, to
2.6 percent.

I'n Kansas, six hours which are supposed to be directed "toward under-
standing the school as a social institution . ." are obligatory within a
minimum total of twenty four hours of professional education. Included
within the twenty four are eight hours of student teaching. Assuming for
illustrative purposes that the six-hour foundational requirem mt is ful-
filled by completing two or more courses in foundations of education,
those same courses represent twenty-five percent or one-fourth of the
total professional preparation sequence. If the eight hours of student
teaching are omitted, the foundations coursework amounts to 37.5 per-
cent, or more than one-third of the total professional coursework man-
dated. These totals become less impressive, however, when computed
against the 120-hour total. Excluding hours devoted to student teaching
(8), the foundations work represents leas than six percent of the total
degree program, and if student teaching hours are included, only five per-
cent. Table 1 summarizes the data from the nine states which mandatP. a
specific course or a fixed number of coursework hours in foundations.
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TABLE 1
THt FOUNDATIONS COMPONENT WITHIN STATE CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

MANDATING DETfiRMINATE COURSES AND/OR HOURS

I

STATE
CLPITIF It A.

TION LEVEL

Hot RS OF

RICILINED
FOUNDATIONS

Di SCRIPT ION

01 -F01 MA.
'MINS" COM.

PONENT

PROF ED TOTALS
-(FAINUSSTUDt NT

TEACHING)
FOUNDATIONS
Pk R(INTAGV

INCLUSIVE PROF

ED TOTALS'
FOUNDATIONS

PERCENTAGE'

Florida elem. 6 Sociological 20 30. 23 26.sec.. 6 and Psycholog-
ical founda-
tions

20 30. 23 26.

Illinois elem. 2 History and/or 11 18. 16 12.5sec.

'
2 philosophy of

education
11 18. 16 12.5

Kentucky elem. 2.6 Introduction 16 12.5-37.5 24 8.3-25.sec. 2-6 to education 9 22.2-66.6 17 11.7-35.2
and/or school
organization

,

Kansas elem. 6 School as so- 16 37.5 24 25.0sec. 6 cial institu- 12 50.0 20 30.0,tion
Louisiana elem. 3 History or ed- 31 9.6 37 8.1sec.( 3 ucation, intro-

duction to ed-
ucation, foun-
dations of ed-
ucation and/or

12 25.0 18 16.6

Maryland

Missouri

Nevada

Ohio

ti
elem.
sec.

sec.

elem.
sec.
elem.
sec.

6
6

2.3

3
3

3

a

Key:
'Total minimum required hours
2Foundational coursework as a
dent teaching hours
1Tota1 minimum required hours
Foundational coursework as a
dent teaching hours:

philosophy of
education
Foundations of
education, in-
cluding a course
in psychological
foundations
The school:
history or phil-
osophy of ed-
ucation, high
school adminis-
tration, high
school curric-
ulum, tests and
measurements. etc.
Multicultural
education
School in re-
lution to so-
cie

18

10

33.3
60.0

13 19.3-23.0 II

12

16

18

18

25.0
18.7
16.6
16.6

26
18

18

18

22

of professional education coursework, exclusive ofstudent teaching hours
percentage of minimum total of required professional education coursework,

of professional education coursework, including student teaching hours
percentage of minimum total of required professional education coursework.
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I

23.0
33.0

11.1.16.6

16.6
13.6

excluding stu-

including stu-
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In considering these totals, it is im
portant to note that the all-inclusive

term
 "foundations of education" as it is com

m
only em

ployed in state
regulations is used very loosely or is m

ade to encom
pass far

m
ore ele-

m
ents than are ordinarily included in conventional definitions of the

field. T
able 2 displays the variety of official locutions

as they appear in
state regulations. Secondary-level certification requirem

ents in M
issouri,

to cite a case in point, include w
ithin "foundations" the follow

ing:
"history or philosophy of education; high school adm

inistration; high
school curriculum

;,tests and m
easurem

ents; etc." A
gain, 'O

hio m
entions

"[the] school in relation to society," w
hereas K

entucky describes the
designation in term

s of "introduction to education and/or school
organization," and at least tw

o statesM
aryland and Floridainclude

"psychological foundations" under the sam
e general heading of founda-

tions of education.
M

uch the sam
e diffiC

ulty attends any attem
pt to identify the foun-

dational com
ponent w

ithin certification regulations organized different-
ly. Idaho, for exam

ple, requires fourteen hours in "philosophical,
psy-

chological, and m
ethodological foundations of education," but w

ithout
spicifying how

 the hours are to be distributed. W
yom

ing m
andates fif-

teen hours in "foundations of educatiO
n, hum

an developm
ent and psy-

chology, m
ethods and directed teaching." A

lm
ost as inclusive is the

language appegring in the certification rules of C
onnecticut w

here "foun-
dations of education" are defined perm

issively as "history of education;
principles of education; philosophy ofeducation; com

parative education;
and com

m
unity

sociology, com
m

unity resources,
[and]

social
anthropologyt"

A
 com

m
on usage in state standards is to cite foundational w

ork as an
"area" appearing w

ithin a m
uch broader listing or

sequence of profes-
sional education courses. R

ather than specifying a given
course or a

m
inim

um
 num

ber of hours, the approved program
 pattern sim

ply
stipulates the total num

ber of hours that m
ust be com

pleted; w
ith

coursew
ork distributed am

ong anyw
here from

 three .to eight different
discrete topical areas. A

t least sixteen states organize their rules under
this form

at. Som
etim

es an indeterm
inate num

ber of hours and/or
courses is required, i.e., the student m

ust select coursew
ork designated by

the "foundations of education" or "psychological and philosophical
foundations." N

o particular courses have to be selected
or m

inim
um

hour requirem
ents m

et. Four states (O
regon, N

ew
 M

exico, N
ew

 Jersey,
and M

assachusetts) allow
 a pattern of distribution w

ithin w
hich, for all

practical purposes, the foundations area is elective. In other w
ords, w

ith
judicious selection, a student can satisfy the total hour requirem

ent
-.-ithout having com

pleted a foundations course. In several states, regula-
tions are draw

n in a fashion such that it is virtually im
possible

to ascer-
tain w

hether foundational w
ork, w

hen it appears, is intended to be
obligatory or m

erely optional.
A

nother difficulty concerns the not inconsiderable num
ber of

areas
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listed from which a student in an approved teacher preparatory program
might select. Thus, in Oklahoma "social foundations of education" is
only one of five or Mx possible alternatives within a twenty-one hour
total; South Carolina lists '10rinciples and philosophy of education"
among six areas in a twelve hour total of professional education require-
ments; and in Arizona "psychological and philosophical foundations"
appears as a required element among eight units or areas (Including stu-
dent teaching) within a 24-hour total of "professional preparation"
courses. In New Jersey's rules, the fifteen-hour total of professional edu-
cation is divided up among no less than eight, areas, yielding an approx-
imate average of 1.8 hours for each if coursework were actually dis-
tributed evenly among then:.

Table 3 summarizes the data from the sixteen states that include
dations as an area among several in a total profesSional education ..

sequenCe, but wikhout mandating a specific course or a fixed number of
credit hours.

At least three states appear to mandate a specific approach to teaching
foundations courses or specify desired'outcome. Iowa's "human rela-
tions" guidelines urge coursework calculated to "develop sensitivity to
and understanding of the values, beliefs, life styles, and attitudes of indi-
viduals and the diverse groups found in a pluralistic society." Kansas
requires a coursework sequence devoted to "developing a professional
attitude regarding the role of education in the 'American way of life,"f' The same regulations call for instruction aimed at fostering "under--4

.1 standing of philosophies of education and their implicaticns for
education."

Although no systematic comparisons were undertaken as a part of this
study, it is instructive to note certain possible changes and shifts in em-
phasis within state regulations over the past decade or so. Several notable
trends have developed. Required coursework in the teaching of reading
has been expanded. As states continue to revise their certification
requirements and teacher education program standards, there is growing
emphasis upon psychology: learning theory; instructional assessment and
evaluation; child development; counseling; and so forth. Courses in
instructional media and materials have been added, sometimes as
separate areas of endorsement or specialization for certified secondary
school teachers. More states have moved to an "approved program"
approach to initial certification. Regulations in some states have become
more detailed and specific, but offer more flexibility and a greater
number of alternatives. Fewer required courses in teaching methodology
are identified by name or title. Most significantly, the general impression
suggested is that relative to other component elements among the regula-
tions, the place of coursework which is identifiably "foundational" in
character has suffered erosion. With due allowance for exceptions, the
overall trend ,points toward decreasing importance for foundations of
education in certification requirements and as required elements within

t 17;)
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the total coursework pattern of state-approved teacher preparation
programs.

Also noteworthy is the frequency (or lack thereof) with which state
regulations require foundations courses in programs of continuing and
in-service graduate education. A total of seventeen states' regulations
make some reference to work in foundations. However, the requirement
is not levied uniformly or for all types of special endorsements even
within a given state. Frequently, the term appears simply as an elective
possibility rather than as a, requirement in a typical program. Table 4
supplies an abbreviated. summary of such state requirements and
guidelines.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. State regulations and guidelinei concerning initial teacher certifica-
tion and standards for state - approved teacher preparation programs dif-
fer greatly in terms of basic conception, format, organization, and degree
of specificity. Many regulations appear to be poorly written or suffer
from ambiguity and imprecision in usage of terms. Inter-state differences
render comparisons extremely difficult, and in some cases impossible.

2. There may be extremely important academic and scholarly advan-
tages in eschewing any single stipulative definition of "foundations of
education." There are also several "political-tactical" and professional
disadvantages involved. Not the least of these is the difficulty of

clearly those substantive elements within a teacher education
program which can be readily 'identified as "foundational" in both
ch racter and intent. Serious problems of definition are likely to attend
an attempt to sort out the foundational elements in initial teacher- cer-
tifi tion requirements and state-mandated teacher education program
guidelines or standards.

3. The lack of definitional consensus or shared outlook as to the con-
tent or "structure" of foundational studies among scholars is reflected
and magnifiedby officialdom (state education bureaucracies in par-
ticular) and the general public at large. The frequent association of the
term "foundatiqns of education ". with elements such as school manage-
ment, administration, organization, and so forth may betray widespread
confusion aboutor indifference to--the logical boundaries (itany) of
the term.

4. The typical conjunction of the modifier "psychological" with
"foundations of education" tends to make it impossible to pick out
"behavioral" from "humanistic" component elements when both are
subsumed under a common rubric. Likewise, curriculum theory which is
argueably "foundational" in character, as well as other types of

17o



TABLE3

THE FOUNDATIONS COMPONENT AS AN
INDETERMINATE ELEMENT WITHIN A

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT

STATE

Arizona

Arkansas

Colorado

Connecticut

Georgia

Idaho

Maine

RTIFICATION

ILVt.L

TOTAL SEMESTER

Hot R501 Rk.
WIRED PROF ES.

SIONAL EDUCAT:ON

COURSE %koRK

elem.
WC.

elem.
sec.

both

24'
22'

12

12

unspecified

elem. 30
sec. 18

both 20

elem. 18
sec. 14

elem. 24
sec. 12

Massachusetts :n. 16

sec. 10

Missouri a early childhood 10

New Jersey

New Mexico

Oklahoma

Oregon

South Carolina

elem.

both

elem.
sec.
elem.
see.

I0

15

18

12

15

15

elem. (basic) 24'
sec. 20'

elem.
sec.

Tennessee I both

15

12

20

41/2) ()ming I elem. 23°

sec. 20°

*exr/17/Ter stodent teaching hours unless otherwise indicatrd by an asterisk.

leAcluaes student te,-ching and/or field experiences as an arca unless otherwise indicated by a double astcnsk

17 r -128

FOUNDATIONAL

COMPONENT DE.

SIGNATORS

TOTAL NUMBER OF
ARE AS WITHIN

COURSE PATTERN*

psychological and philosoph-
ical foundations

study of the school

foundations of education, in-
cluding history, philosophy, fi-
nancing, and organization of
the public . . . schools; current
issues in education

foundations of education: his-
tory, principles, philosophy.
comparative, community so-
ciology, community resources,
social anthropology

foundations of education

philosophical, psychological,
and methodological founda-
tions of educaltion

the educational context or
system

s

philosophy of education I 4
4

8"
SOO

4
3

4

6
6

3

3
3

3
3

foundations of education and 7

school organization and man-
agement
foundations of education 7

human and intercultural rela- 8

Lions; foundations of educa-

tion (history, philosophy,
social foundations, com-
parative, sociology of educa-
tion)

orientation in education 5

5

social foundations/phil- 6

osophical and historical found- 6

ations

social and cultural foundations
social and cultural founda-
tions, including . . . role of
minority groups in ... society

principles and philosophy of
education

historical, philosophical, and
sociological foundations . . .

with attention to the teaches
role in the school and corn-
munity

foundations of education

6"
6"

6
4

5
50
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theoretical concerns and Inquiry, may not be sufficiently well recognized
as bring generic to the category "foundations of education."

5. Whert foundational coursework in education is conceptualized in
terms of its association with partiCular cognate:disciplines, the specialized
fields of philosophy and history of education ate most clearly established,
as reflected by their relatively frequent appearance in official state docu-
ments. Comparative and/or international education is rarely mentioned.
Nor are sociology of education, economics and education, political
science and education, education and religion studies, educational
anthropology and similar conjunctions. Terms such as "education(al)
studies" or education(al) policy studies" are not cited at all in the
literature surveyed for thL study.

6. The phrase "foundations of education," judging from the place
accorded it in state regulations, is a misnomer, a term of courtesy or con-
venience only. Even on the most generous reading, foundational studies
more often than not ate relegated to a peripheral or ceremonial role; they
are not in any meaningful sense positioned so that they are "foun-
dational" to other elements in state-approved teacher preparatory
.programs.

7. Only a minority of states has regulations in compliance with Stan-
dard # I of the American Educational Studies Association: "At least one-
sixth of the professional preparation leading to initial teacher certifica-

ko I tion is to be devoted to humanistic and social foundational studies which
promote the development of interpretive, normative, and critical perspec-
tives on education." Nor are many states in compliance with the
equivalent standard for continuing in-service and graduate-level profes-
sional studies in education.

8. Concerted pressure seems called for to insure a more adequate place
for the foundational components in state-mandated teacher certification
regulations and teacher education program guidelines or standards. As
competition grows for shares within already-overcrowded teacher
preparatory curricula, sharply-focs,:wd lobbying on behalf of foun-
dational studies will become increasingly essential. Without strong
professional support from state and national learned societies in founda-
tions of education, such courses will likely continue, to decline in impor-
tance within certification and program regulations.

9. The several learned societies and z7sociations in foundations of
education and education policy studies (AESA, PES, HES, CIES, etc.)
share a vested interest in retaining foundational courses as required ele-
ments in state regulations concerning teacher education and certification.
If their respective members do not recognize or widely acknowledge that
vested interest, professional self-interest dictates that they ought to do so.
Academic appointments in colleges and universities depend to a greater
extent than may be commonly realized upon such requirements. Without
mandated courscwork, student enrollment in foundations classes could

1'7

TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF STATE REQUIREMENTS INVOLVING

. FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION FOR ADVANCED

INSERVICEENDORSEMENTS

. 'TE POSITION OR ENDORSEMENT COURSEWOMC DESCRIPTION

Arizona

Arkansas
Connecticut

Illinois

Indiana

Kansas

Kentucky

Massachuietts

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Mexico

-school psychologist

guidance counselor
superintendent

administration

administration and supervi-
sion

district school administrator

special education; admin-
istration; media supervisor

school psychologist

school counselor

.
superintendent; assistant
superintendent

administration

17.1

educational philosophy/
administration

educational philosophy
foundations of educa-
tion (historical,
philosophical,
sociological, etc.)

basic foundations
courses in education'

philosophy of education

sociological and philo-
sophical foundations of
education

foundations in educa-
tionsociological, psy-
chological philosophical,
historical

educational foundations:
school structure, ad-
ministration, an d
philosophy

foundations of educa-
tion, including mul-
ticultural education

(skills, competencies,
and knowledge in) edu-
cational philosophy and
program development

foundat;ons of educa-
tion .ich as history,
philosophy psychology
and/or sociology
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TABLE 4 (continued)

(Vol. 10

STATE POSITION OR ENDORSEMENT COURSEWORK DESCRIPTION

North Carolina

Ohio

South Carolina

Tennessee

West Virginia

Wisconsin

administrator

school counselor

administration

guidance counselor

principal

supervisor in instruction

principal; school super-
intendent
administration

knowledge of current
status of societal in-
stitutions in relation to
the educational in-
stitution

(extended) under-
standing of basic educa-
tional philosophies and
school curriculum pat-
terns

social, philosophical or
psychological founda-
tions (of education)

societal forces and cul-
'tural changes (in rela-

tion to education)

philosophy and history
of education, psy-
chological and
sociologic& foundations
(of education)

goal determination . .

psychological and soci-
ological foundations (of
education)

philosophy of education

problems, issues, and
trends in eaucation

decline. If the decline were of sufficient magnit ;de, many academic
appointment! would be termina%;,d. To phrase it in the starkest terms
possible, without required courses, there would be fewar opportunities
for academic employment among foundational scholars. Lacking jobs,
there will be lessened opportunips to sustain scholarly research and
inquiry. The field or fields comet' nly subsumed under "foundations of
educ-.tion" will suffer a precipital: decline as adirect consequence. In
sum, mandated coursework is a necessary (though of course not suf-
ficient) condition for the general well-being of the field.

1 3 u
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10. Considering the political realities involved and the number of com-
peting pressure groups seeking to help shape state educational policy, it
would seem counter-productive for each learned society to attempt to
draw up its own standards and have them adopted within the several
states' regulation& The result would probably be a kind of "internecine
warfare" as rival groups compete to dominate a very small percentage of
the total teacher education program. More useful, perhaps, would be a
very brief definition and description of the foundational component
v4iich would be acceptable to all parties involved. In this respect at least,
the several societies must work together or not at all.

NOTES

t. Thi. judgment holds true despite the fact that most teacher training institutions attempt to offer
programs whose requirements exceed state department ofeducation standards. Joel Spring expresses the
point more forthrightly than most. "Faculties of colleges of education," he observe, "are in a unique
position via -h-vls state educational policy. In the first place, theirvery jobs often depend on state cer
tification requirements. If certain courses are required for teaching or public schooladministration, then
the education faculties will be guaranteed that students must take their courses." Joel Spring, Ameiican
Education, Ax Introduction to Social and Political Aspects (New York. Longman, 1978), p. 131.

2. National Council For Accreditation Of Teacher Education, Standards fa Accreditation of Teacher
Education (Washington: NCATE, 1977), pp. 5-6.

3. Cited in Elizabeth h. Woellner, Requirements for Certification. Forty-thirdEdition 1978.79 (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press. 1978), p.2.

4. National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification, StandanisPcv State

Approval Of Tem her Education (Salt Lake City; NASOTEC, 1976), p. 17.

t Summitry descriptions of certification requirements are supplied in James Monroe Hughes and
Frederick Marshall Schultz, Education in America. fourth edition (New York: Harper & Row, 1976), pp.

4811.; and in Bruce R. Joyce and Greta G. Morine, Crecting The School. An introduction to Education

(Boston: Educational Associates, 1976), pp 52ff.

6. G.K. Hodenfield and T.M. Stinnett, The Education of Teachers (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, I9.01). pp. 101-103.

7. Cf. T.M. Stinnett, Professional Problem of Teachers (New York. Macmillan, 1968), pp. 42111; and
J.H. Johansen et al., American Education. The Task and the Teacher. second edition (Dubuque, Iowa-.
W.C. Brown. 1975). p.

11. For example, Georgia ers three different kinds of five-year certificates and two types of footyear
certificates. California offers four levels of certification. Alabama's certificates are organized by classes:
B, A, and AA. Nebruka distinguishes among "pre-standard," "standard," and "professional" licensure.

9. This essentially is the approach followed by Canadian provincial authorities as well

10. W,w1Iner, p. 2. The NEA publication is prepared by that organization's National Commission On
Teacher Education and Professional tandards (T EPS).

I I. "Standards For Academic And Professional Instruction In Foundr.t.ons Of Education, Educational
Studit. And Educational Policy Studies," Educational Studies 8 (Winter 1977.78): 330.


